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Como Pez en Agua: The Border from a Different
Point of View
Daniel Villa
New Mexico State University
El presente ensayo de reflexion examina el papel de la frontera en el que hacer de los
lingiiistas que residen alll. Valiendose de la reciente discusion en el campo de la
soeiolingulstica acerca del papel de la perspectiva en la investigacion, se postula que la
experiencia fronteriza define la forma en que nos aproximamos a nuestros datos y a su
interpretacion. Como ejemplo de esta postura, se recurre a los recientes debates acerca del
espanol estandar en la ensenanza del espanol a hispanohablantes y se demuestra como pueden
existir perspectivas inconmensurables hacia a una misma realidad emplrica.

Introduction
The role of a researcher in his or
her work, as detached observer or integral participant, represents a well established polemic in many scientific fields
in general, and in sociolinguistics in particular. In a fascinating interchange of
ideas between John Edwards and a
group of internationally recognized
scholars, published in the International
Journal of the Sociology of Language
(1994, vol. 110), this polemic constitutes a recurring theme. For example,
Romaine, citing Sharpe (1982), offers
the following in her essay titled 'From
the fish's point of view':
Once upon a time a young man sat
for an examination, and he had a
question something like this: 'Discuss the North Atlantic fishing treaty
from either the point of view of the
British or the point of view of the
Americans. He wrote, 'I know nothing about the point of view of the
British, or of the Americans, so I will
write from the point of view of the
fish'(1994:177).

She continues, 'There are two issues I
wish to take up in connection with John
Edward's article, both of which might
fall more generally under the rubric
"point of view". . .' (1994:177). On a
similar note, in the same collection
Dorian writes, 'It's as well, I think, to
begin my response to Edward's paper
with a statement of what I take to be the
single most extreme difference of opinion between us. He appears to believe
that there are neutral, dispassionate positions on the issue of language and
ethnicity, while I do not' (1994:113).
This essay's title is inspired by that
of Romaine's, and in it I will attempt to
offer a view of the region called the 'borderlands' not as an observer looking in,
but rather as one situated within this
geographic domain. The reason for this
lies in the fact that, regarding the use of
Spanish in this area, a significant amount
of research has been created by those
'looking in', as opposed to those who
not only relate themselves to the physi-
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cal and linguistic environments under
study but live in them as well. This
essay, then, has two principal goals: one,
to examine the role of a researcher in
presenting his or her work, of defining
a point of view, and two, how that relationship affects the notion of 'border'
and language use in that region.
The Concept of Landscape
Two rather disparate voices inform
this discussion on the relationship between researchers and their work. One
belongs to George Lakoff, and the other
to Leslie Marmon Silko. Lakoffisawell
known linguist, and Silko a nationally
recognized Native American author,
Despite the differences in their backgrounds, both address the issue of the
relationship of an observer to what she
observes. Lakoff, in part two of his 1987
Women, fire and other dangerous things,
questions basic underlying concepts that
inform linguistic studies. In writing
about what he call 'objectivist' approaches to language study, he notes:
'One of my purposes is to show that the
classical theory of categories is inadequate for the study of natural language
as well as other aspects of the mind...'
(1987:157). In brief, he debunks the
notion of a researcher as a detached individual removed and isolated from the
topic under study. Lakoff's work represents an important development in linguistic theory, one that breaks with established paradigms based on binary
oppositions more suited to computer
programming than to the study of natural languages. He challenges a linguistic tradition that stretches back at least
to Saussure in modern linguistics, and
to Aristotle in a Western tradition of
study. He constructs arguments for the
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position that one must recognize that
human beings, in the way they categorize their world, have an impact on that
which is being categorized (see Lakoff
1987, 'Philosophical implications'),
Researchers, in the way they categorize
the data they work with, inevitably color
their data, influencing both how subse
quent analyses are presented and how
they are received.
From a different perspective, Leslie
Silko suggests much the same thing,
She uses the term'landscape' to describe
the physical and spiritual world we in
habit. She employs photography as a
metaphor for the relationship between
an observer and that which is observed.
A photograph captures a certain reality
once it is taken, of a certain objective
nature; however, it normally does not
reveal who has taken it. But there can
be no doubt that the photographer has
made any number of decisions in composing the image, and in order to create
an understanding of that image both the
photograph and its composer must be
considered. She discusses the social role
in Native American culture of a photographic image as well; some perceive it
as a theft of cultural heritage, while others accept the capability to share with
children and grandchildren the images
of older generations. But in either sense,
the relationship between the photograph
and the photographer is not an inconsequential one; that interplay creates either negative or positive affective reactions in its viewers. Silko writes,
'A portion of territory the eye can
comprehend in a single view' does
not correctly describe the relationship between the human being and
his or her surroundings. This assumes the viewer is somehow out
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side or separate from the territory
she or he surveys. Viewers are as
much a part of the landscape as the
boulders they stand on (1996:27).
I believe that this elegantly captures
the relationship between research
ers and that which they research.
They are as much a part of their data
and analyses as the theoretical para
digms they stand on, to paraphrase
Silko. This concept is crucial for
the following discussion on the con
cept of 'border', and language use
in this region.
Where does a border lie?
The notion of landscape serves well
for the present discussion. First, there
is a geographic reality studied here, per
haps not delimited by clearly visible
markers, but certainly possessing an in
ternal coherency. In itself, the region
studied here is not homogenous in na
ture; the area known as the U.S.-Mexico
border can be green and lush, or earthtoned and austere. But how this region
is perceived, whatever its environmen
tal reality may be, depends on who cre
ates its image, its description.
To illustrate this concept, I cite one
description of the border offered by Tom
Miller (1985). In the introduction to his
book he writes,
Our southern frontier is not simply
American on one side and Mexi
can on the other. It is a third coun
try with its own identity. This third
country is a strip two thousand
miles long and no more than twenty
mile wide. Its food, its language,
its music are its own. Even its eco
nomic development is unique
(1985: xii).
This view represents, I believe, a com

3

mon one: the border as separate, unique,
the other. It is geographically fixed. The
term 'frontier' clearly establishes the
border as a margin, an outlying fringe,
physically as well as linguistically.
However, regarding the notion of a
border as a clearly delineated political
boundary (in the above case twenty
miles wide), Hansen (1981) notes that
'.. .nothing seems to provoke more con
troversy among social scientists—and
particularly geographers—than the defi
nition of a region' (7). He continues to
cite a view offered by Garreau, who sub
sequently would publish this analysis in
The Nine Nations of North America, a
remapping of political boundaries both
national and international:
Somewhere around the border town
of Houston, maybe halfway to
Beaumont, the grits give way to
reftied beans and the pines give way
earth shades of red and brown. You
know you're out of Dixie and into
Mex-America, This strip nation
runs for half a continent 200 or 300
miles north of the border with
Mexico. It is a nation that is now
what the United States in the '80s
will be—one in which the biggest
minority is not blacks, but Hispanics (1981: 8).
Garreau drastically re-draws the map of
where the 'border' might exist, basing
his work on factors other than the po
litical boundaries created in the middle
of the 19th century. It is not limited to a
twenty mile wide strip, but extends into
other regions in a much more fluid man
ner.
In a similar vein, Bannon (1997)
observes that the regions in question
here historically have changed in per
ception depending upon who entered

I
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them. He writes, 'The farther the Anglo- to the north. It relies on political, eco
American frontier edged toward the nomic and ethnic tensions as the defin
heart of the continent and the close it ing features of the border. Once more
came to the Mississippi River, the less point of view establishes where the
true it became that the frontier was mov fringes, the margins, are to be found. In
ing into a so-called virgin wilderness' the following section I question where
(1997:1). He continues to note that the border lies, and if indeed the region
Spanish-speaking peoples had long we inhabit can be understood in the
since been a presence in the region, and terms of a 'border'.
had established an infrastructure, in the
form of caminos mates, presidios and The Heartland
The preceding discussion aims to
misiones throughout these lands. Again
underscore
the importance of point of
the issue of point of view arises; what
view
in
establishing
how a landscape
was a frontier for certain immigrants
will
be
identified.
Again,
one view of
represented a homeland for others.
As another view on the concept of the 'border' consists of the notions of
'border', a description of a recent film, marginality, distance, the other. How
'Farmingville', reads, 'The shocking ever, not all share this vision of the same
hate-based attempted murders of two landscape. For some of us, this is not a
Mexican day laborers catapult a small fringe, a frontier, or even a border. It is
Long Island town into national head nothing other than what I will call a
lines, unmasking a new front line in the heartland. It forms a center, not a pe
border wars: suburbia'(http:// riphery. Its boundaries are fluid, chang
www.pbs.org/pov/pov2004/farming- ing with migratory patterns. We have a
history here. Our ancestors are buried
ville/). A synopsis continues:
in this land, and we, our children, their
In some ways, it's a familiar
children, their children's children and
American story: an influx of ille
following generations were born here.
gal immigrants crossing the border
Before the Interstates were constructed
from Mexico to do work the locals
we drove through Willard, Vaughn,
won't; a flourishing 'low-wage'
Melrose, St. Vrain and Fort Sumner,
labor market that depends on them;
small towns that remain much the same
rising tensions with the resident
Anglo population; charges and
as they were 75 years ago, perhaps even
counter-charges of lawlessness and
smaller since the passenger trains
racism; organizing and counterstopped running. We've watched the
organizing—then a violent hate
changes in El Paso, Las Cruces, Tucson,
crime that tears a community apart.
Yuma, Indio and San Diego, seeing them
But this isn't the story of a Cali
now and remembering them as they
fornia, Texas or other Southwest
were. We drove Route 66 when it was
ern town. It's the story of
the main road, not a dismembered tour
Farmingville, New York, on Long
ist attraction.
Island (http://www.pbs.org/pov/
Visits to Juarez, Nuevo Casas
pov2004/farmingville/about.html).
Grandes, Chihuahua, San Luis and
This perspective moves the border far Tijuana were not, and are not now, much
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more exotic than traveling to Albuquer
que, Santa Fe, San Antonio or San Jose.
Our cultural and linguistic ties reach
north and south, east and west, and we
circulate in this landscape, if not freely,
at least knowing the rules of the game.
Checkpoints are a way of life; we pass
through them when we cross the bridges
between Juarez and El Paso, and when
we travel further south on to Chihua
hua, at the retenes of the Policia Fed
eral. The migra watches all roads lead
ing north, east and west out of our heart
land (and it will always be the migra,
in spite of its name change to U.S. Citi
zenship and Immigration Services).
Those who are stopped and questioned
tend not be from the heartland; they
have not developed the skills for mini
mizing the hassles at these ever-present
realities in our landscape.
In order to further underscore the
importance of point of view for under
standing the region discussed here, I
offer a recent article in the National
Geographic titled 'Change of Heart
land: The Great Plains'. This area, con
taining the geographic center of the con
tinental United States, has long been la
beled the 'heartland' due to its physical
location and its central role in produc
ing much of the foodstuffs that sustain
the U.S. population. However, in his
introduction to the article Mitchell
(2004:2) states, 'After years of drought
and depopulation, many parts of the
Great Plains again meet the 19th cen
tury definition of frontier territory: an
area with no more than six people per
square mile.' Our heartland, while con
taining large stretches of open country,
is not being depopulated but thrives and
is projected to do so through this cen
tury (www.census.gov). Another way
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of defining 'heartland' emerges, based
not on geography but on those who in
habit the region. We are now the cen
ter, with lands to the north forming a
frontier, a border of a different type.
However, it is not just these demo
graphic realities that lead me to take this
point of view. The fact that I was born
here, visit the graves of relatives bur
ied here and am raising my sons here
tremendously impacts how I perceive
this region, and by extension, how we
speak Spanish here. I have watched my
father and his brothers and sisters
struggle and succeed in a hostile envi
ronment; the Spanish they speak takes
on a special aura that certainly impacts
my understanding of language as a lin
guist. In other publications I have ar
gued for the use of the type of Spanish
they speak, or spoke, in academic set
tings. Part of my doing so stems from
my academic studies as a linguist, but
another motivation lies in that affective
attachment I have to our way of speak
ing the language. I read about 'stigma
tized' usages in our Spanish in research
articles, and I wonder who is doing the
stigmatizing. We say asina, traiba,
vide, jallates, cuara, and pos, com
monly use these so-called 'stigmatized'
forms, and nobody blinks an eye. We
say them in university classrooms, in
public speeches, in banks, in church,
everywhere in our landscape, and no
one makes a fuss. In our heartland, we
do not stigmatize these forms. Indeed,
somos como pez en agua, like fish in
water, at home, centered, not on the
fringes of anything, in this region that
we, friends, family, colleagues and re
searchers, inhabit. I note my place here,
how I live in this landscape, to high
light the coloring I bring to my studies.

6
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In sum, I will use the term heartland
throughout this essay to refer to the re
gion under study, as we do not live on a
border, linguistic or otherwise.
Empiricism Contextualized
I offer the above observations in an
attempt to establish what I bring to the
research table. First, I assert that em
pirical sources of data form a central part
of this research agenda. Sources such
as the Census Bureau (http://
www.census.gov), the Selig Center for
Economic Growth (http://www.selig.uga.edu/
), Mark Davis' 'Corpus del espanoT
(http://www.corpusdelespanol.org/), and
myriad of on-line governmental agen
cies, indexed at sites such as Oregon
State University's (http://govinfo.kerr.orst.edu/
), all offer data that can easily be accessed
through the Internet by anyone wishing
to verify the accuracy of a quote, table,
statistic or reference. It is in interpret
ing those data, of course, that the po
lemical point of view mentioned above
comes to bear. I offer the following ex
ample to emphasize this assertion.
A common concept that appears in
the literature on Heartland Spanish (HS)
is Standard Spanish. Lexical, morpho
logical and syntactic features of HS are
measured against this particular 'stan
dard.' However, as Villa (1996) notes,
the notion of a 'standard' language is not
the same as for, say, weights and mea
sures. The values of a gram, ounce, inch,
meter or mile do not vary from country
to country or from language to language.
They represent a constant reference with
regard to what they measure, in any part
of the world at any particular moment.
On the other hand, languages cannot
possess such standards, as features such
as semantics and phonology are dy
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namic in nature and as such not readily
analyzed by static criteria using binary
oppositions (see e.g. Bybee et al. 1994
for a discussion on processes of
grammaticization). As repeatedly noted
in Bex and Watts' 1999 Standard En
glish: The widening debate, speech
communities measure language use
against their own particular norms,
based on social, economic, gender, eth
nic and hereditary factors, among many
others. These are, of course, anything
but objective.
As a result, a standard must be un
derstood as a set of norms of any par
ticular speech community. Regarding
the HS speech community, the Census
offers detailed demographic data re
garding its makeup, based on self-iden
tity labels, income status, national ori
gin, language use and place of birth,
among many other factors. A brief in
vestigation of the Census' website re
veals that in many counties in the heart
land, such as Hidalgo and El Paso in
Texas, Dona Ana and Luna in New
Mexico, Pima and Yuma in Arizona,
and Imperial and San Diego in Califor
nia, significant portions of the popula
tion report Spanish asa home language.
Although the Spanish speakers in this
area do not represent a homogenous
population by any means, a search of
self selected identity labels result in
finding that a majority indicate Mexico
as being the ancestral home. For ex
ample, in Imperial County, of the total
72% 'Hispanic or Latino' residents of
that area 65.1% chose the 'Mexican,
Mexican-Amer., Chicano' label
(www.census.gov).
Regarding the variety of Spanish this
general population speaks, Valdes and
Geoffrion-Vinci (1998) note:
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As might be expected given our
previous discussion of class-based
language differences, we conjecture
that the linguistic repertoires of
most ordinary Mexicans who emi
grate to the United States are gen
erally made up of mid to low regis
ters of Spanish. This is important
to our understanding of the Span
ish spoken by Chicano bilingual
students, because it is these regis
ters that serve as the models of lan
guage as students acquire Spanish
in their families and communities
(477).
In general terms, this is the case for
the HS speakers in the region. We speak
some variety of a northern Mexican
Spanish of the working or campesino
social classes. This, then, forms the
norm for the Spanish found throughout
the region. The common term for the
discourse agreement marker "all right,
I hear and agree with you" is orale, not
chevere, vale, or barbaro, as is the case
in other varieties. Speakers of other
Spanish dialects must learn that here
quihubole is a greeting, and not an ex
pression of surprise or remonstrance;
that is jque pues! Luego luego, often
reduced to lolo, means 'right away', and
vamos patras does not signify that
we're walking backwards, but rather re
turning somewhere.
We indeed have a 'standard' Span
ish in the heartland, although given the
politically charged nature of that term I
prefer Otheguy's (1991) phrase 'Gen
eral Spanish' (GS). It is not necessary
to look to other dialects of the language
for models on how we should or should
not speak Spanish. I clarify here that I
refer to the spoken forms of HS; writ
ten Spanish presents a series of aca
demic challenges that falls well outside
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the scope of the present discussion. In
the following section I offer support for
the assertion that HS is form of General
Spanish.
HS as a variety of General Spanish
Many descriptive studies of HS
base contrast it with a 'standard' Span
ish, marking as 'non-standard' certain
features of the former (see e.g. Valdes
and Geoffrion-Vinci 1998). However,
to date scant attention has been paid to
defining just what that 'standard' might
be. It seems to be commonly assumed
that there exists a general consensus of
opinion as to what constitutes 'standard
Spanish', rendering its definition unnec
essary. However, studies in language
variation throughout the Spanish speak
ing world consistently point to the fact
that no particular variety is devoid of
some degree of difference from other
dialects (see e.g. the collections edited
by Klee and Ramos-Garcia 1991, SilvaCorvalan 1995, Colombi and Alarcon
1997, Gutierrez-Rexach and MartinezGil 1999, Campos et al. 2000, Roca
2000, and Villa 2000, to name only a
few.)
Areas such as phonology and the
lexicon do not lend themselves to uni
formity; studies throughout the Spanish
speaking world consistently recognize
the variation found in all registers, in all
varieties of the language, regardless of
the social class, ethnicity, gender and age
of Spanish speakers, among many other
factors. Old terms die out or have their
semantic content change; new forms
may appear overnight and soon be wide
spread, thanks to technologies such as
the Internet. Phonology may vary from
one small aldea to the next. What does
remain relatively constant, the glue that
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well outside the limits of this essay, but
holds General Spanish together, is the
even a prescriptive grammar gives an
morphology and the syntax of the lan
idea of what a set of them might be.
guage.
Grammatical morphemes, whether The point I try to make here is that
these commonalities allow a speaker
bound or unbound, belong to closed
of HS to travel to Buenos Aires,
classes resistant to change (see Bybee
Caracas, Tegucigalpa or Madrid and
etal. 1994). For example, there is a lim
communicate with the Spanish speak
ited set of subject pronouns available to
Spanish speakers: yo, tu, vos, listed, el, ers there. In order to overcome the
ella, nosotros, vosotros, ustedes, ellos, problem of lexical variation, speakers
use the grammatical tools of GS in or
ellas, and 0 (zero morpheme) as an al
der to negotiate semantic content,
ternative for all. While the use of these
whether a HS speaker travels to Bogota
pronouns certainly does vary due to
or a madrilena finds herself in Tucson.
many factors, new subject pronouns do
Extant research on HS consis
not pop up overnight, as can lexical
tently
indicates that HS speakers em
items. The same holds true for, say, ver
ploy
the
linguistic elements that make
bal morphology. While the morpheme
up GS. To cite only a few examples,
denoting the semantic content of a verb
Garcia writes: ". . .the results of this
may change in short time periods
pilot study suggest that the Spanish of
(ichatear, from the English 'to chat', as
Mexican-American bilinguals in South
on the Internet, is now common usage),
Texas is not simplifying with respect
the morphology employed to inflect
to basic rules such as gender agreement
verbs for tense, mood, aspect, person
and moreover these speakers follow
and number does not.
the same norms for gender marking as
I do not argue here that variation
those of monolingual dialects"
does not occur in the use of grammati
(1998:57). Zabaleta (2000) finds that
cal morphemes, but rather that Spanish
regarding various grammatical struc
speakers worldwide have available to
tures in the language sample from Cali
them a limited number of choices as to
fornia he analyzes, 'En defmitiva, tanto
which morpheme or another they will
mediante los cuestionarios como las
employ. The same holds true for syn
narrativas, se ha observado que este
tactic structures. These certainly vary,
dialecto del espanol contiene
but, for example, only a reduced num
elementos gramaticales que lo
ber of positions exists for the pronoun
identifican fundamentalmente como
le with regard to the verb it co-occurs
espanol mexicano' (374). He contin
with. Structural changes occur over cen
ues, 'A grandes rasgos, puede decirse
turies, or perhaps even millennia; they
que intemamente el espanol de Cali
do not occur overnight; this again lim
fornia es mas conservador, mas
its the number of syntactic structures
tradicional, y por lo tanto menos
available to Spanish speakers through
propenso a la innovacion que su
out the world.
pariente mexicano' (374).
A complete analysis of what com
Fairclough (2000) researches the
mon morphological and syntactic fea
expression of deontic modality in the
tures that make up General Spanish falls
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HS of Houston, Texas. She finds that
the variation in the periphrastic phrases
used to express that modality occurs due
to the internal development of the lan
guage, and arrives at the conclusion that
'En cuanto a la actualizacion, los
factores que motivan el cambio [de
distribution] son, sin duda alguna, de
naturaleza intralingiiistica. No pueden
ser atribuidos al ingles por ser formas
existentes en el habla monolingiie, si
bien con menor frecuencia' (2000:29).
Villa (1997) establishes that HS speak
ers in New Mexico have not lost the
syntactic and semantic capability to ex
press epistemic and deontic modalities,
among other functions of futurity, but
rather that certain synthetic and analytic
structures they employ follow estab
lished paths of grammaticization that
stretch back to the earliest documented
moments of Spanish, that is to say, vul
gar Latin. Torres Cacoullos (2000), re
searching the -ndo morpheme as used
by in part by New Mexican HS speak
ers, finds that its distribution and seman
tic functions derive from gram
maticization paths consistent with the
general development of GS.
These are but a few examples of the
1 studies carried out on HS that under
score its internal structural consistency
with GS. I am aware of no study that
finds any major departure in HS from
the grammatical norms of GS. This
again gives rise to the question: if cer
tain usages are stigmatized in HS, who
is doing the stigmatizing? It is certainly
the case that various features employed
by speakers of Spanish varieties closely
related to HS are indeed stigmatized by
the middle and upper classes, but in
Mexico, not in the heartland. In spite of
the immediate proximity of the heart
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land to Mexico, the social, political and
economic structures of the fonner can
not be understood with regard to those
of the latter.
This is due in no small part to the
economic presence of HS speakers,
both in the U.S. and Mexico. Villa
(2000) points out that as a group those
of Spanish speaking descent in the U.S.
form the largest Spanish speaking mar
ket for U.S. goods and services in the
world. He cites 1999 projections pro
vided by Humphreys (1998) which
showed that the buying power of those
of Spanish speaking descent in this na
tion amounted to some 383 billion dol
lars. Returning to Humphreys' more
recent work reveals that for 2003 the
total buying power for the same group
is some 653 billion dollars (http://
www.selig.uga.eduA. He projects that
that figure will increase to $1,014.2 bil
lion in 2008 (Humphreys 2003:6). Ad
mittedly, Spanish speakers in the heart
land form a subgroup of that popula
tion, but Villa (2000:150) notes that
California, Arizona, New Mexico and
Texas, states included in the heartland,
are among the top ten largest Spanish
speaking economic presences in the
world with regard to the consumption
of U.S goods and sendees.
Garreau, in the quote above, asserts
that those of Spanish-speaking ances
try will soon surpassAfrican Americans
as the largest minority group in the na
tion; that day has arrived (www.census.gov).
It cannot be denied that the future of
Spanish in the heartland represents a
huge question mark. Studies across the
nation consistently demonstrate a shift
from Spanish to English, a shift that
occurs in the heartland as well (see e.g.
Lopez 1978, Veltman 1988, Bills 1989,
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Sole 1990, Pease-Alvarez 1993, Bills
et al. 1995 and Rivera-Mills 2001, to
name only a few studies). However, the
linguistic situation remains fluid in the
heartland. In a recent study Mora et al.
(2004) find a high rate of language
transmission, some 80%, between first
and second generation Spanish speak
ers in the U.S. This compares to a rate
of some 50% in other non-English lan
guage groups. We may be witnessing a
historic shift in the status of Spanish in
this nation, but if it is occurring, we are
in the initial stages. In sum, all things
being equal, we can assert that there will
be Spanish speakers throughout the
heartland during the 21st century, again,
based on Census data. And, given cur
rent migration patterns, the Spanish we
speak will remain the Northern Mexi
can varieties that currently circulate
throughout the heartland.
Conclusion
I have attempted in this essay to
relate language use, researchers, re
search on language use, and the con
cept of 'border' in an effort to capture a
linguistic reality that we inhabit. I do
so as an 'insider', and I recognize that
being an insider colors my research
findings. At the same time, I do ground
my work in empirical sources so that
others who wish to verify the assertions
I advance may do so. This provides a
common ground for future debates that
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allows me and others, whatever their
point of view may be, to engage in in
formed dialogues on our Spanish.
And I believe it of crucial impor
tance to maintain an on-going debate
on our heritage language. I reiterate that
we may well be witnessing changes of
historic proportions, a Spanish speak
ing diaspora to rival those of the past.
This, in part, motivates my sugges
tion that we form a heartland; what cur
rently happens here presages what will
come in future years as Spanish speak
ers continue to migrate to other areas
of our nation. Indeed, the demograph
ics of some areas of this region already
reflect what others will look like in fifty
years (www.census.gov). And, as more
researchers enter the field who are also
'insiders', how the field develops will
reflect more and more the 'point of view
of the fish' to once again echo
Romaine's article. But in any case, the
field can only benefit from researchers'
paying close attention to their relation
ship with the area under study. In sug
gesting this I by no means mean to im
ply that only 'insiders' can truly under
stand this area know as the border.
Rather, understanding a researcher's
point of view can help strengthen the
understanding of his or her work, and
its implications for future studies.
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The Use of Verbal Forms in The Spanish and English
Writing Discourse of Spanish Heritage Speakers in
The U.S.
Maria Spicer-Escalante
Utah State University
El presente estudio examina el uso de las formas verbales y sus diferentes tipos—un verbo,
periffasis, verbos infinitivos y la voz pasiva—en la redaccion en ingles y en espanol de
estudiantes hispanohablantes bilingiies en los Estados Unidos. Las composiciones en espanol
se compararon con la redaccion de estudiantes de espanol como segunda lengua y con la
redaccion de hablantes nativos residentes de Mexico. Las composiciones en ingles se
compararon con la redaccion en ingles de estudiantes anglofonos del espanol como segunda
lengua. Se analizo un total de 216 euartillas de texto para determinar la manera en que estos
tres grupos de estudiantes incorporaron las distintas formas verbales en su redaccion. El
analisis lingiilstico y estadistico mostro diferencias significativas entre los tres grupos. Para
concluir, se examina las implicaciones pedagogicas del estudio para la ensenanza de la
redaccion del espanol y del ingles en los Estados Unidos.

Introduction
Spanish Heritage Speakers (SHS)
in the United States find themselves in
a unique linguistic situation: they learn
both Spanish and English at home and
in their community through contact with
their peers and adults. However, very
few of them receive formal education
in Spanish (i.e. reading and writing). As
a consequence, their writing capacity in
Spanish has been repeatedly identified
as one of the weakest areas of their Span
ish language ability (e.g. Hidalgo 1993,
Merino & Samaniego 1993). When
SHS students later arrive at the Univer
sity-level and take Spanish language
classes, they are frequently required to
write in Spanish; for many of them, this
is the first time they face this task in their
life. That is, they are confronted with

"a code that they have never written and
that causes anxiety, fear, shame, or un
certainty" (Hidalgo 1993: 87). There
fore, in these situations, SHS Spanish
writing presents very unique linguistic
characteristics and the present study at
tempts to explore several of them.
Even though the emphasis on writ
ing instruction has been a main concern
in the teaching of Spanish to SHS, it is
an area in which very few theoretical ad
vances have been made (Valdes, 1981,
1995, 1997). However, some of the
most recent studies have focused their
attention on different issues related to
both pedagogical practices in writing for
SHS (Villa 1997) and the analysis of
SHS writing samples (Colombi 1997,
2000, 2002, Schleppegrell & Colombi
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1997, Spicer-Escalante 2002, 2005).
Yet, since the writing of Spanish Heri
tage Speakers in the U.S. is nnique, even
further research is needed in order to
explore the rhetorical and linguistic fea
tures that SHS speakers follow when
they write in both Spanish and English.
Thus, using a linguistic analysis as our
basis, the present study examines the use
of verbal forms and their different
types—One-verb, Periphrases, Non-Fi
nite verbs and Passive Voice—in the
Spanish and English writing discourse
of SHS,1 in an attempt to broaden the
investigative horizons of SHS writing
analysis.
Methodology
The group of participants in this
study consisted of college students from
both the United States and Mexico:
Spanish Heritage Speakers in the United
States (SHS), Spanish Second Language
Learners who are also English Native
Speakers (SSLL), and Spanish Native
Speakers from Mexico (SNS). For the
purpose of this research, students wrote
two argumentative/persuasive essays on
the same topic -one in English, and the
other in Spanish— as part of their course
assignments. The text in Spanish was
an essay on the use of drugs among col
lege students, whereas the English com
position was a text about college edu
cation in the United States. Although
all students wrote first, second, and fi
nal versions of their compositions, this
study analyzed only the first draft be
cause it is the most representative
sample of the linguistic features that stu
dents use when they write. Therefore,
the present study compares:
1. The Spanish written texts of Uni
versity-level SHS (iV=10) in the United
States with Spanish texts written by
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University-level Spanish Native Speak
ers (SNS) from Mexico (JV=5) and with
Spanish texts written by Universitylevel Spanish Second Language Learn
ers (SSLL) (N=8).
2. The English written texts of SHS
in the United States with the English
texts produced by SSLL.
The compositions examined as part
of the present study are between four and
ten pages in length, yielding a total of
216 pages, (a corpus of49,428 words).2
Thus, a total of 41 essays (23 in Span
ish and 18 in English) were analyzed in
order to determine the way in which
these three groups of writers integrate
the different verbal forms in their Span
ish and English writing,3 such as: the
use of Finite Verbs (One-verb and Peri
phrastic Constructions); Non-Finite
Verbs (Infinite, Gemnd, and Past Parti
ciple constructions), and the use of Pas
sive Voice constructions. The general
questions guiding this research are the
following:
1) How similar or different is the
Spanish writing of SHS from the Span
ish texts of SSLL and SNS in terms of
the use of Finite, Non-finite, and Pas
sive Voice verbal forms?
2) How similar or different is the En
glish writing of SHS from the English
texts of SSLL in terms of the use of Fi
nite, Non-finite, and Passive Voice ver
bal forms?
All Spanish and English texts were
thoroughly analyzed according to the
aforementioned linguistic variables. It
is important to note that the present lin
guistic analysis was principally sup
ported by following the criteria pre
sented by Quirk and Greenbaum (1978)
for English, and Campos (1993), RAE
(1989), and Seco (1999) for Spanish.
The results yielded by the linguistic
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analysis were obtained through a de
tailed examination of each of the vari
ables and by quantifying their presence
in the Spanish and English texts written
by SHS, SSLL, and SNS. Moreover,
the raw data obtained by the linguistic
examination were subject to a Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA)
procedure.
Before presenting the results, it is
important to define the linguistic terms
on which this study is based. As Quirk
and Greenbaum (1978) have stated, Fi
nite-verbs, contrary to Non-finite verbs,
have tense distinction, they occur as the
verb element of a clause, and they also
have mood.4 The distinction between
One-verb and periphrastic structures is
that One-verb forms refer to verbal
forms that contain either a phrase with
only one verb (I studied) or a compound
verbal phrase (I have studied). However, periphrases are constructed by two
verbs. The first of these verbs is nor
mally a personal form, while the sec
ond one is a non-personal form (infini
tive, gerund, or past participle). For ex
ample, in the phrase "I have to study"
the first verbal form refers to the first
person singular, and the second verb is
an infinitive.5
The Non-finite forms of the verbs
are the infinitive (to) call), the -ing par
ticiple, or gemnd (calling), and the -ed
past participle (called). Non-finite verb
phrases consist of one or more items,
for example, "To smoke like that must
be dangerous" or "I found him work
ing"6 With respect to passive-voice
constructions, according to Quirk and
Greenbaum (1978), the Passive Voice is
used when it expresses an action per
formed upon its subject or when the sub
ject is the result of the action. In the
Passive Voice, the main verb is always
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a past participle and the tense is ex
pressed by an appropriate form of be:
"The church bell was usually rung by
the sexton." Quirk and Greenbaum
(1978: 39) point out that in English, the
Passive Voice is usually followed by an
-ed form. However, the Passive Voice
can sometimes be expressed, by get,
become, or give (for example, "I know
how the window got broken" or "With
the passage of time the furniture became
covered with dust"). In Spanish, con
trary to other languages, the use of the
Passive Voice is less frequent and it is
subject to specific language-use restric
tions. Therefore, in Spanish there is a
preference for the Active Voice over the
passive construction (see RAE 1989:
389, Seco 1999: 187). Moreover, Pas
sive Voice constructions in Spanish and
in English have different functions.
Results
The data of this study reveal highly
significant results related to the presence
of these verbal forms in the Spanish and
English writing discourse of the three
groups of writers. For example, con
cerning the Spanish production of the
three groups (Table 1), the linguistic
analysis suggests that SHS use fewer
One-Verb constructions than SSLL
(62.41% vs. 69.67%), but a similar
amount of One-Verb forms as compared
to SNS. With respect to periphrastic
constructions, although the difference is
very small, SHS use less Periphrasis
than SSLL (13.70% vs.14.76%), but
more than SNS. The analysis also sug
gests that SHS use more Non-Finite
verbs than SSLL when composing a
Spanish essay, although SNS use more
Non-Finite verbs than both of them.
Finally, in terms of the production of
Passive Voice constructions, the analy
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sis indicates that SHS use the Passive
Voice more than SSLL and SNS in their
Spanish writing texts. When raw data
was submitted to the Multivariate
Analysis of Variance (MANO VA), the
results suggest that there is a statistically
significant difference (p>0.04) between
SHS and SSLL for the use of Non-Fi
nite Verb constructions. That is, SHS
use significantly more Non-Finite Verb
constructions than SSLL when compos
ing a text in Spanish.
When comparing the Spanish pro
duction of SHS with the writing of SNS,
the linguistic analysis indicates that
SHS, as seen in Table 1, include in their
Spanish writing more One-verb con
structions than SNS (62.41% vs.
60.03%). Regarding periphrastic pro
duction, the analysis shows that SHS use
more Periphrases than SNS (13.70% vs.
10.32%). However, with respect to the
production of Non-Finite verbs, the re
sults indicate that SHS use less Non-Fi
nite constructions than SNS (15.34% vs.
18.17%) when writing a Spanish com
position. Finally, regarding the Passive
Voice variable, the data suggest that
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SHS use more Passive Voice construc
tions than SNS when composing a
Spanish essay. The statistical analysis
indicates that the differences between
the Spanish production of these two
groups for One-verb, Periphrases, and
Passive Voice are not statistically sig
nificant.
However, when comparing the
Spanish production of the three groups
—SSH, SSLL, and SNS— for the use
of the different verbal forms, the
MANOVA analysis reveals that there is
a statistically significant difference
(p>0.02) for the presence of Non-finite
verb constructions in the Spanish writ
ing of SNS. That is, SNS write signifi
cantly more Non-Finite verb construc
tions than both SHS and SSLL when
writing a Spanish essay. Figure 1 shows
the use of the different verbal forms in
the Spanish writing of SHS, SSLL, and
SNS. These results indicate that the
Spanish writing discourse of SHS is dif
ferent from both the Spanish text of
SSLL and SNS for the use of the differ
ent verbal forms analyzed in this study.

Table 1 Mean results for the SHS' Spanish writing compared to the Spanish
writing of SSLL and SNS for use of verbal forms
SSLL

SHS

SNS

(N* 1.129)

(N* 1.282)

(N* 858)

One-verb

69.67% (N 764)

62.41% (N 782)

60.03% (N 511)

Periphrastic verbs

14.76% (N 175)

13.70% (N 175)

10.32% (N 91)

Non-Finite verbs

11.35% (N 131)

15.34% (N 206)

18.17% (N 153)

1.73% (N 26)

3.35% (N 72)

2.63% (N 21)

Passive Voice

N* = Total number of Verbs

m
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Figure 1: Spanish production of the three groups for the use of One-verb, Peri
phrastic verbs, Non-Finite verbs, and Passive Voice (mean results).

The following Spanish selections,7
taken from samples written by the three
groups of writers -SHS (1), SSLL (2),
and SNS (3)— exemplify the findings
with respect to One-verb, Periphrastic,
and Non-Finite Verb constructions. In
fact, these three verbal forms are the
only ones that were underlined in the ex
cerpts.
1) Los padres estan dedicando sutiempo
Periphrasis

en trabajando para mantener la familia. Pero
Non-Finite

Non-Finite

no mas estan dando el parte dineral. Muchas
Periphrasis

de las veces no tienen el tiempo para dedicat el
One-verb

Non-Finite

tiempo que merecen sus hijos. El tiempo
One-verb

que necesitan para conocer los valores,
One-verb

entonces las posibilidades de meterse entraNon-Finite

vieso sube drasticamente.
One-verb

[Parents are dedicating their time to
work to support their family. But
they are only working for money.
Often they do not have the time to
dedicate to their children that these
children need. The time that they
need to learn values and wisdom,
and to feel more secure. Robert J.
Sampson, a Professor of Child De
velopment at the University of Chi
cago, says that when young people
do not have a secure relationship
with their parents, then the possi
bilities of getting involved in trouble
increase drastically.]

Non-Finite

sabiduria y para que se sienten mas seguros.

2) El hecho que el alcohol es muy accesible

One-verb

Robert J. Sampson, un professor en Child
Development en la Universidad de Chi
cago, cuenta que cuando Jovenes no
One-verb

tienen un relacion seguro con sus padres
One-verb

One-verb

produce un efecto grave porque muchos
One-verb

jovenes pueden usarlo sin pensar. Otras
Periphrasis

Non-Finite

drogas como la cocalna, la heroina y el LSD

-
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son mucho mas inaccesibles. Porque
Onc-vcrb

estas drogas son mas dificiles para
One-verb

obtener, los jovenes no van a usarlas
Non-Finite

Periphrasis

tal mucho como el alcohol. Los jovenes
no van a querer las drogas inaccesibles
Periphrasis

porque no valen la pena de buscarlas
One-verb

Non-Finite

cuando el alcohol esta alrededor de
One-verb

ellos siempre.

I The fact that alcohol is very acces
sible produces a serious effect be
cause many youths can use it with
out thinking. Other drugs like co
caine, heroin, and LSD are much
more inaccessible. Because these
drugs are more difficult to obtain,
young people are not going to use
them as much as alcohol. Young
people are not going to want inac
cessible drugs because it is not worth
the hassle when alcohol is always
around them.]
3)

Es hipocrita cerrar los ojos y pensar
One-verb

Non-Finite

Non-Finite

que las drogas son consumidas por
Passive-Voice

unos cuantos y que los traficantes de
las mismas son fantasmas en el desierto.
One-verb

La droga forma parte de nuestra vida
One-verb

Cotidiana. . .no hay adolescente, se
One-verb

drogue o no, que no sepa como, donde
One-verb

One-verb

y cuando. Combatir el problema cerNon-Finite

rando los ojos a todas sus variables,

Non-Finite

es combatir a ciegas un titan que se

One-verb

Non-Finite

One-verb
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desvance en nuestra conciencia.
[It is hypocritical to close one's
eyes and believe that drugs are
consumed by just a select few and
that drag traffickers are ghosts in
the desert. Drugs form a part of
our daily life. . .there is no ado
lescent, who takes drugs or not,
who does not know how, where
and when. Hoping to combat the
problem by closing one's eyes to
all its variables is to combat
blindly a titan that disappears in
our conscience.]
The first sample (1), taken from a
SHS writer, has 7 One-verb construc
tions with 2 periphrastic verbs, and, 5
Non-Finite Verb expressions. In the
second text (2), written by a SSLL, there
are 6 One-verb expressions, 3 Periph
rases, and only 3 Non-Finite Verb con
structions. However, in the last excerpt
(3), taken from a SNS, there are 8 Oneverb forms, 5 Non-Finite Verb construc
tions, no periphrastic constructions, and
1 Passive Voice construction. In our
study, the analysis suggests that there
is a continuum among the three groups
with regards to the use of periphrastic
constructions. That is, on one extreme
of the continuum we have the SSLL
who tend to make more use of these
verbal forms, followed by the SHS.
Finally, at the other extreme of the con
tinuum, we find the SNS who tend to
use less periphrastic constructions in
their Spanish writing discourse.
In the specific case of the presence
of periphrastic constructions, it is im
portant to mention that the results of this
study are related, to some extent, to
those found in Sanchez (1982 ,1983)
and Silva-Corvalan (1994). These re
searchers have reported that, among
wmmmmmmmmmum
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bilingual speakers in the United States,
there is an increase in the use of peri
phrastic forms over synthetic verbal
forms. Therefore, this explains the
higher use of periphrastic forms among
the SHS when compared with SNS.
With regards to the English production
of SHS and SSLL, the linguistic analy
sis indicates, based upon the results dis
played in Table 2, that SHS: 1) make
use of more One-verb constructions
than SSLL (53.91% vs. 52.11%); 2);
use fewer periphrastic constructions
than SSLL (14.90% vs. 16.02%) ; 3)
use fewer Non-Finite verbs in compari
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son with SSLL (21.78% vs. 23.68%),
and 4) use almost the same amount of
Passive Voice when composing an En
glish essay.
The statistical analysis indicates,
however, that the differences between
the English writing of SHS and SSLL
for the use of these verbal forms are not
significant. In fact, Figure 2 illustrates
the English production for the diverse
verbal forms in the texts written by SHS
and SSLL, showing that the verbal
forms used by these two groups when
composing in English are very similar.

Table 2: Means results for the SHS' English Writing Compared to the
English writing of SSL for the Use of verbal forms

SHS

SSLL

(N* 1,539)

N* 1,486

One-verb

53.91% (N 843)

52.11% (N 781)

Periphrastic verbs

14.90% (N 227)

16.02% (N 219)

Non-finite verbs

21.78% (N 333)

23.68% (N 372)

Passive Voice

8.23% (N 114)

8.19% (N 114)

N*= Total number of Verbs

'
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20.00%

0.00%

One-verb

Periphrastic verbs

Non-finite verbs

Passive Voice

'SHST^^sSLLj

Figure 2: English Production of SHS and SSLL for the use of One-Verb, Peri
phrastic Verbs, Non-Finite Verbs and Passive Voice Constructions (mean results)
The following English excerpts il
lustrate how SHS (4) and SSLL (5)
writers make use of the One-Verb,
Periphrastic verb, and Non-Finite
Verb constructions:
4) Taxpayers refuse to pay more to built
Periphrasis

Non-Finite

more schools, and potentially solve the
Non-Finite

problem. The year-round schools sys
tem could more easily solve this probPeriphrasis

lem. By dividing the schools up into
Non-Finite

groups and alternating their vacations,
Non-Finite

a school could expand it's capacity any
Periphrasis

where from 25to 100%. Socorro Inde
pendent School District's enrollment
doubled. In 5 years they eliminated
the need to build four additional schools
Non-Finite

and therefore saving taxpayers almost

#30 million.
5) Leadership skill are of utmost imporOne-verb

tance in the working world. They reflect
One-verb

how well a person can head or be the
Periphrasis

Periphrasis

leader of something and how responsible
a person is. Therefore, when a person

graduates from college and enters the
One-verb

One-verb

the working force he needs to have exPeriphrasis

perience in leadership. Greek fraternities
and sorori ties give its members excellent
opportunities to do this and to become
Non-Finite

Non-Finite

successful.

These two examples show the differ
ences found in the English writing of
SHS and SSLL. The first excerpt (4),
written by a SSLL, contains 2 One-verb

Non-Finite
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expressions, 3 Periphrases, and 5 NonFinite Verbs. However, the text written
by a SHS (5) contains 6 One-verb con
structions, 3 Periphrases, and 2 Non-Fi
nite verbal forms.
With respect to the Passive Voice
constructions in the Spanish texts writ
ten by SNS from Mexico and in the En
glish texts written by SSLL, from the
U.S., our data suggest that there is a no
ticeable difference between these two
groups, contrary to the findings reported
by Lux (1991). He found no significant
difference in the use of Passive Voice
constructions among Ecuadorian stu
dents writing in Spanish and AngloAmerican students writing in English.
However, according to the results in our
study, SNS from Mexico, produced less
Passive Voice examples when writing in
Spanish, their native language (2.63%)
than SSLL, from the United States writ
ing in English, their first language
(8.19%). The following example (6) il
lustrates the use of Passive Voice con
structions in a text written by a SSLL
student. In the case of SNS we found
very few cases of Passive Voice; one
occurrence is reproduced in excerpt 3,
above.
6)

The universities know the problems of
having large classes and some efforts
have been made to correct them, but not
Passive-voice

enough has been done. In some uniPassive-voice

versities small seminars for freshmen
and more classes have been added in
Passive-voice

their curriculum. However, it is not
enough, college students need other al
tematives.
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Conclusions
This linguistic analysis suggests
that there are several noteworthy differ
ences in the way in which the three
groups of writers (SHS, SSLL, and SNS)
integrate verbal forms in their written
discourse when composing a Spanish or
an English text.
Based on the results yielded by the
aforementioned analysis, we can con
clude that the Spanish writing of SHS
differs from both the Spanish texts of
SSLL and SNS in terms of the presence
of all verbal forms analyzed in this
study: One-Verb, Periphrastic construc
tions, Non-Finite verbs, and Passive
Voice. That is, the Spanish of SFIS is
neither similar to the Spanish texts of
SSLL, nor to the writing of SNS. More
over, in the specific case of the presence
of Non-Finite verb constructions, a
MANOVA analysis indicates that SHS
use significantly more Non-Finite verb
constructions than SSLL. Likewise, the
statistical analysis suggests that SNS use
significantly more Non-Finite verbs than
both SHS and SSLL when composing a
Spanish text.
However, when comparing the En
glish writing of SHS and SSLL, the lin
guistic analysis also shows that, al
though SHS and SSLL do not use the
diverse verbal forms exactly in the same
way, the differences found in their dis
course are minimal, and that none of
them are statistically significant. There
fore, based on these results, we can state
that although there are some differences
in the way in which SHS and SSLL use
the verbal forms examined, overall, the
English writing of SHS is similar—or
closer—to the English writing of SSLL,
in terms of all the variables analyzed by
the present study. Yet, in this specific
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case, one must recognize that English
is the language in which most of the
SHS have been taught, and it is the lan
guage in which they generally write.
In sum, this study suggests that
both the Spanish and the English writ
ings of SHS have unique and particular
characteristics that are a product of their
rich Hispanic cultural and linguistic
heritage reality. In other words, Span
ish Heritage Speakers do not com
pletely reproduce the linguistic patterns
of either SSLL or SNS. In fact, their
writing is fostered by their two lan
guages and their two cultures, and it is
a result of their transculturation. SHS
borrow, integrate and meld diverse lin
guistic elements from both the Spanish
language and the English language to
be able to discover their own voice and
to create their distinctive and particular
discourse (Spicer-Escalante, 2002).
Ultimately, they find "their own path
way to expression, creating their own
rhetorical space somewhere between
the writings of both SNS and SSLL"
(Spicer-Escalante, 2005: 236). These
different forms of expression are a di
rect reflection of the specific cultural
aspects of the Hispanic population in
this country. Furthermore, the results
of the present study support the notion
that writing is different in each culture
and that writers from each of these cul
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tures have different agendas which they
seek to accomplish (Silva et al., 1997).
Therefore, SHS Spanish and English
writing discourse provides a space and
a voice for the Hispanic culture and re
sponds to their special needs.
An important implication of the
present study is that teachers and re
searchers should acknowledge the rel
evance of the Spanish and English writ
ing of SHS in this particular setting.
Likewise, educators and researchers
need to recognize the linguistic distinc
tions in the Spanish and English writ
ing of SHS as contributions or expla
nations rather than deficiencies in their
writing. It is true that SHS need to spe
cifically improve their Spanish writing
skills due to the lack, in most cases, of
formal education in this language.
However, any course on Spanish writ
ing that attempts to do so, needs to take
into consideration their Spanish and
English linguistic differences before
implementing a curricula to be fol
lowed. Finally, although this study sup
ports the notion that there are some rel
evant differences in the Spanish and
English writing of SHS, more research
in this area is essential in order to im
prove and strengthen our comprehen
sion of the complexity that the Spanish
and English writing of SHS embodies.
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Notes
1 See Spicer-Escalante 2002 for a detailed description of the rhetorical and linguistic analy
ses of the Spanish and English writing of SHS.
2 The total number of words in Spanish is 24, 948 and the total in English is 24, 480
words.
3 Although the initial study analyzed more than ten different linguistic variables, this
paper discusses only the most important findings yielded by this research in terms of the
different verbal forms used in the Spanish and English writing of the three groups.
4 See Quirk and Greenbaum (1978: 38) for specific examples of these criteria.
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7 It is necessary to mention that 1) the grammar and the spelling on the corresponding
examples were reproduced exactly from the original texts written by the different writers;
and 2) in most cases, when it was possible, the included excerpts have the same length, in
order to be more objective when comparing the writing production for certain linguistic
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Special Considerations in the Writing
Processes of Mexican-American Students:
The Problem of Text Control
Lila Lisa Canizales
To date, research on the writing pro
cesses of minority and ethnic students
has been limited. Much composition re
search makes universalist generaliza
tions about the writing processes of stu
dents, but most fail to regard those re
lated specifically to Mexican-American
writers. Although existing literature is
relevant in many situations and students
fit generalizations about "average" writ
ers, oftentimes however, results do not
bear out because there is much more to
the "big picture." The uniqueness of
Mexican-American writers is an impor
tant factor when considering their com
posing processes.
Limited research has been con
ducted on basic writers in developmen
tal college composition courses.
Shaughnessy's famous study—a pio
neering work in the open-admissions
college—broke important ground, but
work dealing with regional problems
and ethnically specific concerns has
been slow to appear. Nevertheless, stud
ies of student writers that have addressed
regional, ethnic, and class issues—no
tably works by Shirley Brice Heath and
Mike Rose—are among the most fre
quently cited.
Basic writers often feel that writ
ing is an unnatural act because it is
something that they do not produce daily

and have not practiced extensively in the
past. But for Mexican-American stu
dents living in places like Laredo, Texas,
the "unnaturalness" of composition is
even more evident. Because most lit
erature has addressed writing procedures
of "average" American students, I con
ducted research 011the composing meth
ods of "under-average" students, those
enrolled in a developmental course.
More specifically, I conducted case
study research on the composing pro
cesses of Mexican-American students
enrolled in a basic writing course in
Laredo, Texas. Significant patterns
emerged during the course of the project
study, but the most salient has to do with
a phenomenon I call text control, where
text, and not writer, assumes control of
the composing situation.
Why a Case Study?
Like full-fledged ethnographies and
other writing projects, case studies have
much to offer to composition theory.
Case study is "a generic method, such
that any manifestation of it is by defini
tion very like ethnography in its assump
tions" (North 201). Case studies in com
position focus on the learning and teach
ing of writing of a limited number of
students, who are examined at close
range for a specific period of time. Case
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studies are practical methods in that the
day to day groundwork such as inter
views, sessions, questionnaires, and
other data pertain to a few subjects only.
The researcher deals with one individual
at a time, usually in naturalistic settings
in small groups, and there is much in
formal observation.
Case studies have been highly in
fluential in the development of writing
process and theory and in demonstrat
ing basic writers' composing practices.
One of the pioneering studies in this area
was Janet Emig's classic case study, The
Composing Processes of Twelfth Grad
ers (1971). Emig revolutionized the
world of composition by stating that the
composing process was a recursive pro
cess, a process where one continually
goes back and forth and is constantly
rethinking and revising ideas so that pro
cess instead of product should be con
sidered in teaching composition. Before
that time, composition had been viewed
as a more or less absolutely linear pro
cess, one which was concerned with
correctness and product only. Emig
found just the opposite. Writing was not
a definite activity anymore, bur rather a
complex, convoluted, and circular pro
cedure. Thoughts recur over and over
again, and consequently, thinking never
stops (25).
Another contributing case study
dealing with remedial students was con
ducted by Andrea Lunsford and reported
in her article, "What We Know and
Don't Know About Remedial Students"
(1978). In her study, Lunsford traces
the progress of a student who had prob
lems in drawing inferences and writing
purposively. Lunsford says that she
settled on "easy and safe options," thus
distorting her intended purpose. Some
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pertinent findings include the fact that
"remedial writers are poor readers, their
level of syntactic maturity is low, that
they are plagued by error, and that the
strategies they use in their writing often
work against them to compound their
difficulties" (51).
Michael Rose's Lives On the
Boundary: The Struggles and Achieve
ments of America's Underprepared
(1989) is an autobiographical account
and summary of several case studies by
a writing teacher concerned with stu
dents who, like him, emerged from
working-class environments, primarily
in Los Angeles. Rose draws upon not
only his own experience but also the
mythology of the American dream; he
believes in empowering the individual
and wants to help the under-prepared
student. Rose reconceptualizes writing
problems and difficulties under-pre
pared students face. Rose himself over
came his deficiencies as a writer and
lack of self-confidence and wants to of
fer others a community of hope. He ar
gues that "it is not terror that fosters
learning, it is hope, everyday heroics,
the power of the common play of the
human mind" (242). In other words,
Rose proposes that the educator em
power the individual, his or her culture
and experience, and allow opportunities
for this individual to develop in our
classes.
Another pertinent case study is Tho
mas Fox's The Social Uses of Writing:
Politics and Pedagogy (1990). Like
Rose, Fox sets a high standard for so
cial awareness among writing teachers:
developing "a tolerant understanding of
diverse social groups and enlarging the
worlds of those who have been denied
social privileges" (120). Fox also ar
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gues that "teachers never teach alone.
Although there is characteristically only
one teacher per classroom, that teacher
is always a composite" (119). Teachers
are not the only experts in an academic
setting; instead it is the students who
bring with them richness of knowledge
and experience, and so it is up to the
educator to develop a keen eye for these
culturally-diverse students along with
their unique language practices.
Judith Rodby's Appropriating Lit
eracy: Writing and Reading in English
as a Second Language (1992) also
serves as a model for my project. Rodby
wants educators to celebrate the numer
ous and conflicting voices and ideolo
gies in ESL writing. "In the individual
there are many voices, many languages,
many selves" (63). She states that edu
cators should look beyond error in ESL
writing and instead focus attention on
the content and meaning created by
these students. Rodby celebrates the
theme of "communitas" which calls
for change and action from both edu
cators and students (132). Rodby cel
ebrates otherness and difference as a
way to give rise to those who are strug
gling to learn a second language.
Valerie Balester's Cultural Divide:
A Study of African-American CollegeLevel Writers (1993) is a recent compi
lation of case studies of eight AfricanAmerican students. Her students are not
basic writers, but minority students who
have succeeded in their academic pur
suits at the University of Texas. She
suggests that educators should read
Black English differently and acknowl
edges the positive value of vernacular
culture. Black English Vernacular has
always been regarded as informal and
unacademic, but Balester suggests,
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"Blanket negative attitudes toward BE V
on the part of educators is harmful to
the students' sense of identity" (158).
Balester's text is an attempt "to lay the
groundwork for bridging the cultural
divide between many composition
teachers and their students" (1). It also
serves as a positive model and invita
tion for students from other cultures to
take part in the creation of meaning and
language fluency in an academic envi
ronment.
In addition to the growing number
of case studies, a few full ethnographies
of writing behavior have appeared in the
field of composition. One classic ex
ample of such a study is Shirley Brice
Heath's Way with Words: Language:
Life, and Work in Communities and
Classrooms (1983). Heath shows how
communities, parents' ways of thinking,
and teachers' observations of their stu
dents are significant in the development
of writing competence (6-7). In her
project, Heath compares and contrasts
children from two communities. Heath
is trying to show her readers that there
is a definite connection between com
munity and school. What students bring
with them from home, whether it be ex
periences, cultures, and different lan
guages, should be integrated in the aca
demic setting (1-7).
My own work attempts to draw
upon the methods of writers like Heath
and upon the thematics of scholars like
Rose, Rodby, and Balester. My aim is
to study the work of an understudied eth
nic group—Mexican-American basic
writers in the South Texas region—and
to apply qualitative methodology in an
effort to see the interplay of writing prac
tices, cultural attitudes, and individual
goals.
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Project Background
My research contributes to a grow
ing body of knowledge on the compos
ing processes of under-prepared stu
dents. In particular, my study will fo
cus on Mexican-American learners
from a small town on the Texas south
ern border, not the typical middle-class
American student who has been most
frequently investigated. Indeed, much
of the past research can be defined as
ethnically-insensitive because it fails to
identify ethnic populations. Frequently,
it makes universalist claims without
considering the diverse ethnic and
socio-economic backgrounds of writers
understudy. The needs, difficulties, and
processes of Mexican-American writ
ers should be more specifically studied,
and perhaps with this type of examina
tion, barriers which have hindered stu
dents in the past may be better ad
dressed. My work focuses on a popu
lation of student writers currently un
der-represented, and virtually ignored,
in today's literature on English compo
sition.
The Mexican-American culture in
South Texas is a unique blend of rich
traditions, customs, and habits. This
society thrives on its history, daily prac
tices, and ways of constructing knowl
edge. For the majority of MexicanAmerican people, constructing knowl
edge develops in the form of orality.
Orality can be defined as the handing
down of stories, histories, and narrative
accounts by word of mouth. The pri
mary means for preserving this knowl
edge is by the oral tradition, and it is up
to this community to record truths by
means of orality. Consequently, oral
ity, and not written composition, be
comes the target medium of communi
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cation and construction of knowledge.
Oral transmission of information typi
cally takes place in the privacy of
people's homes and includes two or
three generations of family. In "Prod
uct and Process, Literacy and Orality,"
Killingsworth states, "the concept of
orality means more than just talk; it en
compasses the social arrangement char
acteristic of tightly knit communal units
marked by frequent personal inter
change among members" (27). Be
cause the extended family unit (chil
dren, parents, grandparents, aunts and
uncles, and even great grandparents)
"conviven" (socialize), little ones leam
to be community-oriented and quite
talkative in Spanish. When these chil
dren, now adults, enter college, they
have been accustomed to collaborate
and be a part of a unit, a community
that thrives on cooperation reinforced
by oral communication.
I was teaching a series of deve
lopmental writing courses to a predomi
nantly Mexican-American population at
Laredo Community College. I con
ducted a case study of composition and
researched one of those courses, En
glish 0373, Fundamentals of Composi
tion, a pre-composition course which is
the last in a series of developmental
courses taken at this college, with En
glish 1301, freshmen college composi
tion, being the next course. Basically,
the purpose of the course was to allow
students opportunities to practice their
writing skills, allow them experiences
to compose essays in and out of the
classroom, and prepare them for col
lege-level courses. A workshop model
where students were able to compose
and collaborate jointly was followed.
The students enrolled in this devel
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opmental composition course because
of their scholastic weakness in English,
and, for the majority, it was a require
ment. Subjects for this research study
were predominantly of MexicanAmerican descent, with the exception
of one student. The students' native
language was Spanish, the language
they were raised with at home. To many
of them, English was their target lan
guage, the language they learned at
school. There were twenty-one stu
dents, thirteen females and eight males,
who participated in the study. Two stu
dents were dropped, and out of the nine
teen, seventeen passed the class. The
subjects varied in age, from the early
20's to mid 20's although a few sub
jects were older; one was 29 and an
other was 39. A large majority of the
subjects were full-time students and had
either full or part-time jobs.
Some of the recurring threads of
thought that emerged during the course
of the semester included the weakness
of writing-reading connection, the fre
quency of code switching, and lack of
authority my students possessed over
their texts. The lack of reading-writing
connection resulted because students
had a general difficulty making a con
nection between their writing and the
reading of their writing. Code switch
ing surfaced as one of the dominant pat
terns in the project because the students
preferred to speak using a combination
of their native and target language for
communication and survival purposes.
Another dominant pattern revolved
around the lack of authority my students
possessed over their texts; I named this
idea "text control."
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Text control suggests that instead
of the writer taking command of the text
during the composing process, prima
rily the rewriting stage, it is the text that
dictates the direction of the revision.
After a student has produced a workable
draft, this blueprint controls the writer's
intentions and stands in the way of sig
nificant changes in succeeding drafts.
Subsequent drafts remain identical to the
first, and many times, even final pieces,
are replicas of original documents. It is
in this way then that the original text
dominates the writer and regulates the
composing process.
Students enrolled in a writing
course realize that composing is not a
simple process. They know that writ
ten expression consists of laborious
thinking, carefiil planning, and physical
and mental strain. Because they are
aware that composition involves numer
ous skills, many of which are being per
formed concurrently, the combination
proves overwhelming and poses diffi
culties for new students of writing, es
pecially at the developmental level. As
Linda Flower and John Hayes have
stated, "the act of writing" is "a dynamic
process, writing is the act of dealing with
an excessive number of simultaneous
demands or constraints. Viewed this
way, a writer in the act is a thinker on a
full-time cognitive overload. A writer
caught in the act looks much more like
a very busy switchboard operator try
ing to juggle a number of demands on
her attention and constraints on what she
can do" (31-33).
When students are faced with a
writing situation, they are likely to dis
play anxiety, especially first and second
semester developmental students who
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are trying to adjust to the idea of col
lege altogether. The initial step, the se
lection of a topic, becomes nearly un
bearable to many of them. Many stu
dents perform prewriting on one subject
but fail to explore other possibilities.
They experience topic control even be
fore they attempt other subject matter.
Not only do students become in
flexible in terms of topic selection, but
their sketchy prewriting becomes the
vehicle to initialize drafting. During
their prewriting, students liked to con
struct "floor plans" even before actual
drafting began. Students wanted to
leave everything as originally designed
without marked distinctions in their ini
tial draft, wanted to determine the di
rection of their discourse in advance, and
felt comfortable with objective models,
primarily outlines. Susan commented
about outlining, "I always have all the
answers right there for me to start. I
guess I start from the outline and start
writing. I don't like to write pieces over
here, pieces over there. I put them all
together." Instead, students, as
Lunsford's case study pupil proved,
settled on "easy and safe options" (51).
Consequently, as students draft,
content has already been created and so
they impede further development of
ideas. Focal points lack clarity, support
ing details are sketchy, and examples are
often lacking. Therefore, the first draft
becomes tentative, fragmented, and de
ficient. Even so, it dominates subse
quent work.
My students experienced these
problems as they progressed in our class.
Text control occurred for numerous rea
sons, some of which included inexperi
ence of true revision, lack of detach
ment, and resistance to change.
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Inexperience of True Revision
Most of my students had little or
no experience with changing text. For
years the composition community has
stressed revision as much as any other
stage in the writing process. Maxine
Hairston reminds us that "the writing
process is not linear, moving smoothly
in one direction from start to finish. It
is messy, recursive, convoluted, and
uneven" (85). Janet Emig in her pio
neering study characterized the com
posing process as a 'recursive' process,
a process where one continually goes
back and forth and is constantly rethink
ing and revising ideas so that process
instead of product should be considered.
According to Emig, writing was not a
definite activity anymore, but rather a
complex, convoluted, and spiraling pro
cedure. Thoughts recur over and over
again, and consequently, thinking never
stops (25). Because of their limited ex
perience as writers, however, my stu
dents did not understand the complex
ity of composition and the significance
of revision. Susan, for example, admit
ted she had never revised. "I've only
done revising here. I never did it in high
school. Like revising never." When
students do not get feedback during
drafting, they are left on their own to
revise whatever way they best know
how. All too often, instead of actually
altering texts, they recopy existing no
tions in an attempt to dress their writ
ing cosmetically. They may change a
word or a sentence, but the original the
sis, organization, and evidence remain,
for the most part, identical. Nancy
Sommers has stated that "students un
derstand the revision process as a re
wording activity. They do so because
they perceive words as the unit of writ-
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: ten discourse" (122). My students' ex
perience conforms to this theory. When
; asked about her personal revision strati egies, Mary responded, "I go back and
then I'll find some word errors. I get a
: thesaurus or a dictionary to try to find
1 another word for that." In her writing
I log, Vicky summarized her problems on
I revision by saying, "I don't know what
words to put for words that are re
peated." For many of the students, re
vision became a word substitution ac
tivity, and it was punishment to regen
erate content and attempt rewrites.
When the students were left to re
vise independently and because they did
not understand revision in its true sense,
they easily confused revision with edit, ing. Actually, students thought that ed
iting was revision in that they focused
on the mechanical features of their text.
Students thought that by fixing a capi
talization or punctuation error, they had
: revised. Growth in student writing be
came artificial, not natural. Artificial
growth represented substantial editing
; procedures while natural growth, which
represented polished content, was not
> undertaken. Hairston differentiates bel tween local and global revisions. Local
revisions are defined as "small-scale,
limited, or surface changes" while gloj bal revisions are viewed as "broad-scale
! changes in purpose, content, organiza| tion, or focus" (157-8). Because the stui dents carried out forced yet artificial
! changes, no enhancement of the text re; suited. Elsa once responded that she
revised by checking her spelling and
seeing if something was a complete sen: tence or not. Likewise, Steve saw revi1 sion as a hunting ground for grammati| cal errors. "Writing is interesting, but
| then again, it's complicated because of
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the verbs and fragments. So, revising,
that's the hardest thing I have to do. My
spelling is kind of low." In "The Com
posing Processes of Unskilled College
Writers," Sondra Perl argues that "edit
ing intrudes so often and to such a de
gree that it breaks down the rhythms
generated by thinking and writing. Ed
iting occurs prematurely, and it often
results in their losing track of their
ideas." She concludes her study by say
ing that "editing is primarily an exer
cise in error-hunting. The students are
prematurely concerned with the Took'
of their writing; thus, as soon as a few
words are written on the paper, detec
tion and correction of errors replaces
writing and revising" (333). Even if stu
dents recognize a theoretical difference
between editing and revising, then they
really do not understand the practical
distinction between the two. Stated sim
ply, my students' understanding of revi
sion was limited because superficial
correctness was their priority.
Detachment
In addition to students not being
able to revise effectively, students did
not know how to engage, or shall we say,
disengage, with their text. Text control
took command over the writers as they
composed because of lack of detach
ment, the ability to disengage critically
from previous drafts. Once the students
got stated with their preliminary writ
ing, their imaginations went free be
cause they were able to include any ideas
without any real interrogation. They
were able to discover freely and thus
started on an exploratory draft of sorts.
Because thoughts occurred rather spon
taneously at various junctures, I referred
to this as loose writing.
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Loose writing can be defined as a
type of writing that was imaginative,
non-structured, and uncontrollable. Be
cause the students explored thoughts
openly and wrote ideas anywhere in
their papers, without really questioning
themselves if the content was appropri
ately placed, their writing was non-struetured and random. Conceivably, at that
point, students considered their ideas as
temporary. Little did they know that this
text was a permanent fixture in their
work. It would be no real problem if in
drafting ideas were placed in any type
of order so long as serious rewriting fol
lowed, but seldom during revision were
any of these ideas shuffled to other lo
cations in the text. Loose writing was
also largely reductive because students
simplified the majority of their complex
thoughts.
Detached writing, on the other
hand, is a distinct type of initiative that
many of the students were not able to
enact. It is a unique skill altogether be
cause it requires prolonged involvement
from writers. Detached writing can be
defined as written expression that re
quires criticism, changes, and fluency
from the producer's part. It was diffi
cult for writers, especially at the devel
opmental level, to detect something
wrong with their drafts. As for fluency,
many of these students' first language
was not English so that the language did
not flow.
Detached writing required criti
cism, a craft that demanded that students
evaluate their ways of composing. Un
der this approach, students needed to
tear their papers apart, rethinking con
tent to be introduced in their text. But
the participants did not allow themselves
the flexibility that adult writers do. In
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her original prewriting activities on the
topic of voluntary or mandatory college
attendance, Liza took the position that
college should be mandatory and wrote
three ideas. Her brainstorming notes
included, "Government will waste
money, teachers will have more work,
and students will be affected." Liza did
not deviate from her preliminary plan.
In fact, her rough and final drafts were
identical to the text she had generated
during prewriting. For students like
Liza, detaching themselves from origi
nal sets of ideas was a concept that was
altogether foreign to them. Because of
this unlearned skill, these writers could
not achieve revision, even in the most
preliminary stages of the composing
process.
Because some of the students were
not totally fluent in English, they had
general difficulty writing their thoughts
clearly. For a large majority of the stu
dents, Spanish was their dominant lan
guage, spoken exclusively in and out of
the classroom. In fact, translation from
one language to the next became their
form of text construction. Vocabulary
and sentence structure did not come
naturally to them. Mary, for example,
remarked, "We need our vocabulary to
be a lot higher. It's very low. I know it
is, and we need to practice it a lot more
than just simply once a week—but a lot
more." It is likely that second-language
learners are even more focused on wordlevel, superficial revision because of
their need to translate. Indeed, some of
the subjects were fluent, but had not
practiced the written form. Therefore,
their attempt to compose resulted in
fragmented and convoluted texts.
Margie commented during our personal
interview, "Yes, I am progressing. I
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didn't know how to write in English so
much. But I do get contused when I
translate. I think my papers out in Span
ish; then I translate them. My problems
start there because it doesn't translate
the same before. The way I want to say
them is not what I mean." All in all,
students tried to employ language in a
manner that was not natural to them.
Finally, distance itself contributed
to this lack of detachment. Because the
students felt close to their first drafts,
there existed a bond between writer and
text. But as students worked on their
final drafts, they felt an increasing sense
of distance-progressive separation.
Progressive separation can be de
scribed as the feeling of distance that
students felt as they moved from their
preliminary prewriting to first to final
drafts. There grew a feeling of detach
ment between writer and text as the stu
dents proceeded. Because students did
not feel the close proximity with their
text, a sense of disconnectedness
emerged. In fact, as time elapsed, they
felt far from it. Becky shared her ideas
on this, "Well, since you already did it,
it's not like you need to open your mind
to more ideas. But since you already
have it, why bother?" Like Becky, many
students wanted to move on and begin
with their next writing assignment be
cause, in their minds, they were pro
gressing. Therefore, their ability to
make changes became exacting, and so
students naturally preferred to leave the
text the way it was.
Many of the students felt close to
their text at the beginning of the com
posing process. As students began the
process of topic selection, prewriting,
and drafting, the intensity was present.
For Elsa, beginning with a new writing
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prompt made her feel better when she
was feeling down, and for Yolanda, it
brought out her creativity because she
could write whatever she felt like. Flowever, as the students continued with the
process, they were drawn further away
from their content so that as they wrote,
the distance between writer and text be
came greater. Therefore, the detachment
that they had toward their texts was not
one where they could critically go back
and revise effectively.
The closest relationship between
the student writers and their text oc
curred during the beginning stages of the
composing process. Perhaps the begin
ning of a new undertaking, in this case,
a rhetorical situation, was greater dur
ing the initial phases of composing.
Overall, the difficulty of writing for
these students was apparent, and more
evident was the fact that my students
were passive revisers. Perhaps they
were fed up with their ideas or were too
concerned with turning the paper in, no
matter whether it was ready for submis
sion or not. The "get it over with" syn
drome was in full effect. But this contentedness also resulted because of their
resistance to change.
Resistance to Change
Not only were students minimally
trained in the area of revision and un
able to detach themselves effectively
from their work, but they were also re
sistant to change. This feeling emerged
due to denial of control with no engage
ment in independent decision-making
and a refusal to deal with ambiguous
situations.
Initially, students were not used to
the concept that writing is a recursive
process nor did they realize that major
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deviation from their original text was
possible. Actually, they thought that the
thinking process had ceased somewhere
in the early stages of composition. In
fact, most generation of thought stopped
between students' prewriting and draft
ing because, to them, writing had a defi
nite beginning and end.
Students were resistant to altering
their drafts because they denied respon
sibility for the situation and did not ex
ecute independent decisions. For some
reason, they were not able to dictate the
direction of their discourse and exercise
the right to re-invent new ideas. Ap
parently, students were used to some
one else making decisions for them,
many times their instructors, to tell them
what was right and wrong with their
papers. "That's why I can't revise my
self. I need someone else to look it over
because when you revise, one can't see
his own mistakes," was Becky's re
sponse about her revision strategies.
Apparently, it was difficult for students
like Becky to detect something wrong
with their choices.
Resistance to change also resulted
because students refused to deal with
ambiguous situations. Making adjust
ments in their text was like playing with
fire, a perilous game where change
symbolized instability and imbalance.
They were afraid of the penalty in
volved, a risk that promised nor pro
duced no real solutions. For this rea
son, students seldomly scratched out a
word, a sentence, and much less a para
graph because that, for them, was un
settling. Becky, for instance, shared her
sentiments on change. She commented,
"I do scratch a lot, and sometimes I do
tend to leave the same things. It's like
I make up the things I wrote already. I
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focus on that only and don't let other
ideas come." She forced her thinking
to cease, preventing new ideas to
emerge.
Implications
An implication of this study indi
cates that cementing of revision should
be earned out in basic writing courses.
It is common for teachers and students
alike to undermine the revision stage.
A result of this study suggests that nu
merous hours need to be spent on the
revision of texts. Many basic writers
today seem to think that revision is not
a significant stage in the composing pro
cess, again typical of a community of
individuals who grow up in an oral cul
ture because they do not usually revise
when they speak. Text control revealed
that students naturally tend to leave their
first draft as is and will merely copy
existing thoughts and will hold back on
the reconstruction of knowledge. By
itself, revision does not mean much to
students. Revision has been viewed as
some far removed, remote activity that
is only undertaken by professional, ma
ture writers and does not appear to be a
close, familiar process that can be un
dertaken by beginning student writers
with basic problems.
Similarly, teachers should not leave
students to work independently while
revising. If students are left alone, they
will ignore revision and focus on cor
rection of grammatical errors and essay
completion. Cooperative-based revision
strategies should be assigned to students
as a starting point. A support system for
this community of writers may be
needed for effective revision of text. A
support system can be defined as the
miscellaneous parties who participate in
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the creation and improvement of any
given individual's project. For example,
classmates, teachers, tutors, and even
relatives can make up support groups in
an in-class or out-of-class setting. In this
way, revision can become an activity
that is of significance to students'
growth as writers.
Another implication that surfaced
from this study is the recommendation
for the writing workshop approach to be
implemented for composition courses
which have Mexican-American stu
dents, especially those in remediation.
The oral tradition, the extended commu
nity, and unit cohesiveness are all builtin components which the MexicanAmerican community has inherited and
which the writing workshop merits.
Killingsworth's ratio becomes signifi
cant here: "Product is to literacy as pro
cess is to orality" (26). In other words,
the process approach to teaching com
position embraces the oral transmission
of language, a characteristic which lends
itself to the workshop model. The tran
sition would be a smooth and logical
one, especially for those students who
are in need of remediation. When en
tering the classroom environment, they
may feel "right at home" and may be
gin to produce more effective and co
herent texts. In Writing and Sense of
Self: Identity Negotiation in Writing
Workshops, Robert Brooke recognizes
that "writing workshops provide the
preparation students need to become
writers and also to become more reflec
tive people in their families and com
munities. The writing classroom val
ues personal experience and self-reflec
tion, tolerance and consideration for plu
ral perspectives, dialogue, responsibil
ity, and commitment to action" (139).
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Because the Mexican-American
culture is an orally based social system
which rewards community, bonding,
and neighboring relationships, the re
flexes and patterns of speech communi
cation have been established since child
hood and are seldom broken. Their
cultural, linguistic uniqueness is evident
through their formations, processes, and
thoughts, and oftentimes, they respond
better to orally-oriented techniques in
the writing classroom. Thus, the work
shop approach with plenty of opportu
nities for speech and collaborative pro
duction and reproduction of text appears
to be a practical answer for the teaching
of Mexican-American basic writers. In
"Beyond Cognition: The Voices in In
ner Speech," John Trimbur summarizes
the jail metaphor by explaining that stu
dents are somehow trapped in a world
when writing. "We often see students
as prisoners locked in a cell of inner
speech, condemned developmentally to
cognitive egocentrism, struggling to free
themselves and their ideas from the con
fines of the private verbal thought that
goes on in their heads. In the 'inner/
outer' metaphor, student writers are, as
it were, sentenced to solitary confine
ment and need to break out of the men
tal box of cognitive egocentrism and
overcome the self-isolating nature of
inner speech" (212). Therefore, com
position viewed as social, ongoing, and
open-ended may help Mexican-Ameri
can basic writers free themselves from
this bondage and thus view the writing
and rewriting of text as a relevant event
in their private lives.
Final Thoughts
What occurred to most of the stu
dents was that the first draft ultimately
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took precedence. Students needed to
realize that it was they that should have
negotiated their text and believe that
they were in direct control of the situa
tion, of the language, and of the word.
Students have the power to make adjust
ments from text to text and should not
feel apprehensive to bargain with origi
nal sets of ideas. As Nancy Sommers'
inexperienced writers proved, "It is a
sense of writing as discovery—a re
peated process of beginning over again,
starting out new—that the students
failed to have"(127). Writers must learn
to take a risk, start anew, and abandon
traditional writing styles in order to take
on fresh challenges and identities. As
most literature suggests, basic writers
must realize that writing is an unnatural
act because it is something that they do
not produce daily and have not practiced
extensively in the past. But for Mexi
can-American students living in Laredo,
the "unnaturalness" of composition is
even more evident. Sonia, for instance,
had graduated from high school twelve
years ago and commented that her teach
ers had skipped writing altogether. For
others, like Mary, it had been the same.
She had never really practiced writing
anywhere and stated, "Now, it's getting
to me. It's catching up to me. I have to
write more." Sadly enough, for most
basic writers, composing becomes an
undertaking that they must force them
selves to do. But they need to realize
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that drafts, particularly first ones, should
not dictate the composing situation nor
the intentions of the writer. Once a draft
is written, that text directs ideas, feel
ings, and all other which will ultimately
be reflected in the final submission of
the text. However, like most composi
tion studies suggest, the first draft should
be no more than an unpredictable and
messy exploration of the topic, a minor
phase in the composing process where
ideas are preliminary, tentative, and ex
perimental—that it should not be con
sidered more than that. One of
Sommer's experienced adult writers said
he 'needed' a first draft to figure out
what to say, and a second draft to see
the structure of an argument buried be
neath the surface.'" As Sommers' study
has suggested, "a draft should produce
a seed, not a line" (126). In A Writer
Teaches Writing (1968), Donald Murray
reminds us that "All effective writers
know writing is rewriting." He states,
"Rewriting is what you do when you are
a writer, for it is an essential part of the
process of writing" (11). As the semes
ter progressed, Yolanda and the other
students realized that writing is indeed
rewriting. In fact, Yolanda wrote in her
log, "I am now convinced that to write
well, it is necessary to write a lot, to
write two or three drafts of the paper and
then revise it for the best results."
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"Solo lo pobre se comen la /s/" and Other Linguistic Myths:
Literary dialect in the Spanish-for-native-speakers curriculum
Maria M. Carreira
California State University, Long Beach
El presente trabajo desarrolla un protocolo para analizar la representacion de dialectos y
jergas en obras literarias escritas en espanol. De utilidad principalmente pedagogica, el
protocolo se enfoca en resaltar aquellos aspectos del lenguaje de mayor vigencia para la
ensenanza del espanol a hispanohablantes en los Estados Unidos. Entre dichos aspectos se
hallan: el prejuicio lingulstico, los mitos y la realidad de la variacion linguistica, y las
diferencias lingiilsticas entre los dialectos del espanol. Se argumenta que un analisis de este
tipo sirve para fomentar una actitud linguistica crltica de parte los estudiantes bilingues y
para asistirles a comunicarse en espanol correcta y apropiadamente en el contexto de los
Estados Unidos.

Literature in the Spanish for Native
Speakers Curriculum
Research and classroom experience
have clearly established that the linguis
tic strengths and needs of heritage lan
guage students of Spanish differ signifi
cantly from those of traditional students
of this language (Valdes 1997). Under
standing the exact nature of these dif
ferences and designing methods and
materials that fit the cognitive, emo
tional, and social profile of bilingual stu
dents constitutes one of the primary
goals of the field of teaching Spanishto-native-speakers (henceforth SNS).
Among the most widely used ma
terials for teaching SNS are literaryworks from the Spanish-speaking world
and the U.S. The pedagogical value of
these works resides in their ability to
provide Latino students with 1) complex
and varied linguistic input; 2) a window
to the social, artistic, and historical high

lights of the Spanish-speaking world,
and 3) a connection to their linguistic
and cultural roots.
Research indicates that heritage lan
guage students of Spanish benefit from
a curriculum that stresses these very ar
eas of instruction. Having limited ex
posure to Spanish outside their home
and local community, these students
have little or no facility in the very reg
isters of Spanish that constitute the lan
guage of discourse and instruction (not
to mention prestige) in academic con
texts. A similar situation holds with re
spect to culture. Although Latino youth
often possess a great deal of knowledge
about popular culture, they have little
familiarity with the units of cultural
knowledge that comprise most academic
curricula in Spanish, namely literature,
the arts, and history.
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This lack of correspondence be
tween what bilingual Latinos know and
what language teachers would like them
to know contributes to a view of these
students as deficient speakers of Span
ish and half-baked Hispanics. Far from
being confined to academic settings, this
perception is widely attested among the
foreign-born Latinos in the U.S., the
Spanish-language media, and even in the
home of many bilinguals in the U.S.
(Carreira 2000). For this reason, heri
tage language students often approach
their study of Spanish with deep-seated
linguistic and cultural insecurities
(Rodriguez Pino 1997, Valdes 1997).
Research indicates that these attitudes
represent a significant obstacle to learn
ing (Krashen 1998, Potowski 2002, Tse
1998).
In light of these findings, SNS spe
cialists have devised strategies for em
powering Latino students through
guided explorations of their linguistic
and cultural legacy. Activities in the lin
guistic domain include building a lexi
cal atlas of the Spanish-speaking world,
comparing and contrasting historical de
velopments in Spanish with ongoing
changes in U.S. Spanish, and analyzing
the underlying causes of linguistic preju
dice (Carreira 2000, Gutierrez 1997,
Rodriguez Pino 1997).
Films and literary works constitute
some of the widely used materials for
showcasing the accomplishments of the
Spanish-speaking world and instilling
cultural pride in students. Occasionally,
literary works are also utilized for the
purpose of validating the language of
U.S. Latinos. Alarcon outlines the rea
soning behind this use of literature.1
Con el objetivo de desarrollar
un mayor grado de confianza en
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el habla, los estudiantes
hispanohablantes presentan en
clase breves obras teatrales de
un acto del teatro latinoamericano y chicano. Entre
estas piezas teatrales incluimos
a aigunas obras bilingiies de
Luis Valdez ("las dos caras del
patroncito", "Los vendidos", y
"La conquista de Mexico")
donde abundan los procesos del
code-switching, el calo y las
expresiones idiomaticas comunes en los barrios chicanos;
esto ayuda a demistificar el
lenguage y a valorar el registro
de una comunidad marginada.
De esta manera les ensenamos
a los estudiantes a reconocer,
explorar y recrear su propia
lengua sin tapujos, ni tabues...
(243)
Most SNS teachers share Alarcon's
view that literary works can serve to
explore important linguistic issues and
improve students' attitudes towards their
native variant of Spanish. Beyond this
however, there is little consensus in the
profession about precisely how put lit
erary works to use in the SNS classroom
to achieve these pedagogical objec
tives.2
This paper argues that these peda
gogical objectives are best met when the
language of literary works is subjected
to a detailed and systematic analysis that
takes into account formal linguistic fea
tures, as well as sociolinguistic variables
such as social context and socio-eco
nomic standing. We put forth a peda
gogical protocol for conducting such an
analysis and through its application il
lustrate how the study of the language
of literary works can serve to bring out
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implicit linguistic messages that would
otherwise go undetected by most student
readers.
The specific pedagogical questions
to be addressed in this study are as fol
lows. What particular linguistic prop
erties and questions should constitute
the focus of a pedagogically focused
analysis of the language of literary
works? How should biases or inaccura
cies in these representations be dealt
with in the classroom? What kinds of
linguistic insights and analytical skills
can literary works offer to students of
Spanish, particularly bilingual Latinos?
Our decision to focus on SNS is not
meant to imply that the study of literary
dialect is of little or no pedagogical
value to the teaching of Spanish as a
second language. Indeed, the pedagogi
cal suggestions that emerge from this
research are valuable at the medium to
advanced levels of instruction, as well
as in teacher-training courses in Span
ish. However, the issues that emerge in
connection to language variation and
prestige are particularly valuable to heri
tage language students of Spanish in the
U.S.
We approach these issues through
a study of the linguistic representations
of Tres Tristes Tigres by the Cuban
writer Guillermo Cabrera Infante.3
Research goals and methods
Several considerations underlie our
selection of Tres Tristes Tigres (hence
forth TTT). First, many of the linguis
tic issues that come up in reference to
this novel bear directly on variants of
Spanish spoken in the U.S., in particu
lar, Cuban Spanish, the dialect of the
novel, as well as Puerto Rican and Do
minican Spanish, which share linguistic
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characteristics with the Cuban dialect.
TTT also raises sociolinguistic issues of
general relevance to all students and
speakers of Spanish in this country, such
as, for example, issues related code
switching, language prejudice, and lin
guistic innovation. Second, the novel
represents a linguistic variant (i.e. Cu
ban Spanish) for which there is a large
body of linguistic data. This allows us
to gauge the linguistic representations
of TTT against actual studies of the vari
ants presented. Third, TTT offers one
the most detailed representations of dia
lectal speech in the Spanish letters
(Bensoussan 1999, Marcone 1997,
Rodriguez Monegal 1969). This makes
it possible to present a wide variety of
applications of the proposed analysis.
Finally, because TTT is considered one
of the most significant literary works of
the 20'h century, it is likely to be famil
iar to some, if not most, of the readers
of this paper. This should facilitate the
presentation of the proposed protocol.
In selecting this novel, it is not our
intention to suggest that TTT, let alone
the analysis offered of its linguistic
structure, is appropriate for use in basic
and intermediate SNS courses. In fact,
given its complex linguistic and stylis
tic devices, this particular novel and its
analysis may not be accessible to all but
advanced students of literature and lin
guistics. That does not mean however,
that the proposed protocol or literary
dialect in general, is to be kept out of
the SNS class. Quite the contrary, teach
ing SNS students to analyze the linguis
tic structure and messages of literary
works constitutes an excellent prepara
tion for advanced literature courses
where they are likely to encounter works
of literary dialect such TTT. Likewise,
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it is an excellent preparation for courses
in Spanish linguistics, and, more impor
tantly, for making appropriate and cor
rect use of Spanish in the linguistically
complex context of the U.S.
Where SNS instruction is con
cerned, the key to using literary dialect
in lies in selecting works of literature
that are level appropriate and dialectically relevant to the class, and in nar
rowing the linguistic analysis of such
works to one or two dialectal features,
rather than the full range of features to
be presented here. On the other hand,
in a Spanish sociolinguistics course or
in advanced classes for future SNS
teachers, the fully expanded version of
this analysis may be entirely appropri
ate. Crucially, the choice of what liter
ary work to analyze and how extensive
an analysis to conduct must be made one
course at a time.
Our analysis follows methods used
in the study of literary dialect to exam
ine the technical devices by which writ
ers depict linguistic variants and what
these depictions convey about linguis
tic and cultural connotations pertaining
to social class, gender, ethnic origin, etc.
Literary dialect encodes information
about
. . .relationships between lan
guage and power, marginalization and social exclusion,
and the role of language varia
tion in the formation and main
tenance of social hierarchies
and cultural ideologies. Speak
ers of nonstandard varieties of
ten belong to subaltern
groups—ethnic minorities,
slum dwellers, rural folk, or
unassimilated outsiders such as
refugees or immigrants. In por-
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traying their way of talking, an
author takes into account fea
tures that contrast with the
speech of super ordinate social
groups, which reflects the pres
tigious variety that lies at the
foundation of the standard lan
guage (Azevedo 2002:508).
Our goal with regard to TTT is to
evaluate the formal characteristics of a
character's speech, that is, the phono
logical, morphological, lexical, and syn
tactic properties of language, as they
relate to his/her social class and context
of communication. Some readers may
object to this method of analysis on the
grounds that the aim of literature is to
render the impression of orality, not to
create a faithful reproduction of speech.
As such, literary representations of dia
lectal language should never be mea
sured against objective linguistic real
ity (Marcone, 1999:24). In fact, the is
sue at hand is not whether Tres Tristes
Tigres successfully creates the impres
sion of dialectal discourse (which we
assume it does), but rather, how it does
so—that is, the particular linguistic de
vices and social conventions chosen by
Cabrera Infante to recreate Cuban Span
ish. It is our contention that these de
vices and conventions provide insight
on linguistic issues that are of crucial
importance to teaching Spanish to bilin
gual Latinos in the U.S.
Cabrera Infante's famous note to
the reader provides a fitting point of
departure for our investigation. In it, he
spells out his views on literary dialect
and Cuban Spanish.
El libro esta en cubano. Es
decir, escrito en los diferentes
dialectos del espanol que se
hablan en Cuba y la escritura no
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es mas que un intento de atrapar
la voz humana al vuelo, como
aquel que dice. Las distintas
formas del cubano se fiinden o
creo que se funden en un solo
lenguaje literario. Sin em
bargo, predomina como un
acento el habla de los
habaneros y en particular la
jerga nocturna, que, como en
todas las grandes ciudades,
tiende a ser un idioma secreto.
La reconstruccion no fue facil
y algunas se deben oir mejor
que se leen, y no seria mala idea
leerlas en voz alta.
How well does TTT manage to
"atrapar la voz humana" as spoken by
Cubans? How authentic sounding are
Cabrera Infante's reconstructions of
Cuban Spanish? What do these recon
structions communicate about language
variation and non-standard dialects in
Cuba? A corpus driven survey of the
lexical and grammatical features of the
text, as well of its use of orthography
in a technique know as "eye dialect"
constitutes a useful starting point for un
derstanding these and other issues.
The lexical repertoire of Tres Tristes
Tigres
The vocabulary of Tres Tristes
Tigres meets three linguistically signifi
cant criteria. It is dialectaily authentic,
etymologically varied, and realistically
distributed among the characters and
situations of the novel.
Authenticity and variety are
achieved by drawing from three differ
ent categories or sources of vocabulary
proper to Cuban and/or Caribbean
Spanish. First, the novel features a large
repertoire of words that are exclusive
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to Cuban and/or Caribbean Spanish.
These include: picua (tacky) (34),
mulato ruso (said of someone with
Black features and reddish hair) (59),
jaba (bag) (88) comemierda. (idiot),
chucho (electric outlet) (69), espejuelos
eye (glasses) (53, 439), carmelita
(brown) (p.67), hacer picadillo (to make
mincemeat out of someone) (137), trusa
(swimsuit) (157), guajira (country
bumpkin) (164), Yoni (American, 393).
Second, TTT uses region-specific con
notations of existing Spanish words. For
example, in the novel, forro (13) signi
fies trick or deceit, rather than lining,
as it does in standard Spanish. Simi
larly, buga, which in many parts of the
speaking world is slang for car, is used
in the novel as a pejorative term for ho
mosexual, in keeping with Cuban ter
minology. Additional tokens of this type
include tiburon (Americans) (48), bicho
(clever) (45), and estarbra(b)a (27,413,
to be angry), as well as the affectionate
forms of address: chino, negro, viejo,
and chico (291, 381, 177), Third, the
novel makes widespread use of a lin
guistic practice popular in pre-Castro
Cuba, namely, using English borrow
ings. Examples of these include contri
club, senkiu (45) solon (47), piis (60),
parkear (to park 51), "chow/chowcito/
show" (69), "wiken" (74), pipi-room,
(366).
The distribution of dialectal vo
cabulary among the characters and situ
ations of the novel reflects the author's
critical awareness of the relationship
between language and sociolinguistic
variables such as social class, register,
and context. All characters, irrespective
of their background, use authentic Cu
ban vocabulary. However, in keeping
with linguistic reality, well-educated
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characters favor dialectal terms that
carry no negative sociolinguistic conno
tation or stigma —words such as trusa,
espejuelos, and carmelita, for example.
Characters from the lower socioeco
nomic classes use these terms as well.
In addition, they make use of low-pres
tige dialectal vocabulary such as picua
(Magdalena) and comemierda (Beba).4
All characters play with English
borrowings to introduce humor in their
speech. Beba Longoria, a character with
limited education, closes a phone con
versation by saying solon, and the highly
educated Cue states: Voy al baiio, vulgo
pipi-rrom (366). However, once again,
there is an important distinction between
how characters from different social
classes use English. Uneducated char
acters sprinkle a few token English
words in their conversations, possibly
because that is all they know how to do.
On the other hand, educated characters
engage in long exchanges in English as
a way to show off higher levels of edu
cation and/or to exclude characters from
the lower social classes3. It is interest
ing to note, in fact, that in TTT, code
switching is a linguistic strategy used by
the most educated and linguistically deft
characters. A dialogue between Cue and
Silvestre while on a date with Beba
Longoria and Magdalena Cruz, illus
trates this use of English. In very collo
quial and fluid English, the men delib
erate about how to get more money.
Where can we get some more?
Banks closed now. Only banks
left are river banks, because park bancos
are called benches in English. Hold-up
impossible.
What about Codac?
No good bum. Next.
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The Teevee Channel?
Nothing doing. They've got
plenty o'nutting for me.
I mean your loan shark.
Nope. He's a sharky with a
pnife, and a wife. Not on talking terms.
The conversation continues in En
glish, until the women object to
Arsenio's driving and his use of En
glish.
Eh, pero ques lo tuyo nene? Nos
va a matar?
—Adema-dijo Beba-to esa habladera en ingle y sin titulito (pp. 393-394)
Beba's comment reflects the frus
tration that the women feel at their in
ability to understand what is being said.
The fact that Beba herself sprinkles En
glish words into her conversations in
other parts of the novel (senkiu (45),
solon (47)), suggests that her complaint
is not borne out of a principled dislike
of English, but rather out of feeling left
out of the men's conversation.
To summarize, from the standpoint
of the lexicon, it is clear that Cabrera
Infante succeeds at his intended goal to
"atrapar la voz humana." The author
achieves this by drawing from multiple
sources of Cuban vocabulary and ac
curately portraying differential use of
vocabulary by social class, communi
cative context, etc. As such, TTT pre
sents valuable pedagogical opportuni
ties to explore how language varies as
a function of social class and commu
nicative context, and to teach students
about the lexicon of Cuban/Caribbean
Spanish as well as general properties of
the lexical module of language.
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The authenticity of the phonological
module
Our analysis of the lexicon of TTT
took into consideration three linguistic
criteria: a) regional authenticity, b) ty
pological variety, c) and realistic dis
tribution among the characters and situ
ations of the novel. In this section, we
apply these criteria to the phonology of
TTT.
Before proceeding along these
lines, some background information is
in order. Arguably, the most salient pho
nological characteristic of Cuban Span
ish is its manipulation of consonants in
syllable-final position. This phenom
enon is manifested most commonly
through the processes of aspiration and
deletion of /s/ and velarization of /n/.
Aspiration refers to the pronunciation
of syllable-final /s/ as /h/, that is, as a
weak velar fricative (e.g. mi[s]mo ->
mi[h]mo). Elision of /s/ refers to the
dropping of syllable-final /s/, as in "lo
nino", instead of los ninos. Velarization
changes the point of articulation of all
syllable-final /n/ into velar, yielding
[pan] and [canto], instead of the stan
dard [pan] and [canto] found in most
dialects.
A number of other processes ap
ply to syllable-final consonants in Cu
ban Spanish. Such consonants may be
deleted, with or without triggering
gemination of the preceding consonant,
(e.g.se[p]tiembre>[setiembre],
[settiembre]). In addition, syllable-fi
nal obstruents may undergo voicing
(e.g. se[b]tiembre) and/or spirantization (e.g. se[b]tiembre),. Other phonologicalprocesses=inciude under differ
entiation of /r/ and l\l carta -> calta, the
loss of unstressed syllables: esta -> ta,
p(a)ra -> pa, and the loss of intervocalic
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/d/, particularly in past participles
hablado -> hablao (Alba, 528). None
of these processes are exclusive to Cuba,
but are attested in other parts of the
Spanish-speaking world (Lipski 1994),
As far as social status goes, aspira
tion and velarization are not stigmatized
phonological traits in Cuban Spanish.
However, deletion of/s/, underdifferentiation of /r/ and /l/ and the loss of un
stressed syllables and /d/ do carry nega
tive social or class connotations. (Silva
Corvalan 78).5
Turning to TTT, aspiration and
velarization are conspicuously absent
from the novel, while the other processes
are amply represented. Now, it could
be argued that the reason for this is that
aspiration and velarization entail the use
of phonetic transcription, while other
processes do not. However, both aspi
ration and velarization can be easily rep
resented through the use of unconven
tional orthography, a device that Cabrera
Infante makes abundant use of through
out the novel. It is possible, for example,
to represent aspiration by substituting
syllable-final -s with orthographic -j,
rendering words such as esto, mismo,
and muchachos as ejto, mijtno, and
muchachoj.6 Similarly, Pan and canto,
could be represented as pang and
cangto, in their velarized pronunciation.
Undoubtedly, a writer of the caliber of
Cabrera Infante could have devised
these and other ways of representing
phonological processes as intrinsically
Cuban, particularly in view of the
writer's suggestion that". . .algunas se
deben oir mejor que se leen y no seria
mala idea leerlas en voz alta."
So why are aspiration and velari
zation not represented in the novel? One
reason may relate to the general ten
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dency of writers of literary dialect to
gloss over non-stigmatized dialectal fea
tures (as are aspiration and velarization).
Ives notes "It follows, then, that an au
thor will fail to represent many features
of his character's speech which may be
regionally characteristic but which carry
no implication of inferiority or 'differ
ence' within those regions in which they
are found" (163). As a general principle,
this means that literary dialect is more
likely to represent stigmatized than nonstigmatized linguistic features.
A related reason may stem from the
fact that writers of literary dialect often
focus on linguistic features that serve to
distinguish their own linguistic variant
(which generally serves as the linguis
tic norm for their text) from other lin
guistic variants represented in their text.
As a result, the linguistic characteristics
of characters whose linguistic profile
resembles the author's are generally
glossed over (Minnick 2002: 137).
Since most writers speak an educated
variety of their language, it follows that
literary dialect is more likely to repre
sent dialectal properties of the unedu
cated classes, than it is to represent those
of the educated classes.7
Both of these observations are
borne out in TTT. Notably, the only dia
lectal phonological features represented
in the novel are stigmatized ones and
these are only found in the speech of un
educated or lower class characters.
These include: /s/ deletion, under dif
ferentiation of /r/ and III, /d/ deletion,
loss of unstressed syllables and other
stigmatized phonological features. A
few tokens of each of these types are
listed below:
/s/ deletion:
adema (34), ustede (392), vamo (392),
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ingle (395), etaba (416)
underdifferentiation of Irl and fU:
desil (35), hablal (34), recueldo (393),
polque (417)
/d/ deletion:
sio (sido, 44), partia (45), mario (33)
loss of unstressed syllables:
Pa (para, 149), Ta (esta, 393), to (toda,
395)'

Other stigmatized phonological
traits: Magalena (35), Perfetto (46),
aministra (45), edd (46), esistan (161),
gutta
(393), apartamiento (149), rialdad (34),
innorante (153), dispaes (28), divestime
(divertirme,34)
The above features are overwhelm
ingly concentrated in four or five char
acters, all from the lower classes:
Magdalena, Beba, Delia, Mirtila, and
to a lesser extent, Livia.8 Moreover,
the density of stigmatized features in the
speech of these characters is extremely
high. Two short excerpts serve by way
of example, the first one by Magdalena
Cruz, the second by Beba Longorio. In
each case, words bearing a stigmatized
phonological trait are underlined, but
misspellings that do not represent a pho
nological deviation are not.
La deje hablal asi na ma que pa
dale coldel y cuando se canso de metel
su descalga yo le dije que va vieja, tu
etas muy equivocada de la vida (asi
mimo) pero muy equivocada; yo
rialmente lo que quiero_e divestime y
digole, no me voy apasal la vida como
una momia aqui metla en una tumba
desas en que cerraban lo farallone y esa
gente, que por fin e que yo no soy una
antigua, y por mi madre santa te lo juro
que no soy una antigua, que no me queo
vestia y sin bailal, que va: primero
vilgen, y entonse ella que me dise, tu,
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me dise asi, moviendo su manito parriba
y pabajo, de lo mas picua ella, diseme,
tu tepuede-diI~aondeAe~de-]a-gam, que
yo no te voy para! nipanel freno.. .(34)
Fue el chif el que hizo presion con
dos ministros que son socios fundadores
y tuvieron que acmitirlo as! como tu lo
o-yes. Bueno ahora creo que tendremos
que casalno pola iglesia y toese Ho, tu
sabe queso una moda hora. Miratupara
eso, yo de novia hora despues haber sio
querida de Siriano desde tengo uso rason
y despues de vieja y pelleja meterme a
novia de punten bianco. (44)
A bipolar picture emerges of the
Spanish spoken in Cuba. At one end,
there's the speech of the lower classes.
Though colorful and expressive, this
variant is laden with stigmatized pho
nological features. At the other end,
there is the Spanish spoken by Cubans
from the higher social classes. This vari
ant is devoid of region-specific phono
logical features, and more significantly,
corresponds to an idealized (non-exis
tent) variant of Spanish that would be
accepted by the most discriminating of
language purists.9 This contrast is not
likely to be lost on readers, particularly
those who speak a stigmatized variant
of Spanish, as heritage language stu
dents often do.
From the standpoint of phonology,
then, they key failure of TTT stems from
its categorical approach to the represen
tation of dialectal features. The novel
is categorical with respect of its selec
tion and assignation of phonological fea
tures. It selects only stigmatized fea
tures as representative of Cuban phonol
ogy, and it assigns these features only
to characters from the lower socioeco
nomic classes. Both of these character
izations, of course, run counter to lin
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guistic reality. Cuban Spanish, like all
variants of Spanish, contains stigma
tized and non-stigmatized phonological
traits and both types of traits are found
in the speech of all social classes, (al
though there is a higher frequency of
stigmatized features in the speech of the
lower socioeconomic classes).
Now, the fact that TTT deviates
from linguistic reality should not be
read as an indictment of the artistic
worth of the novel. Literary dialect, of
course, is an artistic device designed to
render the impression of orality, not to
create a faithful reproduction of speech.
Our interest in issues of authenticity
stem from concerns over how literary
dialect can shape the linguistic attitudes
of readers, and more specifically, of
SNS students. Our findings suggest that
the specific ways in which TTT devi
ates from linguistic reality leave an un
favorable impression of the speech of
the lower socioeconomic classes. Two
contrasting images conspire to create
this impression. One, the speech of
poor and/or uneducated characters is
presented as laden with stigmatized
phonological traits. Two, the speech of
the upper classes is depicted as com
pletely free of dialectal features of the
stigmatized, as well as non-stigmatized
type. This contrast may well be one of
the most effective strategies by which
TTT creates the impression of orality
and dialectal color. However, it is also
quite likely to be a mechanism by which
reader biases against the speech of the
under classes and general misconcep
tions about nonstandard variants are
validated.
This situation presents teachers
with the difficult but important task of
putting forth two perspectives of the lin
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guistic representations of TTT. On the tern of distribution that is consistent
one hand, teachers must give promi with linguistic reality.
nence to the artistic value of this novel,
a good deal of which resides in the cre Character Pre-verbal tu with wh- questions
iQue hi quieres?, [,Y como
ativity of its phonological manipula Cue
hi lo sabes? 369
tions. At the same time, teachers must
. .que hi crees?, 162,
bring out the important ways in which Mirtila
Que que hi hace nino?,
the phonology of the novel deviates Beba
from linguistic reality so that the novel's
-ico diminutive
representations do not serve as the ba Character
mulatico, 72,
sis by which opinions about Cuban Codac
chiquitica 65,
Spanish or dialects in general, are
Beba Longoria mismitico, 44
formed.
Eribo10
junticos (117)
Morpho-syntactic features
As shown below, there are various
An analysis of the novel's morphoother
morphological features that could
syntactic features reveals an intriguing
have
been
utilized to depict authentic
departure from the pattern of represen
Cuban
speech,
although none of these
tation observed for the phonologica l and
are
exclusive
to
Cuban Spanish.
lexical modules. To recap, the repre
sentations of the latter modules are char
1. the use of the double plural in words
acterized by having a high number of
like "cafeses" and "sofases",
dialectal features, which are differen
2. the dislocation of the verbal marker
tially distributed according to social
of the third person plural in forms like
class. The inverse pattern holds for the
"demen" and "sientesen", instead of
representation of dialectal morpho-syn
the standard "denme" and "sientense"
tactic: TTT utilizes a very reduced num
respectively,
ber of dialectal features of this type and
3. the marking of indirect object plura
it distributes them in a fairly uniform
lity on the direct object pronoun, yield
way among characters from different
ing forms like "Se los (sg.) dije" with
social classes and educational back
the intended meaning "I told it to
grounds.
them" (in standard dialects: "se lo
Notably, only two types of dialec
dije");
tal features from the morpho-syntactic
4. the use of "le"and "les" instead of
module appear in TTT. One of these is
"la" and "las" before the pronoun
the placement of the second person sin
"se": se le ve en la tienda todos los
gular pronoun "tu" in pre-verbal posi
dias;
tion in wh-questions (e.g. ^,Que tu
5. the use of the -nos ending in the im
quieres?). The second involves the use
perfect forms of first person plural
of the diminutive suffix -ico with roots
verbs: bailabanos, hablabanos, etc.
that end in -t (e.g. mismitico (44),
6. second-person preterit forms that end
mulatico (72), and chiquitica(65),
in -s: tuvistes, comistes
junticos (117)). Characters from all
7. The use of para instead of "en" to in
walks of life use these features, a pat
dicate location: Pedro esta para Miami;
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The above features are to the morpho-syntactic module what the stigma
tized features discussed earlier are to the
phonological module. That is, to vary
ing degrees, they are associated with low
levels of education and are characteris
tically found in the speech of the lower
socioeconomic classes in Cuba. Surpris
ingly, these features do not appear in the
speech of characters like Beba Longoria
or Magdalena Cruz, both of which use
a high number of stigmatized phonologi
cal traits. In fact, from the standpoint
of morpho-syntax, the speech of these
characters is dialectally neutral (with the
exception of the two properties men
tioned above) and it is formally identi
cal to that of the speech of characters
from the higher classes.
This brings up another way in
which the dialectal representations of
TTT do not reflect linguistic reality.
They are not consistently carried
through all modules of the grammar.
Characters that use stigmatized phono
logical features do not appear to have
any stigmatized morpho-syntactic fea
tures in their speech. As a result, class
differences, which are so highly pro
nounced at the level of the phonology
and to a lesser extent in the lexicon, are
not detectable at the morpho-syntactic
level.
In essence, the morpho-syntactic
structure of the literary dialect of TTT
contradicts its phonological and lexical
structure. This is not obvious to a ca
sual reader of this novel. Rather, it is an
observation that can only emerge from
a careful comparison of the language of
TTT to dialectal descriptions of Cuban
Spanish. As a pedagogical exercise,
comparisons of this type serve a num
ber of purposes. One, they can teach
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students about the properties of Cuban
and Caribbean dialects, and by contrast,
about other dialects in the Spanishspeaking world. Two, it can teach stu
dents about the modular structure of lan
guage. Although many students have a
general awareness of dialectal differ
ences in at the level of the lexicon and
phonology, they have little understand
ing of the morpho-syntactic properties
that characterize the different dialects of
the Spanish-speaking world. Three, the
exercise can help students draw a dis
tinction between literary representations
of language variants (which serve an
artistic purpose), and scientific studies
of language which should be the basis
for decisions that impact educational
policies, political agendas, etc. The
importance of this distinction cannot be
overstated, in light of the linguistic au
thority that literary figures carry in the
Spanish-speaking world, and in Span
ish-language departments in the U.S.
Great writers play a direct role in
shaping linguistic beliefs and practices
in the Spanish-speaking world. They
hold prestigious positions in national
language academies and policy-making
boards, and their opinions on matters of
language are highly sought after by the
media and government. It bears noting,
for example, that three of the five speak
ers that inaugurated the prestigious and
influential Primer Congreso de la
Lengua Espanola in Zacatecas, Mexico
were writers: Gabriel Garcia Marquez,
Camilo Jose Cela, and Octavio Paz. The
other two were Spain's King Juan Carlos
and then-president Ernesto Zedillo of
Mexico (I Congreso International de la
Lengua Espanola).
Literary writers also impact the
practices of Spanish language depart
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ments in the U.S. The linguistic influ
ence of these departments in American
schools, the media, government, and
business is enormous. As the primary
purveyors of Spanish-language instruc
tion for teachers and other profession
als, university departments work as de
facto language academies in the U.S.
This is true in the sense that their curricular and pedagogical practices serve
to establish what constitutes proper use
of Spanish and who the sources of lin
guistic authority are in this country. It
is fair to say that in many departments,
literary cannons underlie ideals of lin
guistic correctness and writers are lead
ing voices of authority on all-things-His
panic, including language. Evidence
of this is to be found in the fact that lit
erature constitutes the core area of study
of the Spanish major and of teachertraining curricula. It is also an integral
part of language and culture classes, as
well as courses in historical linguistics
and philology.
In this context, students (and pos
sibly instructors) are apt to assume that
literature can provide a window to lan
guage variation in the Spanish-speaking
world, and more generally, that it can
raise linguistic consciousness (for the
better) among readers. Our analysis
contradicts this view and underscores
the importance of training students to
become critical appraisers of the linguis
tic messages they encounter. Research
points to the fact that heritage language
speakers are often the brunt of harsh and
unfounded linguistic criticism and that
such criticism can be detrimental to
learning (Valdes 1997, Krashen 1998,
Tse 1998). The kind of linguistic train
ing proposed here can mitigate the ef
fects of this criticism in two significant
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ways. First, it can expose the flaws in
many negative linguistic comments.
Second, it can foment a critical linguis
tic attitude on the part of students. Fur
thering these objectives, the next sec
tion examines TTT's use of a literary
technique known as "eye dialect" to rep
resent class-based linguistic differences,
Eye Dialect in Tres Tristes Tigres
The Columbia Guide to Standard
American English provides a working
definition of eye dialect for purposes of
this part of the analysis:
Eye dialect is created by deliber
ately misspelling words to suggest
in writing a Nonstandard or dialec
tal pronunciation: wimmin for
women and gonna for going to are
examples of eye dialect. Both these
spellings reflect the actual sounds
of Standard speech, gonna of
course rather literally transcribing
speech at a lower level, whereas
wimmin suggests by its spelling
that the speaker is too uncultivated
to be able to spell it correctly any
way. In fiction, drama, and dra
matic poetry, eye dialect is fre
quently used to suggest the actual
sounds of a particular person's
speech,
flaws
and
all
(www.bartleby.com/68/98/
2398.html).
In TTT, eye dialect serves only one
purpose: to highlight the limited literacy
skills of characters from the lower socio
economic classes. Crucially, it does not
serve to represent general dialectal char
acteristics of Cuban/Caribbean Spanish.
For example, phrases such as "^Que
testaba disiendo?" and ".. .un porno de
Channel y tenia miedo que se me
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vaporara" seemingly represent three
common orthographic mistakes made by
the unschooled (44). These are 1) run
ning words together; i.e. "testaba" in
stead of "te estaba", 2) deleting one of
two identical vowels across word
boundaries; i.e. "me vaporara" instead
of "me evaporara" (as well as the previ
ous example), and 3) misspelling words
i.e. "disiendo" instead of "diciendo".
Of course, as written statements,
these examples are in flagrant violation
of the rules of Spanish grammar and
orthography. However, what is remark
able about these statements is that they
represent not written but spoken utter
ances in the novel. As spoken statements
they are perfectly well formed and bear
no trace of ignorance on the part of the
characters that produced them. In fact,
with one notable exception (the initial
sound in [vjaporaba), these transcrip
tions are quasi-phonetic representations
of precisely how "te estaba", "me
evaporaba" and "diciendo" are actually
pronounced in normal conversation by
speakers from all social classes. Nota
bly, in Spanish there are no gaps or
spaces between words and when identi
cal vowels come together across word
boundaries one of the vowels is either
drastically reduced or deleted (Dalbor
1997, Barrutia & Schwegler 1984).
Moreover, in Latin American Spanish,
d and ce are pronounced as [si] and [se],
respectively.
Regarding the spelling of
"vaporaba" with -v, confusion of-v and
-b is one of the most common spelling
mistakes made by Spanish speakers.
This confusion is due to the fact that or
thographic —v is generally pronounced
as a bilabial obstruent, (i.e. as if written
with -b). It is possible for this segment
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to be rendered as a labiodental obstruent
(i.e. as [v]), however, this is a reading
pronunciation which, naturally, is more
commonly attested among the well edu
cated than among the illiterate. Now, it
is clear that the author omits the initial
-e from "vaporaba" in order to call at
tention to the speaker's lack of famil
iarity with how this word is written.
However, this design is immediately
contradicted by spelling the word with
-v, rather than -b.
One possibility is that this contra
diction results from authorial oversight
or even a lack of understanding of how
orthographic -v is pronounced in Span
ish. Alternatively, it may reflect a con
cern on the part of Cabrera Infante with
not overtaxing the reader's need to in
terpret baporaba as evaporaba." A
closer look at the novel's use of eye dia
lect points in the direction of the first
hypothesis—though by no means con
clusively. In support of the first hy
pothesis, Magdalena Cruz's monologue
on pp. 34-35, written in eye dialect, of
fers no examples of -b spellings, even
in cases where interpretation would not
be a problem: voy, vuelva, vida, viene,
viro. Revolvimiento. In the same vein,
TTT offers a good number of words
written in eye dialect that are fairly dif
ficult to interpret. Some of these con
tain two (or more) misspellings, as
would be the case with hypothetical
baporaba. Examples of these include:
selebro (45) (cerebro), atrata (44)
(abstracta) sinberguenseria (28)
(sinvergiienceria), Lisabe Tarden (162)
(Elizabeth Arden), vanichincrin (162)
(vanishing cream), etranesa. (400)
(extraneza), adesil (35) (a decir), velda
(393) (verdad).However,the novel does
offer some instances of-b spellings: ma
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ra-billa (47), braba (413), suggesting
that Cabrera Infante is aware of this pro
nunciation of-v (though he may not re
alize that this is the most common pro
nunciation of this letter).
The logical flaw with the above
examples is that they do not distinguish
between the spoken and written modali
ties of language. Rough phonetic tran
scriptions of spoken standard Latin
American Spanish are used to make a
metalinguistic comment about the poor
spelling skills of unschooled speakers
of a non-standard variety of this dialect.
Clearly, if these examples succeed at
making their intended point (and there
is every reason to think that they do), it
is not by virtue of their logical clarity.
They succeed, instead, by tapping into
two complementary linguistic myths: 1)
that the upper classes speak like they
write and 2) that the lower classes can
neither speak nor write.12
It is important not to dismiss claims
of linguistic discrimination or bias on
the grounds that because Cabrera Infante
bears no overt personal prejudices
against the lower socioeconomic
classes, his work cannot stand for un
fair characterizations of these classes, be
they intentional or not. As anthropologi
cal linguist Jane Hill notes "to find that
an action or utterance is 'racist', one
does not have to demonstrate that the
racism is consciously intended. Racism
is judged, instead, by its effects of suc
cessful discrimination and exclusion of
members of the racialized group from
goods and resources enjoyed by mem
bers of the racializing group." TTT's
portrayal of the speech of the lower
classes supports linguistic notions that,
left unquestioned, can give rise to dis
crimination and exclusion. These include:
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•
that the poor and uneducated speak
a linguistically deviant version of their
language, while the well educated speak
a pure and complex version of the same
language;
•
that within a given region, a gulf of
phonological differences separate the
speech of the different social classes;
that only speakers of nonstandard
Spanish have an accent or speak a dia
lect.
that Cuban/Caribbean dialect is
"comical" and "colorful", by virtue of
its many grammatical deviations and
lexical aberrations.
In academic settings, such notions
may undennine the very ideas that SNS
instruction is predicated on: the intrin
sic validity of all variants of a language,
the complex and rich linguistic reper
toire that U.S. Latinos bring to the SNS
classroom, and the arbitrary nature of
linguistic prejudice. Seen in this light,
the deconstruction of literary dialect is
more than an interesting academic ex
ercise, it is an integral component of
teaching SNS.
Of course, writing eye dialect is a
process that involves something other
than reproducing all significant phono
logical details. Students can verify this
by comparing the two representations of
the same message below. Sentence 1)
is a phonologically enhanced version of
the novel's original sentences, repro
duced in 2).
1. Sija: todo sonasi. Ejleda, Labejeh.
2. Si, hija: todos son asi. Es la eda.
La vejes...
Importantly, though the first version
is by more phonologically accurate than
the second it is also much more diffi
cult to interpret. Moreover, from the
standpoint of creating the impression of
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orality and dialectal authenticity, it is not
clear that the first succeeds any better
than Cabrera Infante's simpler repre
sentation. This exercise illustrates that
in creating eye dialect authors must care
fully balance issues of authenticity with
those of readability. Other artistic and
stylistic considerations may also play a
role in skewing literary representations
of dialect.13 The pedagogical signifi
cance of this is worth repeating: students
must be made aware that literary dia
lect, and for that matter, popular notions,
cannot be the basis on which linguistic
impressions are formed and judgments
are rendered on the properties of differ
ent variants of Spanish. The scientific
validity of linguistic messages must be
assessed through careful analysis
grounded in linguistic research.
Pedagogical Implications
The findings of this research make
it imperative that teachers and students
of SNS learn to recognize and deal with
the linguistic misrepresentations en
countered in literary works and other
pedagogical materials. The linguistic
analysis developed provides a pedagogi
cal protocol for identifying inaccuracies
and biases in literary texts. Basically,
such a protocol involves sectioning lan
guage into modules and applying the
criteria of regional authenticity, typo
logical variety, and realistic distribution
to each module.
A valuable feature of this method
of analysis is that it integrates the study
of literature, language, and linguistics,
thereby giving students an excellent
preparation for more advanced courses
in these areas. For example, in carrying
out such an analysis, students will learn
about the modular nature of language
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and will differentiate between arbitrary
aspects of language, such as the lexicon,
and its rule-governed aspects. They will
explore the formal properties of differ
ent dialects in the Spanish-speaking
world and will examine how language
can vary along a variety of parameters,
including socioeconomic class, register,
age, and gender. Finally, by learning to
evaluate the scientific rigor of the lin
guistic messages they encounter, stu
dents can become less susceptible to the
negative effects of linguistic prejudice.
In this way, the analysis presented is a
tool of linguistic empowerment for bi
lingual Latinos.
Before closing, it bears repeating
that the complete novel and its full
analysis may be too difficult for basic
and intermediate SNS courses. How
ever, small portions of the novel, such
as those offered in the section on eye
dialect, for example, may work well.
Likewise, limiting the range of the
analysis to just one module or even a
few features may suffice to bring out
valuable lessons about language with
out overtaxing beginning and interme
diate students. Though perhaps not as
rich in dialectal detail as TTT, other se
lections of literary dialect that may be
more accessible for such students in
clude works by Luis Valdez, Tato
Laviera, and Luis Rafael Sanchez.
Above all, when selecting literary
materials for use in the SNS classroom,
instructors should bear in mind that
works that depict the language of the
lower socioeconomic classes as overly
laden with stigmatized features may
leave students with impression that their
way of speaking is linguistically devi
ant. Left unquestioned, such depictions
may serve to validate myths about the
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linguistic and social inferiority of many
communities of Spanish speakers in the
U.S. On the other hand, subjected to
careful analysis, these depictions can
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teach important lessons about language
variation and structure, as well as raise
linguistic awareness among heritage lan
guage students.
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Notes
'This paper assumes a level of familiarity with Spanish on the part of readers that
makes it unnecessary to gloss the majority of quotes or examples. However, highly collo
quial or regional items are glossed.
2There are no specific proposals pertaining to the use of literary dialect in the SNS
classroom. However, a few investigators have noted the general pedagogical value of this
line of research (Azevedo (2002) Neussell (1997). In particular, the latter offers a number
of pedagogical applications of the study of eye dialect.
3Tres Tristes Tigres is widely regarded as one of the finest works of Spanish-language
literature of the 20,h century. With its abundant use of wordplays and Cuban colloquial
isms, it is also one of the best-known works of literary dialect in Spanish. The novel offers
an in depth view of Havana nightlife before Castro's revolution, through the eyes of sev
eral friends. Named after a popular tongue twister, TTT's linguistic tone is playful, uncon
ventional and highly experimental. The novel has garnered numerous literary awards,
including the prestigious Biblioteca Breve Award (Spain), earned in 1967 before publica
tion. In 1998, Guillermo Cabrera Infante received the Cervantes Prize, the highest recog
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nition given to Spanish-language writers.
"Beba Longoria and Magdalena Cruz are friends and lovers of the "tristes tigres,"
Arsenio Cue, Silvestre Isla, and Codac. While the women come from the lower social
echelons, the men come from fairly high social echelons and are well educated and trav
eled.
51 he extent to which various dialect features are stigmatized or accepted varies by
region. The generalizations made in this paper about the social connotation of various
dialectal phenomena are rough approximations that hold for Cuban Spanish (Lipski 1994).
6There is one example in the novel that, on the surface, appears to represent aspiration:
no ejistoria (391). However, this may reflect the intent on the part of the author to repre
sent h-retintion, a phenomenon observed in rural Cuba, as well as in other areas of the
Spanish-speaking world (Penny 2000,137). The old form of this historia is estoria (Menendez
Pidal, 39,3), which makes this would be a problematic candidate for preservation of initial

Pal.

7In contrast, the language of pedagogical grammars corresponds more closely to that
of the educated classes.
sDelia, Mirtilia, and Livia are secondary characters. The first is the mother of the
celebrity Minerva Eros, and the other two are friends of Beba Longorio and Magdalena
Cruz.
'Indeed, while preparing this study, I read parages of Magdalenas's and Beba's speech
to various Cuban Friends. Invariably, they all commented on just how authentically Cuban
it all sounded.
,0Codac, one of the "tristes tigres," is also the character who relates the monologue
Ella cantaba boleros." Eribo is a friend of Codac's and a frequent companion to the "tristes
tigres."
"I am grateful to Milton Azevedo for proposing this hypothesis.
,2There are non-logically flawed ways to represent limited schooling or low literacy
skills. One such way, for example, involves the use of nonstandard forms, such as alimal,
Abuja, sieteciento, pelegrino, de gratis, etc. These forms well attested among the unschooled
and are aggressively targeted for elimination by most academic curricula.
13Azevedo 2002, for example, notes that authors sometimes make symbolic use of
certain features to establish a clear contrast between characters.

Signs of The Times: Globalization and The
Linguistic Landscape Along The US-Mexico Border
Glenn A. Martinez
El presente estudio examina la variation morfologica presente en el nombre de comercios
en los anuncios publicos de la ciudad de Reynosa. El analisis demostro que mientras que
algunos comercios adoptan patrones tradicionales, otros utilizan patrones innovadores
incluyendo la inversion en el orden de los constituyentes—Bahruba Bar—y el uso de el
morfema genitivo-s del ingles—Dayan s Lenceria. El analisis compara el uso de la
morfologia innovadora con factores linguisticos tales como la presencia de una palabra de
origen ingles y con factores sociolinguisticos tales como el aspecto profesional del anuncio
y la ubicacion del comercio en la ciudad. Los resultados demuestran que la morfologia
innovadora surge con mayor frecuencia en los anuncios de aspecto profesional y en las
zonas mas prosperas de la ciudad. Se postula que esta incursion de morfologia innovadora
corresponde con los cambios en la cultura del consumo que ban acompanado la reciente
globalization de este espacio fronterizo.

Introduction
The use and function of urban space
along the US-Mexico border has long
been an area of intense study and
considerable debate among borderland
scholars. On the one hand, scholars such
as Arreola and Curtis (1993) and
Alarcon Cantu (2000) sustain that the
structure of urban border space responds
fundamentally to nation-bound ten
dencies and traditions that extend from
the metropolitan centers to the
peripheries. Alarcon Cantu argues: "no
es posible suponer que la evolution de
las ciudades mexicanas ffonterizas vaya
a seguir el modelo de las ciudades
estadounidenses" (2000, 203), and
Arreola and Curtis point out that
"despite the very real tilt of cultural
influence from the United States and the
possible changes that may come with a
free-trade agreement, it should not be

assumed that Mexican border cities will
simply become replicas of North
American urban places"(1993, 221).
Herzog (1990), on the other hand, views
urban border space as uniquely shaped
by the transnational interactions that
take place along the border. In fact, he
argues for the emergence of "trans
frontier metropolises" in border regions
where constant and steady interaction
gives way to a shared politics and
uniform perceptions of local space. So,
while Arreola and Curtis and Alarcon
Cantu view the structure of urban space
as influenced primarily along the
vertical axis of the center and the
periphery, Herzog views it as
fundamentally the result of complex
interactions that occur along the
horizontal axis of edging peripheries.
The acceleration of globalization
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processes in the 21st century, however,
presents serious challenges for both of
these interpretations. As metropolitan
centers become increasingly linked
through global networks of labor,
capital, and commodities, it becomes
ever more difficult to determine the
direction of influence. In this context,
then, the question is not which influence,
vertical or horizontal, is more powerful,
but rather it centers on how these two
influences interact in dynamic ways. In
the present paper, I focus on one aspect
of border city landscapes, namely, the
linguistic landscape. Furthermore, I
argue that the vertical center-periphery
and the horizontal periphery-periphery
axes of urban spatial formation interact
in complex ways that can be readily
identified in the spatial distribution of
language use in one major border
metropolis.
The term "linguistic landscape"
first appeared in the literature on lan
guage planning and refers to the spatial
manifestations of language use on pub
lic signs including billboards, street
signs, and commercial signs. In Mexi
can border cities, the spatial distribution
of languages both marks off ethnolinguistically defined consumer zones and
maps out legitimate spaces for the use
of the languages in contact in the city.
Arreola and Curtis specifically point this
out when they note that the "edges of
the tourist districts [in Mexican border
cities] are often sharply defined by
physical and psychological barriers.
These can include abrupt changes in
land uses, streetscaping, and signs signs in English vanish" (1993,86). The
presence of English on the linguistic
landscape thus serves to map out the ur
ban spaces that cater to English speak
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ing consumers. However, the clear dis
tribution of languages on the linguistic
landscape is becoming increasingly
threatened as the dominance of interna
tional English makes its presence felt in
consumer spaces both in the border re
gion and throughout the world. Banu
and Sussex argue that "the thrust of in
ternational English in business names is
powerfi.il and global" (2001, 51). Re
cent linguistic landscape studies in
Bangladesh, Brazil, and Japan have, in
fact, demonstrated that English is gain
ing an increasingly prominent role on
storefront signs in particular consumer
spaces (Banu and Sussex 2001;
Friedrich 2002; MacGregor 2003). In
Bangladesh, the introduction of English
words on the linguistic landscape ap
pears to cluster in "shopping-cum-residential areas which are largely populated
by middle-class and upper-middle-class
educated Bengalis" (Banu and Sussex
2001,53). In Brazil, on the other hand,
"the use of English in advertising [on
the linguistic landscape] becomes part
of the local culture and is not even per
ceived as an extraordinary event by the
ordinary layperson" (Friedrich 2002,
23). Finally, in Japan the use of English
and other non-Japanese languages on the
linguistic landscape appears to correlate
with different types of products. So,
"Japanese is the preferred language in
signs for restaurants serving Japanese
food, while pastry is equated with
French, and bread is often linked to
Scandinavia. The fashion industry, at
least for western clothes, is dominated
by English and French" (MacGregor
2003, 73). In the present paper, I will
give thought to the implications of this
persistent encroachment of international
English into consumer spaces in Mexi
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can border cities. In particular, I will
argue that the abrupt onset of global
consumerism in Mexican border cities
is rapidly changing the linguistic land
scape by introducing English structures
into spaces not traditionally identified
with English speaking consumers. Fur
thermore, I will point out how the
changes on the urban landscape consti
tute a process of linguistic hybridization
where Spanish words are fitted in En
glish structures, and I will suggest that
the elaboration of the linguistic land
scape reflects fundamental changes in
the ways of consumption along the bor
der. In this way, I hope to show how
the spatial manifestations of language
on the urban landscape emerges from
the intersection of the vertical centerperiphery and the horizontal peripheryperiphery axes in complex negotiations
of language, culture, and identity.
Methodology
In order to identify some of these
complex negotiations on the U.S.
Mexico border, I analyzed the linguis
tic landscape in the Mexican city of
Reynosa, Tamaulipas. Reynosa, border
ing with McAllen, Texas, lies about 80
miles west of the Gulf of Mexico and
about 120 miles northeast of Monterrey,
Nuevo Leon. Traditionally an agricul
tural region, the city has undergone
abmpt and intense changes over the past
10 years. NAFTA ushered in important
changes that were to drastically impact
the structure and functions of urban
space. Among the changes that NAFTA
spurred was an exponential increase in
maquiladoras. In 1982, Reynosa had
only 17 maquiladora plants employing
some 9,000 workers (Margulis and
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Tuiran 1986). Today Reynosa boasts
over 170 plants, which employ well over
100,000 workers (McAllen Economic
Development Corporation 2001). The
surge in maquiladoras has resulted in
massive immigration to the city from
southern areas such as Veracruz and San
Luis Potosi. Over the past 20 years,
Reynosa has more than doubled in size
swelling from 315,764 inhabitants in
1982 to nearly 750,000 in the year 2000
(Martinez 1994,43; McAllen Economic
Development Corporation 2001). The
demographic explosion together with in
tense industrialization, furthermore, has
led to what we might call acute com
mercialization. In other words, expend
able income among city residents has
increased dramatically over the past
twenty years and this has led to the con
stant introduction new businesses and
franchises. Of particular interest to me
in this study is the noticeably increased
presence of foreign businesses in
Reynosa. Indeed, the presence of
McDonald's, Burger King, Office Depot,
and Best Western on the main thorough
fares of Reynosa makes it nearly indis
tinguishable from the urban landscape
of its neighbor city, McAllen, Texas.
My investigation of the linguistic
landscape in Reynosa was based on an
analysis of 868 local commercial signs
observed along two-mile stretches of 6
arterial roads in the city outside of the
so-called "pink" and "red" zones. My
aim in examining these signs was to
determine how local businesses ren
dered their commercial names as a single
morphological unit. I noticed two gen
eral strategies: the genitive construction
and Noun-Noun compounding. Each of
these strategies was deployed using a
number of different variants. Such
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variation allowed me to identify mor
phological construction as the primary
variable context of my study.
Aside from observing the morpho
logical patterns apparent on the signs, I
was also interested in determining
whether or not the vocabulary on the
sign revealed transfer from English.
While many signs exhibited no English
words in the rendering of the business
name, others included the presence of
incorporated and unincorporated En
glish words. I considered incorporated
words to include terms that had been
morpho-orthographically adapted to
Spanish or that can be heard frequently
in the language of city residents. In
other words, incorporated lexical items
have generally achieved the status of
Spanish words in the local dialect inas
much as they are used and understood
by most monolingual speakers. Ex
amples of these words include names
of car parts like mofJe, cv joint, and
clutch and other commonly used words
such as bar, DVD, and car wash. Un
incorporated words were generally ren
dered in English orthography and are
not commonly used in the Spanish dis
course of the city. Unincorporated lexi
cal items, then, have not achieved the
status of Spanish words and, in fact,
oftentimes confound monolingual city
residents. These words included indi
vidual items such as bakery, steel, and
space and phrases such as justjumping,
only rent, ideal beauty, and extra clean.
I also looked at two external vari
ables meant to elucidate the relative
capital base of the businesses in ques
tion and the social status of their nor
mal clientele. First, I looked at the fin
ishing of the sign and determined
whether it was professionally finished
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or hand painted. I felt that profession
ally finished signs would be indicative
of businesses with a relatively greater
capital base. I also classified the streets
where the businesses were located based
on the relative social status of the adja
cent neighborhoods. Businesses that
were located on streets that run through
middle class neighborhoods were con
sidered to be largely middle class serv
ing establishments. Businesses that
were located on streets that run through
lower class neighborhoods were consid
ered to be mainly lower class serving
establishments. Businesses that were
located on streets that run through both
middle and lower class neighborhoods
and that serve as major thoroughfares
for the city's traffic were classified as
establishments catering to both a middle
and a lower class clientele,
Lingustic Variation
As mentioned earlier, storefront
signs exhibited two general morphologi
cal strategies for rendering business
names as a single unit. Noun-Noun
compounding was commonly used on
storefront signs, as exemplified in 1-3.
1) Banquetes Briones
2) Autoservicio Vallejo
3) Pintura El Maike
Following Selkirk (1982), I view these
constructions as endocentric compounds
in which the semantic relation holding
between the two elements is derived
from the semantic properties of the head.
As Selkirk puts it, "the class of elements
denoted by the compound is a subset of
the class of elements that would be de
noted by the head noun on its own. The
non-head constituent of the compound
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in some way further defines the head"
(1982, 22). In other words, Briones,
Vallejo, and El Maike serve as further
modifications of their respective heads,
Banquetes, Autoservicio, and Pintura.
The genitive construction appears to
behave much like endocentric com
pounds, and following Whitley (1986),
I consider it to constitute a similar
"noun to noun" type of relationship.
Genitive constructions were used quite
frequently in the business names in my
data, as seen in examples 4-6,
4)
5)
6)

Estetica de Tommy
Farmacia de la Salud
Novedades del Angel

In my data, I observed that both the
compounding and the genitive strate
gies displayed internal variation.
The compounding variable exhib
ited two variants. First, I encountered
a more traditional variant in which the
head of the compound occurred on the
left-hand side (Lang 1990; Whitley
1986). I will refer to this variant as the
"head-first" construction. Examples 710 illustrate:
7)

8)
9)
10)

Autos Ramirez
Bar Recreo
Pinturas Osel
CV Joint El Rey

I also encountered an innovative vari
ant that appeared to be modeled on the
English compounding pattern where the
head is on the right-hand side (Bauer
1983; Spencer 1991). I will call this
variant the "head-last" construction.
Examples 11-14 illustrate:

11)
12)
13)
14)
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BahrubaBar
Colorflex Pinturas
Duratex Uniformes
Foly Muebles

The genitive variable, on the other
hand, exhibited three variants in my
data. First, I came across the traditional
variant in which case-marking is
achieved with the preposition de (Whit
ley 1986). This variant is shown in ex
amples 15-17:
15) Automotriz de Tamaulipas
16) Dulceria de Reynosa
17) Farmacia del Surtido.
A second variant was modeled on the
English genitive construction using the
-s morpheme added to an N in specifier
position and resulting in a head-last pat
tern (Radford 1988). Examples 18-21
display this construction:
18)
19)
20)
21)

Andrea's Zapateria
Dayan's Lenceria
Mix's Regalos
Tamara's Boutique.

Finally, a third variant, while incorpo
rating the English genitive -s mor
pheme, places the case-marked N in
adjunct position, turning up a head-first
pattern. So, instead of finding a phrase
like Jimmy's Optica, we get Optica
Jimmy's. This construction is apparent
in examples 22-25:
22) Autoservicio Roberto's
23) JoyeriaDenny's
24) Papeleria Aly's
25) Estetica Amy's.
In observing this morphological
variation on the linguistic landscape of
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Reynosa, I attempted to detemiine
the degree to which innovative morphol
ogy correlated with borrowed vocabu
lary. I found that while some morpho
logical patterns appeared to correlate
with the presence of English words, oth
ers seemed to be more independent. My
analysis revealed that the traditional
head-first compounding pattern was
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most frequent on signs with no English
word and that the innovative head-last
pattern was more frequent on signs that
contained either an incorporated or an
unincorporated English word.

Table 1. Compounding Patterns and Lexical Borrowing

Head-First
(e.g. Muebleria La Paloma

Head -Last
(e.g. Foly Muebles)

No English Word

76%

24%

Incorporated English
Word

41%

59%

Unincorporated English
Word

29%

71%

The data in Table 1 suggest that the pres
ence of lexical borrowing favors the
head-last compounding pattern. My im
pression is that the presence of an En
glish word may serve as a perceptual cue
that indicates an innovative compound
ing structure. This becomes particularly
clear when we look at the stepwise in
crease of head-last forms as we go down
the scale from native, to nativized, to
non-nativized lexical items.
The analysis of the genitive vari

able turned up a somewhat similar pat
tern. In comparing the relative pairing
of the different genitive variants to
gether with the distinct lexical variants,
I found that the traditional de variant
favored the absence of an English word.
Genitive -s in specifier position, on the
other hand, favored the presence of an
English word. Surprisingly, however,
genitive -s in adjunct position favored
no English word. These data are illus
trated in Table 2.
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Table 2. Genitive Construction and Lexical Borrowing
' de' Gen
(e.g. Dulceria de
Reynosa)

' -S' Gen
(e.g.Andrea' s
Zapateria)

-se' Gen
(e.g. Joyeria
Denny' s)

No English Word

43%

18%

39%

Incorporated
English Word

0%

67%

23%

Unincoprorated
English Word

6%

67%

27%

These data suggest that the presence Sociolinguistic Variation
of innovative morphological patterns
even while showing some correlation
In order to demonstrate how mor
with the presence of English lexical phological innovations are becoming
items is slowly emancipating itself and socially significant on the linguistic
being applied in contexts with entirely landscape in Reynosa, I analyzed the
native vocabulary. This emancipation relative frequency of innovative mor
is also evinced by the overall higher fre phology and vocabulary on different
quency of innovative morphology as sign types—hand painted and profes
compared to innovative vocabulary. sionally finished—and in different con
Signs containing English vocabulary sumption zones in the city—lower-class
accounted for only 16% of the total, but serving, middle-class serving, and lower
signs with English morphology ac and middle-class serving.
counted for a full 36% of the total. It is
The distribution by sign type, as
my impression, furthermore, that the in shown in Table 3, demonstrates that
cipient break that is occurring between even while the majority of signs in both
innovative morphology and innovative categories favored native vocabulary,
vocabulary is being seized upon socially the presence of borrowed vocabulary
in the spatial configurations of the lin was more frequent on professionally fin
guistic landscape in Reynosa.
ished signs than on hand-painted signs.
Table 3. Lexical Borrowing and Sign IVpe

English Word

No English
Word

Hand-Painted Sign

16%

84%

Professionally
Finished Sign

29%

71%
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In Table 4, moreover, we find that
traditional morphology was clearly fa
vored on hand-painted signs and that
professionally-finished signs only
slightly favored the more traditional
morphological constructions.
A comparison of Tables 3 and 4,
however, reveals that morphological in
novation is almost twice as common as
lexical innovation on professionally-fin
ished signs. So, it would appear that
those businesses with a greater capital
base, as demonstrated in their willing
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ness to invest in a professionally-fin
ished sign, tend to incorporate greater
frequencies of borrowed words on their
signs and to prefer innovative morphol
ogy more than those with a relatively
lesser capital base. Furthermore, the
data suggested that the use of innova
tive morphology was more common
than the use of borrowed vocabulary
among the professionally-finished signs
analyzed.
The increasing salience of innova
tive morphology on the linguistic land-

Table 4. Morphological Innovation and Sign Type
Innovative
Morphology

Conservative
Morphology

Hand Painted Sign

27%

73%

Professionally Finished
Sign

46%

54%

scape in Reynosa becomes clearer when
we consider the distribution of morpho
logical innovations and borrowed vo
cabulary in different consumption zones
in the city. I studied storefront signs on
six streets in the city. Calle Cumbres
and Calle Elias Pina are streets that run
through lower class neighborhoods and
that do not serve as major city thorough
fares. The businesses on these streets,
therefore, were considered to be lower
class serving establishments (LCS).
Boulevard Hidalgo and Boulevard
Morelos are major city thoroughfares
and run adjacent to both lower and
middle class neighborhoods. The busi
nesses on these streets were thus con
sidered to be middle and lower class

serving establishments (MLCS). Calle
Paris and Boulevard Las Fuentes run
adjacent to largely middle class neigh
borhoods and do not serve as major city
thoroughfares, so the businesses on
these streets were considered to be
middle class serving establishments
(MCS). In Table 5 we see the distribu
tion of borrowed vocabulary on the
signs of the different streets studied.
The data point to a relatively low
proportion of borrowed words and a
somewhat uneven pattern of distribu
tion. In Table 6, on the other hand, we
can see the distribution of innovative
morphology on the streets included in
my study.
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Table 5. Lexical Borrowing And Street

English Word

No English
Word

Calle Cumbres (LCS)

7%

93%

Calle E. Pin a (LCS)

16%

84%

Blvd. Morelos (MLCS)

16%

84%

Blvd. Hidalgo (MLCS)

21%

79%

Calle Paris (MCS)

15%

85%

Blvd. Las Fuentes
(MCS)

26%

74%

Table 6. Morphological Innovation and Street

Innovative
Morphology

Conserrvative
Morphology

Calle Cumbres (LCS)

10%

90%

Calle E. Pin a (LCS)

29%

71%

Blvd. Morelos (MLCS)

37%

63%

Blvd. Hidalgo (MLCS)

40%

60%

Calle Paris (MCS)

50%

50%

Blvd. Las Fuentes
(MCS)

50%

50%

Here we find that businesses cater
ing to the lower class favored traditional
morphology and businesses catering to
the middle class were more favorable
towards innovative morphology. In fact,
we can perceive a pattern were lower
class serving businesses preferred tra
ditional morphology nearly categori
cally, lower and middle class serving
businesses began to exhibit a greater

degree of innovative morphology, and
middle class serving businesses were
evenly divided between innovative and
traditional morphology. These data
converge on the generalization that
middle class serving businesses with a
relatively greater capital base are most
likely to adopt innovative morphology
on the linguistic landscape in Reynosa.
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Discussion
The systematic encroachment of
innovative morphological patterns on
the linguistic landscape reflects impor
tant re-alignments in the "ways of con
sumption" in the city. Such re-align
ments are spawned by globalization
processes originating largely from the
globally-linked metropolises of the cen
ter and consist of a fundamental shift
from an internationalization mode of
consumption to a globalization mode.
Garcia Canclini elucidates this differ
ence arguing that "what distinguishes
internationalization from globalization
is that in the days of internationaliza
tion of national cultures, when you were
not satisfied with what you had you
could find an alternative elsewhere...
nowadays what is produced in the en
tire world is right here" (2001,18). Be
fore the advent of globalization-induced
social change in Reynosa, the ways of
consumption in the city were config
ured within the matrix of the nationstate boundary that produced binary and

complementary relations between na
tional and international modes of con
sumption. As shown in Figure 1, the
pattern of internationalized consump
tion takes the nation-state boundary as
a defining element of consumerism.
National products and services were set
apart from international products and
services via the nation-state boundary.
This resulted in a kind of complemen
tary distribution where the national con
sumers on one side of the border acted
as the international consumers on the
other side. This complementary distri
bution was reflected quite vividly on the
linguistic landscape. Consumption
zones specific to English-speaking con
sumers displayed signs in English and
zones specific to Spanish-speaking con
sumers displayed signs in Spanish.
With the onset of globalization pro
cesses, however, a new mode has been
inserted in the field of consumption in
Reynosa. Global consumerism, under
stood as the emergence and accessibil
ity of global commodities in local mar-

Figure 1. International Consumption on the Border
U.S.

Transnational

Mexico

Transnational

kets, adds a new dimension to the pat
terning of consumption inasmuch as it
neutralizes the buffer effect of the na
tion-state boundary. In other words, as
international products and services flow
more readily across borders, they come
into more direct contact and competi
tion with national products and services.
The proliferation of innovative

SJ

National

National

morphological patterns in business
names in Reynosa suggests that the pen
etration of global consumerism is trans
forming the linguistic landscape of the
city. In fact, my data suggest that inno
vative morphology associated with glo
bal consumption is performing a terri
torializing function as it makes its way
onto the linguistic landscape. Specifi

aSTB
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Figure 2. Global Consumption on the Border

U.S.

Transnational

cally, I found that innovative morphol
ogy was highly localized in city spaces
where more affluent consumers lived
and where capital intense businesses
tended to cluster.
Following Friedman (2002), I view
an explicit connection between con
sumption and self-identification. "The
act of identification, the engagement of
the person in a higher project, is in one
sense an act of pure existential authen
ticity, but, to the degree that it implies a
consumption of self-defining symbols
that are not self-produced but obtained
in the marketplace, the authenticity is
undermined by objedification and po
tential decontextualization" (2002,
235). This connection sheds light on
the spatial distribution of linguistic
forms in the city of Reynosa insofar as
language difference and distinctiveness
correlates with differentiated identities.
I would argue that as the city becomes
more diversified in the face of global
ization processes such as mobile labor
from the south, itinerant capital from
the north, and roving commodities from
all around, residents are continuously
finding new and creative ways of selfidentification. One way is through the
social practices of global consumption.
Innovative morphological patterning, in
this way, comes to be a symbol of mem
bership not so much in a global com

National

munity of consumers uniting both sides
of the border in greater ties of interde
pendence but rather in a local team of
residents differentiating themselves
from newcomers and staking their claim
to specific geographic sites within the
city.
Conclusion
In conclusion, my study has identi
fied a series of innovative morphologi
cal constructions on the linguistic land
scape of the Mexican border city of
Reynosa. I have shown that while the
innovative constructions displayed some
correlation with borrowed vocabulary,
there was also a tendency towards
greater autonomy and frequency of in
novative morphology on the city's store
front signs. Innovative morphology,
furthermore, appears to have been mak
ing its way onto the landscape follow
ing territorial routes that reflect increas
ingly differentiating social identities
within the city in response to fundamen
tal globalization processes. This spe
cific socio-spatial patterning of linguis
tic practice, I argued, suggests that the
urban border space is being shaped by
converging forces exerted both from the
vertical relationship between the city
and the nation and from the horizontal
relationship between the city and the
border.
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Sustantivos de origen ingles en discurso espanol:
^cual es su gramatica?
Rena Torres Cacoullos y Neddy A. Vigil
University of New Mexico
This paper presents evidence in support of the "nonce loan hypothesis" in bilingual speech.
Drawing from a corpus of speech data collected in the New Mexico/Southern Colorado
region, we argue that nonce loans demonstrate stable syntactic patterns just as more estab
lished loanwords do. By demonstrating the validity of the nonce loan hypothesis, we argue
that their use in bilingual speech illustrates complex dexterities in the combination of lexi
cal resources.

La hipotesis del prestamo momentaneo
Al enfocar el prestamo no tanto
como resultado sino como proceso,
Einar Haugen en "The analysis of
linguistic borrowing" afirrao que los
bilingiies alternan pero no mezclan, ya
que "en cualquier momento dado estan
hablando solamente una [lengua]"
(Haugen 211).1 En el mismo periodo
(1953) se publico Languages In Contact,
el trabajo fundacional de Uriel
Weinreich, quien con su investigacion
de campo en Suiza fire el primero que
se basa el estudio de lenguas en contacto
en datos provenientes de conversaciones
grabadas. Desde entonces, gracias al
estudio empirico de numerosas
situaciones de contacto lingiiistico, se ha
establecido que la combination de dos
o mas lenguas se manifiesta
mayormente en la intercalation de
palabras aisladas procedentes de una
lengua en el discurso de la otra (Poplack
y Meechan 127). Ejemplos tales de

sustantivos de origen ingles en el
espanol nuevomexicano aparecen
subrayados en (l).2
(1)

a. Mi papa queria que le trajera
un rifle japones (190.2)
b. Teniamos carro de bestia como
le iba platicando y luego mer-,
cuando comenzaron a entrar
las trocas mercamos troca [ =
camioneta] (010.5)
c. .. .el se iba a ir de trampe [=
vagabundo], en ese tiempo, in
those years there were a lot of
tramps (117.13)
d. .. .no hacen dinero las beaut
icians [ = cosmetologas]
(318.37)

La caracterizacion de tales palabras—
i,son prestamos o son alternancias de
codigos?—bien puede ser el problema
metodologico mas importante en el
estudio empirico de la gramatica
bilingue (Sankoff, Poplack y
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Vanniarajan 72). Se trata de dos en el suroeste de los Estados Unidos.
procesos muy distintos. La alternancia Para los distintos modelos de la
de codigos (code-switching) es "la alternancia de codigos, la clasificacion
yuxtaposicion de . . .] fragmentos de de casos tales repercuta en la relacion
oraciones, cada uno de los cuales es entre el ingles y el espanol que se
coherente internamente con las reglas postula. Si se consideran alternancias
[. . .] de su lengua originaria" (Poplack de codigos, se justifica un modelo de
255). Requiere, por lo tanto, el manejo asimetria, segun el cual el espanol es la
de ambas gramaticas, como en (lc): el "lengua matriz" en la que se "insertan"
primer fragmento (el se iba a ir de los elementos ingleses (Jake, Myerstrampe) esta bien formado sin articulo Scotton y Gross 69-91). En cambio, si
en espanol y el segundo (in those years las palabras aisladas son prestamos y la
there were a lot of tramps) obedece a la alternancia de codigos consta de
gramatica del ingles. En cambio, el uso secuencias de palabras ya sea inglesas
de prestamos generalizados en el mundo o espanolas, entonces es mas acertado
hispanohablante, como rifle (la), no un modelo de yuxtaposicion, en el que
entrana la gramatica del ingles, que ambas lenguas desempenan un papel
juega un papel meramente etimologico. (Poplack 2062-2065).
A primera vista, con base en el
A nivel ideologico, parte del
criterio de la adaptacion fonologica, se discurso menospreciativo dirigido
podria sostener que troca ( < truck) y contra los hablantes bilingiies aparece
trampe (< tramp) (lb,c) son prestamos, en la idea de que mezclan elementos de
mientras que beauticians (1d) es un caso sus dos lenguas al azar, sin respetar ni
de alternancia de codigos. A la misma la gramatica del espanol ni la del ingles.
conclusion apuntan los criterios Se promulga asi la idea de un
extralingiiisticos de frecuencia de uso, "Spanglish" que es manifestation de
grado de difusion, y constatacion en confusion linguistica, En este estudio
diccionarios, bajo los cuales troca, se demuestra que tales reclamaciones no
palabra usada numerosas veces por tienen ningun fundamento en los hechos
varios hablantes y que, ademas, aparece de la production linguistica bilingue.
en diccionarios del espanol, es un
Existen entonces, tres posibilidades
prestamo, pero beauticians, que ocurrio para los casos como beauticians: (1) son
una sola vez en el corpus, una prestamos, perfectamente integrados a
alternancia de codigos.
la gramatica espanola, (2) son
La caracterizacion de casos como alternancias de codigos que siguen la
el de beauticians, o sea, de palabras ais- gramatica del ingles y (3) carecen enterladas de origen ingles que, a pesar de amente de sistema o, en el mejor de los
no ser prestamos consagrados y de casos, siguen alguna especie de
carecer a veces de adaptacion fono gramatica hibrida.
logica, se dan espontaneamente en el
i,Como se puede decidir entre estas
discurso espanol de hablantes bilingiies, posibilidades? Dada la apariencia
tiene consecuencias importantes tanto superficial ambigua de sustantivos
para los modelos linguisticos como para aislados como beauticians, no se puede
la ideologia y las actitudes lingiiisticas clasificarlos a partir de ejemplos
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individuates. De hecho, hay amplio
acuerdo que el criterio de adaptacion
fonologica no es decisive, por la
variabilidad en los datos (por ejemplo,
se dan casos de adaptacion fonologica
parcial) y porque hay comunidades
bilingiies en las que las lenguas en
contacto comparten la misma fonetica
en su variedad local y ademas, siempre
es posible que una palabra sea tomada
prestada junto con sus fonemas (G.
Sankoff 650-651). Solamente estudios
cuantitativos de los patrones de distribucion de los sustantivos de origen
ingles en el habla espontanea de los
bilingiies pueden revelar su naturaleza
para una comunidad dada.
En este estudio se pone a prueba la
hipotesis del prestamo momentaneo
(nonce loan) (Sankoff, Poplack y
Vanniarajan 74), segun la que, aunque
carezcan de integration fonologica y
aunque sus caracteristicas extralingiiisticas de ffecuencia y difusion son
distintas, las palabras aisladas originarias en una lengua usadas en el discurso
de la otra se comportan al nivel de la
sintaxis como prestamos establecidos,
al ser integrados instantaneamente en
el momento de ser usados por los
hablantes bilingiies. Dicho de otra
forma, el objetivo es mostrar que en el
espanol nuevomexicano casos como
beauticians constituyen prestamos
momentaneos, identicos en su gramatica
a prestamos establecidos como rifle,
troca y trampe. Al comprobar la validez
del prestamo momentaneo, termino
usado por primera vez por Weinreich,
se apoya un modelo de yuxtaposicion
para la altemancia de codigos y se refiita
la idea de una mezcla azarosa del
"Spanglish." Por el contrario, el manejo
de prestamos momentaneos demuestra

71_

las destrezas lingiiisticas de los bilingiies
en el aprovechamiento y la combination
de recursos lexicos.
Corpus y datos
Estudios previos sobre anglicismos
en el espanol hablado en el suroeste de
los Estados Unidos han tenido que
recurrir a listas de palabras fuera del
contexto en que ocurrieron, como en el
trabajo pionero de Espinosa, o a recopilaciones en diccionarios, como en el de
Clegg. Aunque estudios tales ofrecen
algunas pistas, no pueden proporcionar
mas que evidencias indirectas sobre los
procesos que operan en los hablantes
bilingiies en el momento de usar una
palabra de origen ingles. En cambio,
en esta investigation se examinan
patrones de distribucidn en un corpus de
grabaciones sobre temas variados de la
vida cotidiana, durante las cuales se
dieron palabras de origen ingles en el
discurso espontaneo de los hablantes.
El corpus es una muestra de 21
hablantes del New Mexico-Colorado
Spanish Survey. El NMCOSS incorpora
entrevistas a 355 personas de habla
espanola oriundas de Nuevo Mexico y
el sur de Colorado, que se realizaron
entre 1991 y 1994 con el fin de producir
un atlas lingiiistico y un archivo de datos
(Bills y Vigil, 43-67). Los hablantes
para el estudio actual, 12 mujeres y 9
hombres, son en su mayoria residentes
de los condados de Rio Arriba, Taos,
Mora y Bernalillo en el centro-norte de
Nuevo Mexico, de 45 a 96 anos de edad
y con 2 a 17 anos de escuela. Los
materiales analizados llegan a unas
200,000 palabras transcritas, correspondientes a aproximadamente 20 horas
de grabacion.
El objeto de estudio son los
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sustantivos aislados de origen ingles. Se
cuentan como "aislados" los sustantivos
de origen ingles que estan rodeados de
palabras espanolas, por ejemplo en (lc),
se incluyo el caso de trampe en ir de
trampe pero no el que se da dentro de la
secuencia de palabras inglesas there
were a lot of tramps# a la que se Ie
considera un caso no ambiguo de
alternaneia de codigos.
Cuadro 1: Sustantivos aislados de
origen ingles (N = 1071)
I. De etimologia inglesa, N = 875
a. Ahora camina la gente en los puros
boses [= camion, guagua, autobus]
(010.2)
b. no habla lo que hay ahora en dia
como muchos carros y televisiones
(102.8)
c. camisas y dresses [= vestidos] para
las mu'chitas, para los kids [= ninosj
(020.32)
II. De antecedente comun usados con
su significadoprimario en ingles, N
= 91
yo me estuve en la en l'escuela [...]
hasta el al grado [ = ano escolar] tres
no mas llegue (219.2)
III. De antecedente comun realizados
con fonologia inglesa, N = 105
estaba todavla muy disturbed, con
su separation [= separation], con su
divorce [= divorcio] (017.4)
El Cuadro 1 presenta las tres clases
de sustantivos de origen ingles incluidos
en el estudio. De un total de 1071, la
gran mayorla son de etimologia inglesa,
algunos con vocablo(s) correspon-
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diente(s) distinto(s) en otras variedades
del espanol, por ejemplo, bos( =
camion, guagua, autobus) (Cuadro 1,
la), y otros sin altemativa que no sea la
de origen ingles, por ejemplo, television
(Cuadro 1, lb). En algunos casos
aparecen con integration morfofonologica, como boses, y en otros no,
como, por ejemplo, kids (Cuadro 1, Ic).
Se comprobo el origen ingles en el
DRAE y en Corominas; si la palabra era
atribuida al latin o al griego, por
ejemplo, television, De tele- y vision,
se consulto el Oxford English Dictio
nary para determinar si fue usada
primero en ingles con el significado con
el que aparece en el corpus.
Una segunda clase en los datos la
conforman las voces que provienen de
un antecedente connin (p.ej., el latin),
si fueron usadas de acuerdo con su
significado principal en ingles, por
ejemplo, grado (= ano escolar) (Cuadro
2, II). Tradicionalmente a esos anglicismos se los denomina calcos, porque
entranan la transferencia de significados
a significantes existentes (SilvaCorvalan 311). Sin embargo de igual
validez es la hipotesis altemativa de que
se trata de prestamos tornados con su
forma y significado directamente del
ingles. Por lo tanto, fueron incluidos
en el estudio, pero codificados por
separado. Por ultimo, una tercera clase
consta de los sustantivos de antecedente
comun que fueron producidos con
fonologia inglesa, por ejemplo,
separation (Cuadro 1, III). Los casos
de antecedente comun con fonologia o
significado ingles conforman menos de
un tercio de los datos, frente al gran
numero (875) de sustantivos de
etimologia inglesa.
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Frecuencia de uso, difusion, constatacion
Para evaluar la distribution de los
sustantivos que se estudian, se
emplearon dos medidas de frecuencia,
una calculada con base en el numero
de casos, que es la frecuencia de uso, y
la otra con base en el numero de
hablantes que usaron la voz, que es la
difusion. Las dos medidas no coinciden
siempre: por ejemplo, chansa 'oportunidad' es de difusion alta (5 hablantes)
pero de frecuencia relativamente baja
(6 casos) ffente a grandma 'abuela' (5
hablantes, 26 casos).
Una realidad de esta muestra de
habla es la realization variable de la
misma voz. Se considero que pertenecen a la misma pieza lexica, o tipo
lexico (lexical type), formas con el
mismo significado aunque manifiesten
diferentes grados (o modos) de adapta
tion a la fonologfa espanola, por
ejemplo, granma y grandma. Tambien
se codifico como variantes de un solo
tipo lexico todas las formas derivadas
en espanol, por ejemplo, boguey y
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boguesito. Por otro lado, se considero
que son tipos lexicos diferentes las
formas con entrada independiente en
diccionarios ingleses, por ejemplo
television y TV, asf como formas identicas con significados diferentes, por
ejemplo, yarda (de ferrocarril) y yarda
(medida).
En el total de 1071 casos, se
identificaron461 tipos lexicos distintos,
divididos en tres clases con base en su
frecuencia de uso y difusion. Generalizados se denominan los tipos lexicos
que usaron dos o mas hablantes y
momentaneos los de una sola aparicion
en el corpus. Fueron clasificados aparte
los idiosincrasicos, los que fueron
usados mas de una vez pero por un solo
hablante. Segun se observa en el Cuadro
2, los 87 generalizados componen un
19% de los tipos lexicos pero el 52%
(560) del total de casos. En cambio, los
283 momentaneos aunque llegan a un
61% de los tipos lexicos, conforman
solamente el 26% de los datos.2

Cuadro 2. Difusion y frecuencia de uso de sustantivos aislados de origen ingles

Tipos Le xicos

Casos

N

%

N

%

Generalizados (dos o m$ hablantes)

87

19

560

52

Idiosincr&icos (un solo hablante)

91

20

228

21

Momentaieos (aparecieron una vez)

283

61

283

26

Totales

461

100

1071

100
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Prestamos establecidos se llaman
aquellas voces de origen ingles que han
logrado cierta aceptacion, tal como lo
comprueba su constatacion en
diccionarios del espanol o en otras
publicaciones, por ejemplo, rifle y troca,
Se consulto diccionarios mexicanos y
peninsulares (DRAE, Santamaria), asi
como fuentes regionales (p.ej., Cobos,
Galvan y Teshner). En el Cuadro 3, se
observa que la mayoria (74%) de los
tipos lexieos generalizados, es decir, los
que se dieron en por lo menos dos
hablantes, son tambien prestamos
establecidos. Por el contrario, el 83%
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de los tipos lexieos momentaneos, es
decir, los de aparicion unica en el
corpus, no se encuentran en ninguna de
las fuentes consultadas. Este par de ,
datos confirma una correlacion fiierte
entre la calidad de prestamo establecido
y el grado de difusion (Poplack, Sankoff
y Miller 59). En conjunto con los del
Cuadro 2, estos resultados indican que
los sustantivos de origen ingles
empleados por los bilingues nuevomexicanos en su discurso espanol son
mayormente prestamos establecidos.

Cuadro 3. Constatacion de sustantivos de origen ingles en diccionarios segun
su difusion
Diccionario oficial1 Diccionario regional2

No constatado

%

%

%

Generalizados

30

44

26

Idiosincrasicos
Momentaneos

9
7

21
9

70
83

1. DRAE, Santamaria (1959), Sala (1982).
2. Cobos (1983), Galvan & Teshner (1989), Garcia (1939), Gross 1935.

El metodo comparativo variacionista
Los elementos problematicos son
los sustantivos de origen ingles
momentaneos, o sea los de aparicion
unica en el corpus, como beauticians.
7,Son prestamos, altemancias de codigos
o meras aberraciones bilingues? Para
contestar esta pregunta, se emplea el
metodo comparativo variacionista

desarrollado por Poplack y sus
colaboradores. Comparativo, porque
para determinar el comportamiento
gramatical de estas palabras se requiere
comparaciones no solamente con
prestamos establecidos y altemancias de
codigos no ambigiias, sino tambien con
las variedades particulares del espanol
y del ingles que estan en contacto en la
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comunidad bilingiie dada. Variacionista, porque la lengua hablada se
caracteriza por variabilidad estructural
(Labov). Para llevar a cabo las
comparaciones, se considera como
prestamos establecidos a los sustantivos
de origen ingles generalizados.
Ademas, se tomo una muestra de
alternancias de codigos (por ejemplo,
. .aqui los pobres trying to make ends
meet" (088.7)) asi como muestras de
trechos monolingues de espanol y de
ingles que aparecen en las entrevistas.
El sitio de conflicto (conflict site)
es una de las herramientas metodologicas que permite establecer el
comportamiento gramatical de las
palabras objeto de estudio: "El sitio de
conflicto es una forma o clase de formas
que manifiesta diferencias funcionales,
estructurales y/o cuantitativas en las
variedades comparadas" (Poplack y
Tagliamonte 101). Es decir, para
evaluar la integration sintactica de los
anglicismos lexicos, hace falta
identificar estructuras divergentes, en
las que la distribucion de la marcacion
de funciones comparables sea distinta
para el espanol y el ingles.
Aunque estas dos lenguas son
tipologicamente similares, el uso del
articulo definido puede servir como
sitio de conflicto. Tanto en espanol
como en ingles los sustantivos pueden
aparecer acompanados de articulo
definido, otro determinante o escuetos
(sin determinante). Sin embargo, las
condiciones sobre el uso del articulo
definido no son identicas, como senalan
las gramaticas del espanol destinadas a
los anglohablantes (p.ej., Butt y Ben
jamin 31-43).
El articulo definido, que se origina
en el demostrativo latino ILLE, traza
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una historia de generalization en la
evolution del espanol. Como senala
Company, todavia en los primeros textos
del espanol medieval, como reflejo de
su valor deictico originario, se empleaba
con sustantivos referenciales, concretos
y proximos a la experiencia del hablante,
en un contraste productivo, por ejemplo,
a manos los tomaar (Cid, 701) ffente a
Beso le las manos Minaya (Cid, 894)
(Company 93-95). La extension del
articulo avanzo en etapas, alcanzando
primero a sustantivos genericoshumanos en funcion de sujeto (fines s.
XIII), por ejemplo, lo que nos los latinos
dezimos dios; dizen los griegos theos
(General Estoria) y por ultimo a
abstractos (s. XV), por ejemplo,pierdo
el alegria e lloro (Celestina) (Company
101-104). Tal extension no se ha dado
en ingles, por lo que se puede tomar al
articulo definido como sitio de conflicto.
El sitio de conflicto debe manifestarse en diferencias en las restricciones sobre el empleo del articulo
definido o, dicho de otra forma, en los
factores condicionantes de la variation
entre articulo definido y otro deter
minante. En la hipotesis del metodo
comparativo variacionista se senala que:
"Si las restricciones sobre la variabilidad
de formas provenientes de la lengua
donadora [ingles] son paralelas a las que
operan sobre las formas correspondientes de la lengua receptora
[espanol], aquellas formas tienen que ser
prestamos" (Poplack y Meechan 130).
Esta hipotesis se aplica a la
distribucion del articulo definido de la
siguiente manera:
(2) Si las restricciones sobre la
apariciondel articulo definido con
los sustantivos de origen ingles
momentaneos (p.ej., beauticians)
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son paralelas a las que operan con los
prestamos establecidos (p.ej., rifle,
troca) y los sustantivos espanoles,
pero distintas a las que operan con
las alternancias de codigos y los
sustantivos ingleses, entonces estos
sustantivos de origen ingles tienen
que ser prestamos aunque sea
momentaneos (nonce loans), es
decir,
se
comportan
gramaticalmente como sustantivos
espanoles (y no como sustantivos
ingleses).
Para los propositos de este estudio,
se considera dos factores condicionantes, la clase semantica y la
especificidad.
Clase semantica. La hipotesis de
partida es que los sustantivos abstractos
favorecen la concurrencia del articulo
definido en espanol pero no en ingles.
Se conto como abstractos sustantivos
que designan estados, propiedades o
entidades no concretas, como religion
en (3a), instituciones, por ejemplo high
school 'eseuela secundaria' en (3b), y
eventos, por ejemplo, homecoming
'regreso al hogar', un evento escolar en
los Estados Unidos, en (3c).
(3) a. ella sabia de la religion
(318.24)
b. yo grad[u]e del high school,
/ no?, de la eseuela alta en el
sixty-three (102.9)
c. iban a tener el homecoming
(190.24)
Especificidad. La especificidad tiene
que ver con la manera en que hace
referenda el sustantivo. Los sustantivos
espectficos se usan para referirse a
entidades especfficas a las que no se las
considera intercambiables (4a), mientras
que los no especfficos se usan para
referirse a cualquier miembro o
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manifestation de una clase (4b) (Ashby
y Bentivoglio 69).
(4) a. .. .se me quemo el generador
de la troca mia (311.20)
b. .. .que no me fiiera a subir en
un aeroplanito de esos chiquitos (318.13)
Se distinguio ademas a los genericos,
que se usan para referirse a una clase
entera, como tanape en (5). Se ha
afirmado que los sustantivos con
referenda generica aparecen con
articulo definido en espanol (Alonso
162). En contraste, en ingles ocurren
en varias formas (Chafe 102-103,
Dubois 224-225). De hecho, el ejemplo
(Id), no hacen dinero las beauticians
es precisamente un caso de genericohumano en position de sujeto. En
ingles, el sustantivo correspondiente
podrfa aparecerer escueto (sin
determinante) (beauticians don't make
money, turnips are...).
(5) El tanape [ = rabano, nabo] no es
dulce, es bianco.. .(010.8)
Se codifico los sustantivos del cor
pus para estos dos factores. Fueron
excluidos los sustantivos de origen
ingles que se dieron como respuesta a
preguntas de vocabulario, como en (6),
o que aparecieron marcados con un
comentario metalinguistico, titubeo o
pausa larga, como en (7), porque puede
ser dificil evaluar su integration
sintactica en contextos tales.
(6) -Bueno voy a preguntarle primero
la, segun la lista, es un, esto lo estan
llamando ah, como le llaman uno
a—Lady bug (20,13)
(7) calzones de, de, de pechera eh de,
yo no se como se llama, denim
(144,11)
Estaba de pusher o como le dicen,
como le-mayordomo (311,5)fiii
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principal en el, eh, elementary
(M02,l)en ese tiempo entraron los,
los uhm mtertubes, you know, para
los carros (144, 7)
De esta manera quedaron 532 (56028) casos de prestamos establecidos y
246 (283-37) casos de momentaneos
para el analisis cuantitativo (vease
Cuadro 2). Para la comparacion, se
sometieron al analisis cuantitativo
ademas muestras tomadas de las mismas
grabaciones de sustantivos en trechos
monolingues espanoles (N=1391) e
ingleses (N =772), asi como una muestra
de alternancias de codigos (N=220). Las
alternancias de codigos analizadas se
limitan a casos de alternancia del
espanol al ingles dentro de la clausula o
de la oracion (intersentential codeswitching), como en (8).
(8) que dijo that his, her kids weren't
gonna learn Spanish que no les
fueran a ensenar (318,46)
Variacion en el uso del articulo definido: un sitio de conflicto entre el
espanol y el ingles
Los cuadros a continuation presentan los resultados de cinco analisis
de regla variable, una para cada grupo
de sustantivos. El analisis de regla vari
able en un tipo de regresion multiple que
mide los efectos de factores considerados en su action simultanea
(D.Sankoff). El analisis nos proporciona
el valor p de significacion estadistica,
el rango y la jerarquia de las restricciones.
a) Significacion: En los cuadros
se proporciona el peso probabilistico
solamente de los factores que resultaron
estadisticamente significativos. Cuanto
mas se aproxima a 1 el peso proba
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bilistico, mas favorece el factor la
aparicion del articulo definido, y
valores inferiores a .5 son desfavorables. En la segunda columna se
da el porcentaje del articulo definido y
en la tercera columna el porcentaje de
los datos en el contexto definido por el
factor.
b) Rango: Mide el tamano de la
contribution de cada grupo de factores
(cuanto mas grande la diferencia entre
el peso probabilistico mas alto y el mas
bajo, mas grande el efecto del grupo).
El gmpo de factores Especificidad esta
ordenado primero en los cuadros,
porque su infiuencia es mayor que la
del grupo Clase Semantica.
c) El ordenamiento de los factores
dentro de cada grupo, de mas a menos
favorables segun el peso probabilistico,
constituye la jerarquia de las restricciones, que revela "la estructura
detallada de la relation entre variante y
contexto, o la 'gramatica' que subyace
a las manifestaciones variables"
(Poplack y Tagliamonte 94).
Los analisis se realizaron con el
programa GoldVarb (Rand y Sankoff),
Veamos primero los sustantivos
espanoles y los sustantivos ingleses del
corpus nuevomexicano, para comprobar si los abstractos y los genericos
constituyen sitios de conflicto. El
Cuadro 4 revela, en primer lugar, que
el articulo definido es mas ffecuente en
espanol, con un porcentaje global de
38% (tendencia general .38) frente a
21% (tendencia general .20) en ingles.
En segundo lugar, contrario de lo que
se podria esperar, las dos lenguas siguen
la misma jerarquia de restricciones en
el factor especificidad, al ser mas
favorables los genericos (con pesos
probabilisticos de .89 y de .82 en
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espanol y en ingles, respectivamente),
algo menos favorables los especificos
(.59 y .64) y desfavorables a la
concurrencia del articulo definido los no
especificos (.41 y .37). Sin embargo, el
porcentaje de los genericos con articulo
definido en espanol (81%) es muy su
perior al del ingles (53%). Esto es
porque los genericos aparecen escuetos
(sin determinante alguno) en ingles, en
casi la mitad de los casos (Torres
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Cacouilos y Aaron 309-310). En tercer
lugar, mientras que en espanol los
sustantivos abstractos favorecen el
articulo definido (.58), al presentar un
porcentaje (44%) superior al global o
promedio (37%), en ingles, aunque no
resulto significativo el factor, los
abstractos muestran un porcentaje (20%)
muy proximo, ligeramente inferior, al
promedio (21%).

Cuadro 4: Contribution de Especificidady Clase Semantica a la aparicion del
articulo definido en espanoly en ingles

Tendencia general:

Espanol
N= 1391
37% .38

Ingles
N = 772

P = 0.017

p = 0.000

prob

%

% datos

.89
.59
.41
48

81
46
29

4
34
60

.58
.49
27

44
36

14
85

21% .20

prob. %

% datos

Especificidad
Generico
Especifico
No especifico
Rango

.82
.64
.37
45

53
30
12

5
38
56

_

20
22

22
72

Clase semantica
Abstractos
Otros
Rango

Resumiendo, resaltan tres
diferencias entre el espanol y el ingles:
la tendencia general o frecuencia global
del articulo definido (que es mayor en
espanol), la proportion de los genericos
con los que aparece (mayor en espanol)
y el efecto de los abstractos (favorable
en espanol, no en ingles). Las diferencias

-

n.s.

se ejemplifican en (9), donde aparece
en ingles sin determinante un sustantivo
generico y abstracto, el mismo contexto
que favorece altamente el uso del
articulo definido en espanol.
(9) this is for purchases (117,16)
'esto es para las compras'
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La gramatica espaiiola de los
prestamos momentaneos
Pasemos a los prestamos
establecidos (por ejempio, rifle, troca,
trampe) y a las altemancias de codigos
(por ejempio, dijo that his, her kids
weren't gonna learn Spanish). Los
analisis de regla variable en el Cuadro 5
eonfirman el comportamiento espanol
de los prestamos frente a la gramatica
inglesa de las alternancias, al
reproducirse casi los mismos resultados
que para los trechos monolingiies de
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espanol y de ingles (Cuadro 4). Primero,
los prestamos establecidos presentan
una tendencia general (.40) muy
superior a la de las alternancias de
codigos (.23). Segundo, el porcentaje
de genericos con definido es mas alto
en aquellos (76%) que en estas (58%).
Y tercero, los abstractos desfavorecen
el definido entre las alternancias, con un
porcentaje (22%) ligeramente inferior al
promedio (24%), mientras que lo
favorecen entre los prestamos.

Cuadro 5: Contribucion de Especificidady Clase Semantica a la aparicion del
articulo definido en prestamos establecidos y en alternancias de codigos al ingles

Tendencia general:

Prestamos establecidos
N = 532
39% .40

Alternancias de codigos
N = 220
24% .23

p = 0.001

Especificidad
Generico
Especifico
No especifico
Rango
Clase semantica
Abstractos
Otros
Rango

mm

p = 0.000

prob

%

% datos orob.

%

% datos

.83
.51
.43

76
37
34

8
38
52

58
36
13

5
36
52

22
24

20
79

41

.83
,66
.36

47

64
.45

67
35

24
75
n.s.

15

mm

-

mummmmmmmmm,

mmm
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De hecho, el porcentaje de abstractos
con artlculo definido entre los prestamos
(67%) es bastante mas alto que entre los
sustantivos espanoles (44%). Esto se
debe, por lo menos en parte, al numero
elevado de casos dejaiskul o high school
'escuela secundaria' (N = 21), grado o
grade 'ano escolar' (N =13) y colegio
'universidad' (N = 12), que tienden a
aparecer con artlculo defmido, como en
(10). En las alternancias de codigos, por
ejemplo en (11), las mismas voces
tienden a aparecer sin determinante, de
acuerdo con los patrones ingleses.
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establecidos, pero de manera contraria
al ingles y a las alternancias de codigos.
El Cuadro 6 presenta en el lado
izquierdo los resultados del analisis de
regla variable y en el lado derecho los
resultados correspondientes para el
espanol, los prestamos establecidos, el
ingles y la alternancia de codigos. La
jerarquia de las restricciones, o sea, el
ordenamiento de los factores, ya sea por
el peso probabilistico, ya sea por el
porcentaje en los factores que no
resultaron significativos, es la misma en
los sustantivos aislados de origen ingles
momentaneos y en los prestamos
(10) a. ya en el high school te daban, establecidos y coincide ademas con el
uh, calculus o, uh, mas alto (M02, espanol. Es notable el paralelismo: la
8)
tendencia general (.37) para la
b. nunca tuve cursos en espanol
concurrencia del articulo definido es
excepto cuando estaba en el grado muy proxima a la de los prestamos
nueve como un semestre y en el
establecidos y de los sustantivos
grado diez pienso otro semestre y espanoles, el porcentaje de genericos
eso fire todo el espanol que yo
con definido tambien es muy alto (82%),
estudie (144, 20)
y los abstractos presentan un porcentaje
c. el gabacho siempre ha tenido, (38%) ligeramente superior al promedio
como dice, el el dinero y el
(37%). Al mismo tiempo, los
mexicano nunca, y el mexicano ne- momentaneos se distinguen claramente
ha necesitado guardar para [...] ir de las alternancias de codigos, que por
para el colegio cuando el giiero
su parte manifiestan la gramatica del
siempre lo ha tenido (88,11)
ingles.
Asi, la hipotesis del prestamo
(11) ya el eh, el eh [nombres] were al momentaneo se ve confirmada con el
ready in high school, ya estaban analisis cuantitativo de estos datos
casi para grad[u]ar (117,5)
nuevomexicanos: los casos como
Ahora que se ha analizado los beauticians son prestamos, identicos en
grupos de comparacion, se puede cuanto a la gramatica del articulo
evaluar la gramatica de los sustantivos definido a los prestamos establecidos.
aislados de origen ingles momentaneos Veamos unos ejemplos. En (12) el
como beauticians. De acuerdo con la sustantivo abstracto education aparece
hipotesis en (2), si son prestamos, la con articulo definido, de acuerdo con
distribution del articulo definido debe la tendencia en espanol y contrariaser restringida por los mismos factores mente a la tendencia en ingles. En (13),
y con la misma direccionalidad que los el articulo definido concurre con el uso
sustantivos espanoles y los prestamos generico del prestamo momentaneo
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Cuadro 6: Contribution de Especificidady Clase Semdntica a la aparicidn del
articulo definido en sustantivos aislados de origen ingles momentaneos (N =
246)

Tendencia general:

prob
Especificidad
Generico
Especifico
No especifico
Rango

.89
.73
.31
58

37% .37

Espan. Estab.
.38
.40

Ingles
.20

Altera.
.23

p = .000
% % datos

83
61
20

7
32
60

81

76

53

58

38
37

25
74

46

67

20

22

Clase semantica
Abstractos
Otros

buzzards en (a), mientras que el mismo
hablante no usa determinante en la
estructura correspondiente del ingles
con la misma palabra (b), y en la
alternancia de codigos se emplea
articulo indefinido (c).
(12) el education para el.yowr anglo or
whatever has always been
good (088.11)
(13)a.. . .el nombre que la gente usaba
aqui para los buzzards (270.13)
b.. . .what word we use here for
buzzards (270.13)
c. yo se que buitre is a buzzard, you
see, I know it is, pero no se
(270.14)

Conclusiones
Este estudio se une a una serie de
investigaciones sobre diferentes
situaciones de contacto que han
comprobado, en primer lugar, que es
posible establecer una distincion entre
prestamo y alternancia de codigos para
los elementos aislados originariosen una
lengua incorporados en el discurso de
otra y, en segundo, que se trata en la
mayoria de los casos de prestamos
momentaneos (Poplack y Meechan
127-138). La diferencia entre los
prestamos establecidos y los
momentaneos no es tanto linguistica
(integracion en la gramatica) como
extralingiiistica (frecuencia, difusion y
grado de aceptacion). Como afirman
Poplack y Meechan (137), los

prestamos, incluso los momentaneos, se se puede pensar si se limita a los
comportan lingiiisticamente como prestamos establecidos.
Se comprueba tambien que la
elementos nativos y no como los de la
lengua a la que pertenecen etimo- comunidad nuevomexicana, igual que
otras comunidades bilingiies (vease los
logicamente.
La comparacion de las condiciones estudios en Poplack y Meechan), realiza
sobre la variation en el empleo del la integracion sintactica de las palabras
artlculo definido indica que los aisladas de origen ingles en el momento
sustantivos aislados de origen ingles de de usarlas en su discurso espanol.
aparicion unica (p.ej., beauticians) son Mientras que el grado de adaptation
prestamos momentaneos, los cuales, fonologica puede depender de la
aunque no esten integrados fono- difusion y frecuencia de la palabra, la
logicamente, son identicos grama- integracion sintactica se hace
ticalmente a los prestamos establecidos instantaneamente. Por lo tanto, al
(p.ej., troca) en el espanol nuevo- emplear prestamos momentaneos, los
mexicano. Ambos grupos estan hablantes bilingiies, lejos de confusion,
integrados sintacticamente, es decir, se presentan destrezas linguisticas en los
comportan como sustantivos espanoles. aspectos mas intimos y minuciosos de
Se comprueba asi que el proceso del la gramatica.
prestamo es mas productivo de lo que

Notas
'Las traducciones del ingles son nuestras.
debemos a Mayra Cortes-Torres las transcripciones y a Jessi E. Aaron gran parte
de la codification de los datos. Su ayuda fire posible gracias a una ayudantia del Departamento
de Espanol y Portugues y una beca RAC (#02-01) de la Universidad de Nuevo Mexico para
Torres Cacoullos. En los ejemplos, el primer numero es el de la entrevista, el segundo la
pagina en la transcription.
3En una muestra de hablantes mas grande, seguramente algunos de los tipos lexicos
idiosincrasicos e inclusive de los momentaneos se convertirian en generalizados.
2Le
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Aculturacion e identidad en el nacimiento de los
negros
Jose Esteban Hernandez
The University of Texas-Pan American
This paper studies the situation of cultural contact in the Nacimiento de los Negros region
of Coahuila. Based on oral interviews with residents of the region, the paper traces the
process of language shift from Afroseminole to Spanish identifying four key stages in the
demise of the Native American tongue. We found that even as the language suffered a
complete demise, mascogo ethnic identity has been kept alive through ritualized cultural
activities in the community that set it apart from its borderland milieu. We argue that con
tinuing presence of Afroseminole culture along the border will require a revalorization of
these cultural "acts of identity" that serve as a stand in for the language that has already
been lost.

Introduccion
Nacimiento de los Negros, principal region fronteriza de los ataques de las
asentamiento de los mascogos, se tribus indigenas que la asolaban
encuentra dentro de los limites (Rodriguez 1995:101-2). Durante todo
municipals deMusquiz, Coahuila. Hoy este tiempo, los mascogos han estado en
en dia su poblacion consiste de unas 60 contacto con los habitantes de la region
familias unidas por lazos de parentesco de Musquiz y de Brackettville, Texas
y por un pasado en comun que los donde tambien se establecio otro gmpo.
distingue de las comunidades vecinas
Sin lugar a dudas, la situacion de
(datos del INEGI 1996). En esta contacto entre los mascogos y sus
comunidad, hasta hace algunas decadas, vecinos alrededor de Nacimiento de los
la lengua original y mayoritaria era el Negros es unica dentro del contexto
afroseminol, un criollo de base inglesa cultural mexicano. Por ende, nuestro
emparentado al Gullah que aun se habla mayor enfoque sera el examinar la
en el area de las Carolinas y Georgia en situacion de contacto cultural en el
el sureste de los Estados Unidos (Casidy Nacimiento de los Negros, donde
1986; Jones-Jackson 1978,1984,1986, actualmente el afroseminol, la lengua
1987). Los mascogos, descendientes de original de los mascogos, se ha visto
cimarrones negros que escaparon de desplazado casi por completo por el
plantaciones esclavistas inglesas y espanol. Describiremos primero el
norteamericanas en lo que es hoy el marco social y las etapas historicas en
sureste estadunidense, han vivido en las que se da el desplazamiento, y
Mexico desde 1843. Este mismo ano determinaremos despues el valor que la
obtuvieron el permiso para establecerse comunidad asigna al desplazamiento
en Coahuila a cambio de proteger la que ha sufrido el afroseminol y a las
Rio Bravo, New Series Vol. 2:1 Fall 2003, pp. 85-98
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practicas que continuan o que emergen
para suplir la importancia que representa
la diferencia cultural de la comunidad.
Los datos que usamos a con
tinuation fueron recaudados en varias
entrevistas grabadas y otras entrevistas
de naturaleza mas casual que se llevaron
a cabo en Nacimiento de los Negros en
el verano de 1999. En gran parte las
conversaciones se centraron en temas
que consideramos de importancia para
nuestro estudio: actitudes lingiiisticas,
identidad etnica y de grupo, historia de
la comunidad, principales problemas
que enfrenta la comunidad, y la relacion
con las comunidades vecinas.
El contacto cultural
Para Weinreich (1979: 5) el fenomeno que denominamos como contacto
linguistico encuadra en realidad dentro
de un marco mas amplio que implica el
contacto cultural. Podriamos afirmar
que el contacto linguistico entre dos
grupos sobrepasa el nivel de la lengua y
se inserta, ademas, dentro del nivel
social de los grupos que entran en
contacto. Para Silva-Corvalan (1989:
170), el analisis del contacto linguistico
y sus consecuencias en el sistema de
habla de una comunidad deben
enfocarse dentro de un marco
psicologico y sociocultural. Esto
implica que el contacto cultural podria
irrumpir a nivel de grupo en el sistema
social, con implicaciones principalmente en la estructura politica y
economica, y a nivel del individuo en el
aspecto psiquico, con implicaciones
principalmente afectivas y emotivas.
Herzfeld (1994:116) sugiere que la
manera en que se da el contacto socio
cultural tras todo encuentro depende en
gran parte de las relaciones entre ambos
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grupos: de la imposicion de un grupo
sobre el otro, de la subordination de un
grupo hacia el otro o de una relacion de
equilibrio. Si uno de los dos grupos
ejerce un dominio politico y economico
sobre el otro, esto generalmente deriva
en una relacion de imposicion. Si uno
de los dos grupos se somete politica y
economicamente, la relacion inversa es
la subordinacion. Sin embargo, en una
situation de contacto cultural un grupo
se podria imponer al otro o bien ninguno
de los dos grupo se impondria. A la vez,
los distintos escenarios socioculturales
podrian derivar en distintos escenarios
lingiiisticos. El grupo que se impone
como dominante podria implantar su
lengua u optar por utilizar la del grupo
subordinado. Incluso, se le podria
prohibir al grupo subordinado el uso de
la lengua original o se podria limitar su
uso a los dominios mas intimos.
Los factores que determinan el tipo
de contacto entre los mascogos y sus
vecinos se pueden encontrar en los
antecedentes historicos bajo los cuales
se da el contacto. Influye de manera
importante, el modo en que la cultura
dominante ve al nuevo grupo y la
manera en que el grupo se percibe a si
mismo. Dentro del contexto de la
frontera, la vida cultural de los mascogos
parece regirse y acoplarse de acuerdo a
las siguientes cuatro etapas sociales e
historicas: 1) la etapa de persecution y
arrendamiento militar, 2) la etapa de
transition y neutralidad, 3) la etapa de
fuerte integration a la cultura nacional
y 4) la etapa de inmigracion y
dependencia economica. Cada una de
las cuatro etapas influye de manera
distinta en la comunidad de los
mascogos, para determinar patrones
lingiiisticos y de identidad de grupo,
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como se vera en las secciones a con
tinuation.
El desplazamiento
Una de las causas del contacto es
la difusion de rasgos culturales. Sin em
bargo, para Weinreich (1979: 5) el
contato comprende no solo la difusion
sino tambien la elimination de
caracteristicas culturales. Por lo tanto,
la medida en que se adoptan car
acteristicas ajenas al grupo y en que se
abandonan caracteristicas unicas al
grupo antes del contacto podria
determinan el nivel de aculturacion,
Algunos de los estudios que se han
dedicado a describir y explicar el
contacto cultural, con particular interes
en el aspecto linguistico, han
demostrado una tendencia unilateral del
proceso. Penalosa (1981: 171)sugiere
que uno de los dos grupos generalmente
se convierte en receptor y el otro en
transmisor. Esto generalmente sucede
a traves de la adoption o imposition de
la lengua que se percibe como
dominante. En el contexto historico ac
tual la mayoria de los casos de
desplazamiento linguistico se dan dentro
de la fuerza arrolladora de la nacionestado que busca la integracion nacional
a traves de la asimilacion linguistica de
los grupos minoritarios que se perciben
como causa de retraso economico o
posible amenaza politica a la integridad
territorial.
Para poder hablar mas del des
plazamiento, tomamos en cuenta la
description de Weinreich (1979: 106),
quien describe el desplazamiento
linguistico como el cambio del uso
habitual de una lengua por el uso
habitual de otra y hago un recuento de
algunos de los factores sociales que se
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han enumerado como posible causa del
mantenimiento o del desplazamiento de
las lenguas minoritarias. Para Romaine
(1993: 41), los factores que determinan
el mantenimiento de una lengua
minoritaria son el tamano del grupo, el
papel de la religion como factor de
coherencia, la educacion (ligada por
supuesto a la lengua de ensenanza), el
grupo socioeconomico, el patron de
asentamiento, los lazos con el lugar de
procedencia en caso de inmigrantes, el
grado de casamientos con miembros del
grupo mayoritario, las actitudes de cada
grupo y las actitudes gubernamentales.
Grosjean (1982) destaca el tamano del
grupo, la manera en que el grupo ve su
condition migratoria (permanente o
temporal), la concentration del grupo
dentro de cierta area geografica, el
aislamiento geografico, la religion como
factor de coherencia, las actitudes hacia
su propia lengua, el dinamismo
socioeconomico, la educacion (que
generalmente es en la lengua
mayoritaria), los distintos periodos de
nacionalismo y la fuerza asimilatoria de
la sociedad.
En general, el patron de integracion
hacia una cultura nacional dominante
comprende una primera fase en la que
una comunidad monolingue adquiere
cierto grado de bilinguismo. Sucesivamente este bilinguismo se acompana de
la perdida de los contextos de uso de la
lengua minoritaria hasta que la lengua
dominante progresivamente la remplaza
en todos los contextos. Penalosa (1981)
sugiere que en todo caso de desplaza
miento linguistico hay una fase
intermedia de bilinguismo mientras el
grupo va de una fase monolingue a otra
y que esta transition generalmente
ocurre entre grupos inmigrantes en los
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Estados Unidos a lo largo de tres
generaciones. Nuestro intento ahora es
el poder determinar como los factores
que se senalaron anteriormente
influyeron en el mantenimiento y
desplazamiento del afroseminol en
Nacimiento de los Negros en cada una
de las cuatro etapas historicas que
determinaremos a continuacion.
El contexto historico
La identidad etnica y cultural de los
afroseminoles, y la de sus descendientes
mascogos despues de ellos, adquirio
cohesion ante la necesidad por
sobrevivir y mantenerse libres. Los
cimarrones que huian de las colonias
inglesas se dirigian a la Florida. Alii,
las autoridades espaiiolas otorgaban
tierra y libertad a aquellos que lograban
escapar a cambio de su servicio militar
(Porter 1996; Wright 1986: 86). Este
tipo de arrendamiento militar continuo
hasta que los espanoles cedieron la
peninsula a los estadunidenses. La
mayoria de los colonos negros fueron
entonces trasladados a Cuba, pero
algunos decidieron permanecer con las
tribus indigenas a quienes pagaban un
tributo en grano a cambio de su libertad
(Porter 1996: 4-5; Wright 1986: 75-4).
Durante los anos en que los afro
seminoles permanecieron en la Florida,
se vieron involucrados en las diferentes
guerras y escaramuzas entre los
espanoles en la peninsula y sus vecinos
del norte y en varias ocasiones
formaron alianzas con los indigenas
para luchar contra el gobierno estadunidense (Rodriguez 1995: 101). En
1842 cuando los Estados Unidos
finalmente logro el control de la
peninsula, fueron trasladados al estado
de Oklahoma (Rodriguez 1995: 101).
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Es bajo este patron de constante
beligerancia y arrendamiento militar
que los negros mascogos junto con los
seminoles y kikapus llegaron a Mexico.
Arrendamiento militar y persecucion
Mulroy (1993: 88) sugiere que al
internarse en Mexico los mascogos
mantuvieron su integridad de grupo
hasta que lograron establecerse en
Nacimiento de los Negros. Aunque en
todo momento estaban sujetos al
servicio militar que proveian durante las
incursiones de indigenas y de
filibusteros, se adaptaron a las faenas
del campo a un mayor grado que sus
vecinos seminoles y kikapus. La
agricultura y la ganaderia representaban
las principales tareas y el modo de
sustento de la comunidad de modo que
resintieron mas que sus vecinos los
varios periodos en que se vieron
forzados a abandonar sus tierras y
pertenencias. El servicio militar con
que proveian a la region fortaleeia la
antigua identidad de cimarronaje y los
distinguia de los pueblos vecinos.
Obviamente, al cruzar la frontera
los negros mascogos se vieron siempre
abrumados numericamente por la
poblacion mestiza. Sin embargo, al
asentarse en Nacimiento de los Negros
el aislamiento geografico hasta cierto
punto contribuyo a fortalecer la
cohesion cultural y por lo tanto
linguistics de la comunidad. La
convivencia entre los mascogos y sus
nuevos vecinos se acoplo al modelo que
los cimarrones negros e indigenas
habian desarrollado desde su encuentro.
Bajo este sistema de convivencia cada
comunidad mantenia su lengua y su
integridad cultural. Mulroy (1993: 74)
menciona que durante los primeros anos
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en la region de Musquiz, las relaciones
entre los mascogos y seminoles, y por
lo tanto entre los mascogos y sus nuevos
vecinos, fueron un reflejo del estilo de
vida que desarrollaron en la Florida. Es
decir, la presencia de los kikapus y los
vecinos mestizos
no
altero
proftindamente la estructura cultural de
la comunidad.
Por otro lado, los intentos de los
esclavistas texanos por capturar a los
mascogos no cesaron cuando estos
cruzaron a territorio mexicano. En un
primer momento la comunidad se
establecio cerca de las margenes del Rio
Bravo y de la ciudad de Piedras Negras,
pero las incursiones de los filibusteros
texanos motivo la reubicacion de la
comunidad al area del actual Nacimiento de los Negros (Mulroy 1993:703). CuentaPorter(1996: 158-171) que
los intentos de los esclavistas
continuaron y en 1859 las autoridades
mexicanas decidieron reubicar la
comunidad una vez mas. Esta vez se
internaron mas adentro del territorio
mexicano en el area de La Laguna.
Despues de ser abolida la esclavitud
muchos mascogos regresaron a los
Estados Unidos donde arrendaron sus
servicios militares para combatir a los
indigenas que atacaban las poblaciones
texanas (Porter 1996: 175-7). La
inestabilidad geografica del grupo entre
1850, cuando los negros mascogos
cruzaron la frontera, y 1875, cuando la
mayoria regreso de La Laguna y
Brackettville a Nacimiento de los
Negros, freno tambien su integracion a
la cultura de la region. El resultado de
la inestabilidad de la comunidad
favorecio la elaboracion de redes
sociales estrechas, de parentesco,
amistad y vecindad, que favorecieron
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ademas el mantenimiento del
afroseminol dentro del grupo. Por otro
lado, la funcion social que los mascogos
desarrollaban en la region tambien
favorecio el mantenimiento de una
distincion etnica y linguistica.
Transition y neutralidad
Durante la segunda mitad del siglo
XIX los mascogos mantuvieron una
estrategia de neutralidad en los asuntos
politicos que se desarrollaban en
Mexico. Mantuvieron la misma practica
a principios del siglo XX durante la
Revolution Mexicana. Actitud que se
explica en parte por su condition de
grupo inmigrante. En esta etapa, el
individuo en la comunidad se
identificaba ante todo como negro o
mascogo antes que como mexicano o
norteamerica.no.
Por otro lado, los mascogos
mantuvieron lazos estrechos con la
comunidad de Brackettville entre los
anos 1870 y 1914 (Mulroy 1993: 181).
Hasta mediados de los anos treintas
ambos paises permitian el paso libre
entre las dos comunidades. Las
relaciones entre las dos comunidades
indudablemente favorecia el uso del
afroseminol. Hancock (1980a: 309) y
Mulroy (1993: 181) sugieren que
tradicionalmente se preferian los
matrimonios entre los mismos mascogos
o seminoles, como se autodefinia el
grupo de Brackettville.
En 1880 termino la amenaza
indigena en la frontera y con ello
termino el patron de arrendamiento
militar que habia caracterizado a los
mascogos en la frontera (Mulroy 1993:
133). Por primera vez los mascogos se
dedicaron solamente a la agricultura y
ganaderia, sin poder recurrir al
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arrendamiento militar como forma de
vida. Empezo tambien la integration de
la comunidad a la vida economica de la
region con el arrendamiento de tierra a
los campesinos de la region (Mulroy
1993: 172-3).
La estabilidad de la comunidad
probablemente dio initio a la aculturacion de los negros mascogos. El
proceso naturalmente comenzo con el
bilinguismo, en este caso probablemente
de los hombres, el grupo que participaba
mas en los tratos economicos con las
otras comunidades de la region. Es
probable tambien que la mujer en la
comunidad haya tenido menos
oportunidades de contacto con la cultura
dominante. Esto podria suponer dos
cosas. Primero, linguisticamente la
mujer se mantenia mas conservadora.
Segundo, el affoseminol se conservaba
como lengua del hogar en la fase inicial
del desplazamiento. Otro factor
decisivo debio ser la educacion de las
nuevas generaciones de mascogos, sobre
todo en las primeras decadas del siglo
XX. La falta de documentation del
proceso en si y de las actitudes en la
comunidad hacia la creciente aculturacion nos hace postular un posible
escenario en el cual los hombres
adquirian cierto grado de bilinguismo,
para el trato con las autoridades y para
el comercio, mientras que los ninos que
podian asistir a la escuela algunos anos
adquirian el espanol a traves del sistema
educativo.
La integracion a la cultura nacional
La integracion de los grupos
minoritarios pequenos en muchos casos
sigue patrones similares. Bradley
(1992) acredita el desplazamiento
lingiiistico y la integracion de pequenos
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grupos a la cultura dominante a la
accesibilidad de las comunidades
despues de la construction de
carreteras, a la educacion en la lengua
nacional dominante y a la gran cantidad
de matrimonios con pobladores de
comunidades vecinas. Noonan(1996)
ademas atribuye el desplazamiento a la
actitud oficial hacia las lenguas
minoritarias y las actitudes lingiiisticas
de los hablantes.
La integracion de los mascogos a
la cultura dominante tiene aigunas de
las caracteristicas anteriores. Mulroy
(1993: 175) nota que durante los anos
cuarentas, Nacimiento de los Negros
formaba ya parte de la cultura nacional.
Contaba con una escuela primaria, un
hospital comunitario y dos iglesias, una
bautista y una catolica. El affoseminol
en buena parte se mantenia vivo aunque
a continuation nombro algunos factores
que probablemente forjaron la fase final
del desplazamiento.
Se desarrollo junto a Nacimiento
de los Negros el Ejido Morelos un
asentamiento de poblacion mestiza
dedicado a la agricultura. Los
matrimonios entre negros mascogos y
mestizos de las dos comunidades
aumentaron considerablemente.
Algunos negros mascogos tambien se
casaron con mestizos de otras
pobiaciones vecinas y aun de otras
partes de Mexico. En los hogares con
matrimonios mixtos predomino el uso
del espanol, sin importar el sexo del
padre. Como resultado, el afroseminol
no se transmitio a los hijos de
matrimonios mixtos lo cual creo en
algunos hogares una generation
esencialmente monolingiie. Aquellos
hogares donde los dos padres eran
mascogos mantuvieron el uso del
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afroseminol en este dominio, aunque los
hijos adquirieron el espanol a traves del
sistema educativo. Este periodo
seguramente favorecio el cambio de
codigo en la comunidad como seria de
esperarse en este ambiente de
bilinguismo intenso.
Sin embargo, el desplazamiento se
acelero conforme disminuyeron los
contextos de uso del afroseminol en la
comunidad. Los contextos mas intimos
debieron favorecer su uso aunque la
presencia de los hablantes mestizos
monolingues en la comunidad
seguramente restringio aun mas los
contextos. Por otra parte, es muy
probable que el espanol se haya utilizado
exclusivamente en situaciones formales
dentro y fuera de la comunidad, para
tratar asuntos oficiales. En situaciones
de education formal tambien se prefirio
el espanol, puesto que hasta el dia de
hoy los profesores vienen de fuera a
impartir clases en la comunidad. A1
contrario, se prefirio el uso del
afroseminol en el contexto religioso. La
iglesia bautista sirvio por algun tiempo
como factor de cohesion. Sin embargo,
al llegar los mestizos a la comunidad
tambien llego el catolicismo (de alii la
tradition de mantener dos iglesias en la
comunidad). Mientras que la primera
favorecio el uso del afroseminol, la
segunda se valio del uso del espanol
porque los sacerdotes hasta hoy tambien
vienen de fuera.
Durante esta etapa ocurrio tambien
la integration defmitiva de la comunidad
a las redes nacionales de comunicacion.
La construction de carreteras unio a
Nacimiento de los Negros con Musquiz,
la poblacion mas importante de la
region. Se transmitieron tambien las
primeras emisoras de radio y con el
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tiempo de television en espanol. Al
mismo tiempo, la comunicacion con la
comunidad de Brackettville no se
interrumpid completamente, pero
disminuyo considerablemente.
En el contexto nacional, esta etapa
se marco por una fuerte tendencia
nacionalista. Una consecuencia directa
fue el incremento en el subsidio al
campo. Como resultado, en 1938
Lazaro Cardenas ratified el derecho de
los mascogos sobre la region de
Nacimiento de los Negros y concedio
el derecho a terrenos adicionales anexos
a la comunidad (Porter 1996: 225). Por
otro lado, el nacionalismo se definia por
una dicotomia que exaltaba el sentimiento anti-extranjero (sobretodo
norteamericano) y el sentimiento promexicano (Garcia Marsh 1982: 166).
Bajo este clima nacionalista el gobiernos
de los Estados Unidos ofrecio la doble
ciudadania a los kikapus y a los
mascogos. Sin embargo, John Compte,
representante de la comunidad, rechazo
la oferta del gobierno estadunidense y
ratified la nacionalidad mexicana de los
mascogos.
Inmigracion y dependencia economica
En la fase final del desplazamiento,
la perdida de poblacion a traves de la
emigration y la reubicacion ha acelerado
la integracidn de la comunidad a la
cultura nacional. La emigration ha
seguido patrones tradicionales y responde a razones econdmicas: han
emigrado hombres y mujeres jovenes
hacia ciudades en ambos lados de la
frontera o en el interior de los Estados
Unidos donde pueden ofrecer su mano
de obra. Por otro lado, los matrimonios
entre los mascogos y sus vecinos han
intensificado la diaspora a las
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comunidades vecinas, sobretodo a
Musquiz y al Ejido Morelos. La salida
de la comunidad generalmente ha
implicado el desconectarse aun mas de
la herencia cultural
Para los hombres, las oportunidades
de trabajo en la comunidad se ha
limitado a las tareas del campo mientras
que para la mujer han sido casi nulas.
En anos recientes, la situacion
migratoria de los kikapus en Nacimiento
de los Indios hacia los Estados Unidos
ha creado una dependencia estrecha
entre algunas familias de mascogos y
kikapus. Generalmente los kikapus
viven parte del ano en los Estados
Unidos y parte del ano en Nacimiento
de los Indios. Con las divisas que
obtienen, los kikapus contratan a los
mascogos para cuidar sus viviendas
durante el tiempo que estan en los
Estados Unidos, para trabajar en las
tareas del campo, para curtir cuero que
utilizan en la elaboration de artesanias,
para la construction de sus viviendas
tradicionales, para deshierbar terrenos y
para otros trabajos temporales. El
estrecho contacto con los kikapus ha
tenido dos consecuencias principales: 1)
en algunos miembros de la comunidad
ha despertado el deseo por poder obtener
la doble ciudadania y con ello una mejor
calidad de vida; 2) en otros ha hecho
obvio el grado en que los kikapus han
mantenido sus costumbres, tradiciones
y lenguaje y la medida en que estos se
han perdido en su comunidad. Por otra
parte, la inmigracion hacia los Estados
Unidos ha despertado un interes entre
algunos mascogos por aprender el
ingles, ya que los que regresan del norte
generalmente vuelven con destrezas
basicas. Como se vera en la section
siguiente, algunos miembros de la
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comunidad sienten la perdida del
afroseminol y quisieran revertir el
proceso de desplazamiento porque lo
asocian con el ingles estadunidense. En
este caso las nuevas generaciones ven
el aprendizaje del afroseminol, equivocadamente por la asociacion con el
ingles, como benefice y fuente de
remuneration economica. Actualmente
el afroseminol lo habla solo un punado
de ancianos de edad avanzada y
seguramente desaparecera con esta
generation. Los hablantes no tienen la
oportunidad de utilizarlo entre si porque
viven en hogares diferentes.
Las actitudes lingiiisticas
Spence Sharpe(1998:101)postula
que es casi imposible describir el
proceso de desplazamiento linguistico
en una comunidad sin analizar las
actitudes linguisticas. Esta notion
evaluativa que gobierna las actitudes
linguisticas es causa directa del con
tacto y se refleja en las opiniones e
impresiones que el hablante adquiere
sobre su propia lengua y la lengua
dominante. En el ambiente comunitario
las actitudes generan normas que rigen
el uso de las lenguas en los diferentes
contextos sociales. La literatura en el
tema sugiere que cuando un grupo
numericamente pequeno entra en
contacto con una lengua de prestigio o
dominante el desplazamiento tiende a
favorecer a la lengua de prestigio.
Las actitudes hacia el afroseminol
Aunque los lingiiistas se refieren al
criollo de base inglesa como
afroseminol, los mascogos mismos no
tienen un nombre especifico. General
mente suponen que es una variedad
imperfecta del ingles, por lo que es
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comun que se refieran al afroseminol
como ingles mocho, ingles totaclie o
simpleraente ingles. Los primeros dos
reflejan la idea de que el afroseminol es
una variedad mal aprendida del ingles y
por lo tanto de menos prestigio. Se
asocia e! afroseminol con la lengua de
los bilingues emblematicos, que carece
de ciertas categorias gramaticales
debido a la reduction o a la simpli
fication que causa un aprendizaje
parcial o interrumpido. Esto se asemeja
al punto de vista de algunos chicanos
que describen su espanol como espaiiol
mocho o al broken English de algun
inmigrante en los Estados Unidos. Las
visitas de misioneros anglohablantes a
la comunidad, algunos de ellos
afroamericanos, seguramente ayudo a
reforzar esta idea, aunque podriamos
suponer que los mascogos han percibido
la diferencia entre el afroseminol y el
ingles desde que se establecieron como
grapo.
Entre los entrevistados mas viejos
se mantiene la diferencia tambien entre
hablar ingles mocho o totache y hablar
mexicano, como se refieren en algunos
casos al espanol. Generalmente, aun
aquellos ancianos que no dominan el
afroseminol, al hablar de los padres o
abuelos, se refieren al afroseminol como
ingles mocho o totache y al espanol
como mexicano. Las generaciones mas
jovenes que no crecieron con un padre
o una madre que hablaba afroseminol
no mantienen esta diferencia.
El uso del afroseminol ocurre casi
siempre en contextos publicos
ritualizados. Se ha utilizado el afro
seminol en cantos y rezos en los
entierros de los mascogos mas viejos.
Se utilizan tambien los cantos en las
celebraciones comunitarias. La mas
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importante es el 19 de junio o Nineteen
June que algunos llaman tambien el Dia
del Negro, y que conmemora la
emancipation de los esclavos en los
Estados Unidos. Debido a que los
mascogos mas jovenes no aprendieron
el afroseminol, no siempre conocen
estos cantos y rezos. Sin embargo,
algunas de las mujeres jovenes han
memorizado los cantos y las oraciones
en un esfuerzo por preservar la tradition.
El mantenimiento del afroseminol en
estos contextos sociales ritualizados
destaca la importancia que tuvo siempre
en los contextos religiosos. Estudios
como Davis (1984a, 1984b) en Samana,
Duncan y Melendez (1981: 117), Olien
(1977) en Limon y Jones-Jackson
(1987) en las islas de la costa de Carolina
del Sur senalan la importancia que tiene
la cultura musical religiosa en cada una
de estas comunidades.
Lengua e identidad
Los mascogos usan varios terminos
para hablar de las diferencias raciales en
la comunidad. Los terminos de
identidad quese usan parecen servir para
recordar a los parientes que ya no viven,
para referirse a los pocos ancianos que
aun hablan el afroseminol, para
distinguir entre los distintos grados de
mestizaje y para marcar la diferencia
entre una persona de la comunidad y una
que viene de fuera. En todo caso, la
identidad etnica esta mas presente entre
los viejos que entre los jovenes. En el
primer caso, se utiliza la palabra negro
para referirse a los padres o abuelos que
vivieron antes o a principios de la etapa
de integration cultural y linguistica. El
factor principal es siempre la habilidad
de hablar el afroseminol, pero se
sobreentiende tambien que la persona a
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quien se identifica como negro es hijo
de mascogos y no producto del
mestizaje posterior. Si la persona es hijo
de un matrimonio mixto, se marca la
diferencia entre los padres. En este caso
el padre que hablaba afroseminol se
identifica como negro y la persona que
no lo hablaba como mexicano, es decir,
mestizo de alguna poblacion vecina. El
termino mexicano en este ultimo
contexto indica la perception que se
tenia sobre las personas que pertenecian
a la comunidad y las que venian de
fuera. A principios del siglo XX en la
mayoria de las familias habia ya dos o
por lo menos una generation nacida en
Nacimiento de los Negros. En todos
los casos, las personas que hablaron de
la diferencia entre negro y mexicano se
referian a padres que habian nacido en
Mexico.
El termino mascogo, negro
mascogo, o sus variantes muscogo y
mascogo, se usan principalmente para
referirse a si mismo como parte de la
comunidad ante alguien que es de
fuera1. Es comun que algunas de las
personas que se han casado y salido de
la comunidad para vivir en poblaciones
cercanas generalmente no se identifican
como mascogos. Dentro de la
comunidad, los distintos tonos de la piel
son el producto del mestizaje intenso,
aunque esto no importe mucho al
determinar el origen mascogo de una
persona. El factor importante es vivir
en la comunidad. La tierra en
Nacimiento de los Negros no se puede
vender o comprar, por lo tanto, la linica
manera en que alguien de fuera podria
obtener un terreno seria a traves del
matrimonio. Por otro lado, los
mascogos nunca se han referido a si
mismos como afroseminoles, aunque a
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veces cuando se refieren a aquellos que
viven en Brackettville, se utiliza el
termino seminol(e) o siminol(i)2. Es
obvio que dentro de la comunidad
algunas familias retienen mas las
caracteristicas fisicas de sus
antepasados. En estos caso, el concepto
de negro limpio se refiere a aquellos que
retienen mas estas caracteristicas
fisicas, sobretodo el tono de la piel. Por
otra parte, el termino cuarteron se
refiere a aquellas personas que son
producto del mestizaje, sin importar el
grado de mezcla.
La identidad de grupo
A pesar de que el afroseminol ya
no es comun en la comunidad, los
mascogos
mantienen
ciertas
convenciones sociales que los
distinguen aun de sus vecinos.
Oficialmente, Nacimiento de los
Negros se rige como una comunidad
ejidataria, asi lo reconocen las
autoridades municipales en Musquiz.
Sin embargo, entre las generaciones
viejas se reconoce cierta estructura de
grupo que se manifiesta a traves del
reconocimiento, a nivel comunitario, de
un jefe. Generalmente el hombre mas
viejo de la comunidad llega a ocupar
este reconocimiento y hasta ahora todos
ellos han sido negros. Por otro lado, la
mujer mas anciana en la comunidad
tambien mantiene cierto prestigio.
Se elaboran tres platillos
tradicionales que juegan un papel
importante dentro de la identidad
cultural de los mascogos. Estos platillos
se preparan generalmente en eventos
comunitarios: el 19 de junio, los
entierros tradicionales que comunmente
se llevan a cabo al aire libre y en
celebraciones religiosas (principal-
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mente en Navidad). El soske o soske
atole es un platillo de malz rnolido. En
Estados
Unidos
donde
los
affoamericanos todavla lo preparan se
conoce como grits. Sin embargo, en
Nacimiento de los Negros la elaboration
del soske o soske atole se lleva a cabo
usando un mortero. Se prepara tambien
un pan a base de camote que se conoce
como tetapun, totepun o pan de camote.
El pan agrio o pan sour es la otra comida
tradicional importante.
El mantenimiento de una identidad
etnica entre los mascogos depende de
las actitudes de las nuevas generaciones
hacia su pasado historico y cultural. Si
bien el desplazamiento en la comunidad
esta ya en su fase final, la identidad
etnica en la comunidad seguramente se
mantendra a traves de algunas
celebraciones ritualizadas. Aunque el
sentimiento no es general, algunos
jovenes sienten la necesidad de
continuar con las tradiciones que
sobreviven, Por otro lado, la estructura
ejidal de la comunidad podria garantizar
cierta cohesion de grupo dentro de la
aculturacion.

qs

resultado del contacto cultural en
Nacimiento de los Negros inicio la
integration de los negros mascogos a la
cultura nacional. Sin embargo, el
contexto historico parece marcar la
pauta del proceso de aculturacion. En
el presente trabajo reconocemos cuatro
fases importantes que influyeron en
dicho proceso: 1) la etapa de
arrendamiento militar y persecution, 2)
la etapa de transition y neutralidad, 3)
la etapa de fiierte integracion a la cultura
nacional y 4) la etapa de integracion y
dependencia economica. Se distinguen
entre si por el mantenimiento del
afroseminol en la primera fase, el inicio
de la desplazamiento en las siguientes y
el desplazamiento casi total en la ultima.
Actualmente, la identidad etnica de los
mascogos se marca a traves de funciones
culturales comunitarias en su mayoria
ritualizadas que resaltan la diferencia de
la comunidad en el contorno regional.
El desplazamiento del afroseminol
requiere que las nuevas generaciones
revaloren los actos culturales que han
perdurado a pesar de la aculturacion,
para suplir la importancia que
representaba la diferencia linguistica.

Conclusion
El desplazamiento linguistico como
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Notes

Porter (1996: 131) atribuye la derivation de mascogo de la palabra Muscogee un
dialecto de la lengua creek.
2 Hancock (1986) atribuye la derivation de la palabra cimarron que dio cimalon y
cimandl en creek y posteriormente seminol en ingles.
1
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Dialect Perception In The Free Trade Corridor
Arizona-Sonora
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La investigation sociolinguistica ha manifestado las similitudes formales entre el espanol
que se habla en ambos lados de la frontera (Garcia 1980; Martinez 1996,1997). Sin embargo,
los estudios de percepciones y actitudes linguisticas han demostrado que los residentes del
lado mexicano tienden a considerar su habla como superior a las variedades del espanol
habladas por mexicoamericanos (Richardson 1999). Martinez (2003) ha demostrado que
las diferencias en la estructura social motivan las percepciones y actitudes linguisticas en la
zona fronteriza. En su estudio de las percepciones de dialectos en Reynosa, Tamaulipas
encontro que los jovenes tendian a negar con mayor frecuencia la semejanza entre el espanol
mexicano y el mexicoamericano. En base a un estudio realizado en Nogales, Sonora, este
ensayo propone que el nivel educativo del hablante tambien es crucial en la formacion de
percepciones dialectales.

Introduction
Dialect and attitudes
Evidence of positive or negative
attitudes towards the way one speaks a
language has been found in a number of
written documents. Bernard Shaw
(1912) said: "It is enough for an En
glish man to open his mouth to be hated
or despised by another English man."
The same happens to Spanish and its nu
merous dialects. Features such as the
deletion of plural, aspirations of the /s/
among others have shown to be marks
of "inferiority" on the part of the speaker
because of their social class, economic
status, age or sex. Studies on Chicano
Spanish, spoken in the Southwest of the
United States, have shown that there is
a predominant positive attitude towards
the Spanish spoken on the Mexican side
of the border, as "good Spanish." An
example of this kind of attitude toward

Mexican Spanish is found in EliasOlivares (1982). A 25-year-old Chicano
from East Austin, Texas says: "lo que
hablan en Mexico, el correcto, aqui no
si oye casi nada." Martinez (2003) says
that "perception of 'correct' and 'incor
rect' Spanish are embedded within the
social construct of the nation-state bor
der." In his study of dialect perception
on the Texas-Mexico Border, Martinez
also suggests that dialect perceptions are
not inherent in the language. Instead,
they are mechanisms that converge on
it. His results show that younger gen
erations were more likely to view a large
degree of likeliness in their dialect as
compared to that of the people from
McAllen, meaning that the importance
of the national border in the construc
tion of dialect perception is decreasing
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and becoming homogeneous.
The present study agrees with the
postulate that dialect perceptions are not
inherent, but convergent. It also sug
gests that it is precisely the sector of the
society that is exposed to this conver
gence that has attitudes towards certain
dialects, as they become more experi
enced or educated positive or negative.
That way, it is assumed here that the
more educated and older a speaker is,
the more attitudes they will display. The
present paper presents a short historical
background of the border area studied
here, Arizona (USA) and Sonora
(Mexico), in order to present the social
motivations that mold the perception of
dialects in this area.
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export paying duties to what is added to
Mexico. Another characteristic of these
industries is that they operate under the
concept of globalization, which is to take
advantage of competitive opportunities,
in this case, the cheaper labor offered
by Mexicans (Montanez, 2001).
A greater set of changes took place
in 1993, with the signing of the North
American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA). Since then, the number of
Maquiladoras installed in the boarder
cities of Mexico had a significant in
crease, causing drastic social and eco
nomic transformations. In Nogales, the
city of interest in this study, located at
the boarder of the State of Arizona
(Figure 1), the decade marked for the
implementation of NAFTA, also marks
Historical background
an increase of over 50% in population.
In general, the Mexican cities along Along with that increase in population,
the national border between the USA there was an increase in the total value
and Mexico have always been subject added from $ 676 millions in 1993 to $
to constant social changes. One of the 3,500 million in 1998, which means a
greatest motivations for these changes growth of523% (Barnett, 2000). There
is the interaction between these cities were, however, negative results from
and those on the American side of the such an explosion in the economy of
boarder. This interaction turns these cit Nogales. The infrastructure of the city
ies into potential targets for those look was not ready for such a large popula
ing for perspectives of a better life due tion. Therefore the population started
the proximity of the economic power to have problems for the lack of things
held by the USA. The first "gold rushes" such as water, housing, schools, and
on the Mexican border cities were hospitals as the city became over
caused by the installation of American crowded. As a result of these problems
industries of manufacture, most popu the residents of Nogales developed a
larly known as Maquiladoras, as part of negative feeling towards the newcom
the "Programa Nacional Fronterizo ers. This negative attitude between
(PNF)" in 1964, with the purpose of dig ' n o t e n o s ' ( n o r t h e r n e r s ) a n d
nifying the lives of the resident of 'surenos'(southerners) was also identi
boarder cities. The main activity of fied in Martinez (2003). Such subtle
these Maquiladoras is the manufacture growth ended up with an impact on the
of products for exportation; their spe social cultural values between the two
cial fiscal regimen allows them to im Mexican peoples. These change in the
port without having to pay duties and society of Nogales also played a role on
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Figure 1: Map of Mexico and Border Region with the United States
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their dialect perceptions. One of the
respondents of the present paper said
that the southerners that come into
Nogales are usually people with little or
no education who, consequently, speak
very poor Spanish. This evinces the dia
lectal label given to newcomers. The
present study looks into this attitude
from the people of Nogales, and shows
how their dialect perception is shaped
in relation to Spanish speakers of the
sounding areas.
Methodology
Data from 90 native speakers of
Spanish from Nogales was analyzed
from two perspectives: age and educa
tion. The age variable was divided into
3 groups: 20-25, 30-40, and 50+ strati
fied according to Silva-Corvalan, 2001

Each of the three age groups was split
into three educational levels (less than
10 years of education, 10-15 years of
education, and more than 15 years of
education). Each of these levels had 10
respondents evenly distributed giving
the total of 90 respondents, who com
pleted a Dialect Perceptions Survey
(Figure 3) soliciting verbal scale re
sponses. It is important to note here that
the participants were either visiting or
residing in Tucson or Phoenix in Ari
zona. However none of the residents had
more then 3 years of residence in either
city. The dialect perceptions were mea
sured using a scale of likeness and pleas
antness. The informants measured the
likeness of the accents of the cities cho
sen for this investigation to their own
accent as in the example below:

mmm
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Figure 2: Global Value Added Growth in Nogales.

El acento de Nogales (Sonora) se parece al de...
para nada
mas o menos
parecido
Tucson
0
12
Phoenix
0
12

In the scale above, 0 (zero) meant
that the accent investigated was not simi
lar to theirs, and the numbers from 1 to
2 represent the degree of likeness. Pleas
antness was measured in a similar fash
ion. The speakers were asked to mark

the degree of pleasantness of the accents
under investigation in a scale that went
from l(one) to 3 (three), where l(one)
meant ugly and 3 (three) beautiful, as
the example below illustrates:

Como suefia el acento del espano! hablado en...
feo
regular
Nogales (Sonora)
1
2
Tucson
1
2
For this investigation, 6 cities were
chosen: 3 on the US side of the border
(Nogales-AZ, Tucson and Phoenix),
and 3 on the Mexican side of the
border(Hermosillo, Cananea, and

bonito
3?
3?

Mexico City) and for the scale of pleas
antness the City of Nogales(Sonora)
was included. For the detailed survey
please refer to the Figure 3.

Josertlexandro SOUSE
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Figure 3: Survey
CONTESTE LAS SIGUIENTES PREGUNTAS
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EI acento de Nogales (Sonora) se parece al de.. .
para nada

M& o menos
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0

I

2

Phoenix

0
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2

parecido

Nogales (Arizona)

0

1

2

Cananea

0

1

2

Hermosillo

0

1

2

Ciudad de M6 xico (DF7)

0

1

2

Como suen a el acento del espan ol hablado en.. .
feo

regular

bonito

Nogales (Sonora)

1

2

3?

Tucson

1

2

3?

Phoenix

1

2

3?

Nogales (Arizona)

!

2

3?

Cananea

1

2

3?

Hermosillo

1

2

3?

Ciudad de Me xico (DF)

1

2

3?

Results
General distribution of dialect perception
As can be observed from the like
ness scale in Table 1,72.2% of the par
ticipants seem to agree that the dialect
spoken in Hermosillo is similar to that
of Nogales-Sonora. That degree of
similarity decreases significantly
across the border, for only 32.2% of
the participants seem to agree that the
variety of Spanish spoken both in
Nogales-Arizona and in Tucson is
similar to that of Nogales-Sonora.

None of the respondents seem to think
that the Spanish spoken in Mexico City
(DF) is like the one spoken in NogalesSonora.
Negative attitude towards the dia
lect of Mexico City was not evident in
this study, much on the contrary. Table
2 shows that almost half the participants
(45.5%) judge the dialect of DF to be
'beautiful.' The same opinion was valid
for the dialects of the cities of
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lect and those across the border (Sonora
(Arizona), Tucson, and Phoenix), as
shown in Table 4. They also showed a
more negative attitude towards the
pleasantness of the sound of those dia
lects, as shown in Table 5.
The lower the level of participation in
society, the more the participants tend
judge the dialects as similar to theirs as
well as pleasant sounding. However,
once we distributed those participants
in different levels of education, those
positive attitudes seemed to be concen
trated at lower levels of education (see
Tables 4 and 5). Take young adults as
an example. 70% of the respondents
with less than 10 years of education
think the dialects of Tucson and
Nogales are similar, whereas only 10%
of those with more than 15 years of
education have the same opinion. Simi
lar results were found also in the pleas
antness scale, where the higher percent
ages, in tenns of judging the dialects as
'beautiful', are concentrated among in
dividuals with the lowest levels of edu
cation.

Hermosillo and Cananea. Most of the
speakers of Nogales-Sonora think their
own dialect is beautiful. However, this
trend reverses across the border. 38.8%
of the participants think the Spanish spo
ken in Nogales-Arizona is ugly. The
same is thought if the dialects of Tuc
son and Phoenix.
In summary, the likeness and pleas
antness scales show that the closer to
Nogales-Sonora (within the national
border) the more similar the dialects are
judged to be. Those spoken on the
American side, despite the geographic
proximity are judged to be different and
not as pleasant sounding.
Social distribution of dialect perceptions
Sociolinguistic studies have shown
that between the ages of 25 and 45, in
dividuals become more active in soci
ety and that is reflected in their speech,
for they tend to speak much closer to
standard then any other age group
(Eckert, 1997). Similarly, the results
from this study show that this age group,
which seems to be more involved in
social changes, appeared more likely to
deny the similarity between their dia

Table 2: Pleasantness scales for the 7 regions
The Spanish there sounds. . .

Ugly

Regular

Beautiful

N

%

N

%

N

%

Nogales (Sonora)

0

0%

17

18.8%

73

81.1%

Tucson

35

38.8%

37

41.1%

18

2%

Phoenix

33

36.6%

46

51.1%

11

12.2%

Nogales (Arizona)

35

38.8%

38

42.2%

17

18.8%

Cananea

1

1.1%

55

61.1%

34

37.7%

Hermosillo

0

0%

51

56.6%

39

43.3%

Mexico City (DF)

3

3.3%

46

51.1%

41

45.5%

Jose Alexandro Sousa
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Table 3: Likeness scales between Nogales and Tucson by age

Age

N

Likeness percentage

20-25

12/30

40.0%

30-40

7/30

23.3%

50+

13/30

43.3%

Total

32/90

35.5%

Fable 4: Likeness scales between Nogales and Tucson by age and education

Levels of Education

Age

-10 years

10-15 years

+15 Years

20-25

70%

40%

10%

30-40

40%

30%

0%

50+

40%

60%

30%

Table 5: Pleasantness Scales Between Nogales and Tucson by Age and
Education
Levels of Education
Age

-10 years

10-15 years

+15 years

20-25

30%

30%

10%

30-40

20%

10%

0%

+50

30%

30%

20%

Conclusion
The link between social identities
and dialect perception suggested by
Martinez (2003) is also evident in the
present study. The present study found
two mechanisms to converge dialect
perception: age and education. The pro

cess of aging, as well as that of becom
ing more educated, seems to have a com
mon role in driving ones attitude in
terms of dialect perception. Other quan
titative sociolinguistic studies have
found that a dialect seems to reach a
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greatest proximity to standardized
speech when the individuals reach
middle age. Ekert (1997) suggests that
at that age, the speakers tend to monitor
more their speech. Some of the reasons
for that is to avoid negative attitudes
from other speakers and achieve higher
status in their community. The pattern
seems to be in terms of dialect percep
tion. As the speakers reached middle
age or become more educated they seem
become more aware of the differences
in speech and may react to them in a
positive or negative way according to
the rules preset by their speech commu

New Series Vol. 2:1 Fall 2003

nity. And the community of Nogales
showed that in this study, for the results
demonstrate that even though aging has
an effect on speech perception, becom
ing more educated also indicates the
same effect.
More contributions to this area of
study in terms of finding connections to
the results from other sociolinguistic
studies based on language performance
could be done. It would be interesting
to check whether the attitudes of man
and women diverge, as well as, as those
with different social status.
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Of Coyotes1, Coyotes2, and Coyotes3
Michelle Salazar
Adams State College

Se estudia la complejidad de identidades naturales entre los miembros de una comunidad
racialmente heterogenea para determinar como las percepciones se van complejizando a
partir de los discursos dominantes institucionales. Se adopta una metodologia flexible y
fluido en la recopilacion para senalar la variacion indexical entre el termino coyote y la
expresion de una multiplicidad identitaria.

The word coyote as anything other
than the wild canine that can be heard
most nights on the ranch near the Colo
rado-New Mexico border, where I live,
entered my lexicon soon after I became
engaged to a fifth-generation Hispanic
whose ancestors had helped with the reconquest of Sante Fe. My then future
father-in-law made a declaration after
learning that one of his other sons was
also engaged to a woman of AngloScandinavian descent. "Los coyotitos
me van a comer vivo " (The little 'halfbreeds' are going to eat me alive) he said
in a jovial, affectionate way. Seven of
his fifteen grandchildren would be coy
otes.
Some of the coyote grandchildren
expressed inner conflict over their iden
tity and wondered which box to check
on forms that required ethnic informa
tion. For scholarships, it was to their
advantage to check 'Hispanic', though
some felt too privileged and experienced
guilt over that choice. The schools they
were attending also struggled with how
to enter ethnic information. The highstakes game of achievement test scores

was calling for all districts to 'close the
gap' in response to a widening disparity
between the academic success of major
ity vs. minority students.
The preparation of a survey form
for my doctoral research, aimed at link
ing cultural identity with school success,
precipitated an identity crisis of my own.
This essay will explore that inner con
flict using J.P. Gee's "Identity as an Ana
lytical Lens for Research in Education."
Gee's four identity types are: Natureidentity, which is a state developed from
forces in nature; Institution-identity,
which refers to a position authorized by
the powerful within institutions; Dis
course-identity, which is an individual
trait recognized by others in discourse
or dialogue; and Affinity-identity, asso
ciated with experiences shared and prac
tices defined by a group (100). Accord
ing to Gee, Nature-identities collapse
into the other identities and only exist
in so far as they are recognized as mean
ingful by the person possessing them
and others (102). The site of my re
search, the San Luis Valley of southern
Colorado, was first permanently settled
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in the mid-1800s by Hispanic Catholics
followed by Anglo Mormon pioneers a
couple of decades later. The presence
of two such stratified and isolated groups
makes it a good place to study identity.
My grandfather came to the United
States from Sweden to avoid being
drafted into a war with Norway. He soon
learned English and was proud that he
could listen to Swedish-language radio
programs while reading English-lan
guage newspapers. My mother under
stood some Swedish, but not enough to
pass it on. My siblings and I were typi
cal third generation monolingual En
glish speakers (Schmidt 1). I have never
experienced any conscious grief over the
loss of my Swedish language and cul
ture, but I wonder if Lev Vygotsky's
view of language as embodying cultural
history (Bruner 143) has affected me on
a subconscious level. I never met my
grandparents and have been geographi
cally separated from my other relatives,
so I readily adopted the new Hispanic
culture I married into. It was as if I had
been a blank slate, cultureless actually,
with lots of space in that category of my
consciousness waiting to be filled with
some form of cultural history, even a
borrowed one.
Borrowing the culture involved
more than just living and working with
a traditional, rural Hispanic family,
butchering hogs, and praying at the
morada4 during Holy Week. I was also
the Spanish teacher at the local high
school and the music leader at the bilin
gual Catholic masses at the local par
ish. I had marched with the United Farm
Workers and protested the war in El
Salvador. My Nature-identity, so obvi
ous to anyone who meets me for the first
time (it is difficult to imagine a more
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fair-haired, fair-skinned person), has
been forever altered by my Discourseand Affinity-identities which have de
veloped over the last three decades. An
indication of the conflict between my Nidentity and the others can be seen in
the words of a high school student (her
family had come from Mexico) who
looked up at me one day from her desk
and said, "Ms. Salazar, you really aren't
White, are you?"
In Vygotsky's terms, my second
language has been a "raiser of con
sciousness, an agent for altering the
powers of thought-giving thought new
means for explicating the world"
(Bruner 143). Knowing this second lan
guage somehow binds me to the suffer
ing of its speakers across many nations.
Knowing a second language at all allows
me to break free from the English-only
rhetoric so prevalent in the U.S. and
view all of the planet's non-English
speakers in a different light. Having
intimately experienced another culture
allows me to look critically at my own.
Another source of conflict is my
Institution-identity. I have never agreed
with the controlling, punishment-reward
framework of most school systems
George Lakoff, a linguist and author of
Moral Politics: How Liberals and Con
servatives Think, proposes two prevail
ing models of authority. The first model
is the 'strict father' model in which chil
dren are raised to obey and often do not
leam to make decisions on their own.
The second model is the 'nurturing par
ent' model in which children are helped
to grow into responsible and indepen
dent citizens who are capable of mak
ing decisions. Belonging to the educa
tion community brings me into direct
contact with, and identifies me to the
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world as an espouser of, the strict father
model. Belonging to the Catholic
Church, and participating in its public
ministry, also identifies me to the world
as an espouser of values that I do not
always agree with, or that I at least have
a complicated relationship with, such as
the Church's stance on birth control,
abortion, and gay marriage.
Thanks to Gee's fourth notion of
identity, Affinity-identity, it is possible
to be identified by my association with
kindred spirits such as members of the
Green Party, Moveon.org, and groups
dedicated to the promotion of foreign
languages and the preservation of heri
tage languages. By joining the ACLU
(American Civil Liberties Union), my
White Nature-identity can lose some of
its hard edge and collapse into a nonredneck discourse supported by such an
Affinity grouping. By continuing to
keep abreast of the activities of the UFW
(United Farm Workers Union) and
teaching the history of the Chicano
movement, I am able to confuse those
who see only my tremendous 'Gringaness', and participate in an alternative
discourse.
The result of all this identity con
fusion and conflict was the placement
on the survey, used in my research to
elicit attitudes toward the teaching of
language and culture, of a box in the eth
nic identity section labeled "Coyote."
The term was there among "White",
"Hispanic", "African American",
"Asian", "Native American", and
"Other", and had been defined in a foot
note as "One Hispanic parent, one White
or other parent." I was determined to
give the Coyotes their own box, and
since I had never heard the word used
with reference to children of these mixed
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unions as anything but a term of endear
ment, I was surprised by the negative
reactions engendered in some people.
My mistake, which caused a near
riot at the middle school where I was
collecting data, came from believing
myself to be an in-group member. In
certain contexts, and for certain recipi
ents of the survey, I am an in-group
member, but certainly not for all. In the
sense that I was coming from an out-ofstate university (UNM), as a doctoral
candidate conducting linguistic research,
I was an in-group member to no one.
The unexpected and somewhat vio
lent reaction (I was told there was a lot
of yelling and screaming) precipitated a
deeper delving into the understanding of
the word coyote. I made a visit to the
middle school principal who is Anglo,
but a former Spanish teacher. He
seemed genuinely puzzled by the reac
tion and was willing to help me in any
way to collect my data. He didn't even
think the form should be changed, but
after visiting with the teachers and as
certaining that that single word had in
deed been the cause of the problem, the
form was altered. Previously hostile
teachers agreed to distribute the survey
and a much better data-base was gener
ated. The revised form had all of the
ethnic categories listed above, minus
'Coyote', and participants were asked to
'Check all that apply.' A following sec
tion asked the students,"What words do
you use when you describe your
ethnicity or race?"
Most of the students who are of
mixed ethnicity merely checked both the
White box and the Hispanic box, but a
few stated things like "I am a coyote" or
"I prefer to be called coyote." The origi
nal survey had been given to school
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board members, administrators, certi
fied as well as non-certified staff, and
parents. A few staff members, parents,
and students had checked the 'Coyote'
box without comment and returned their
forms. The only people who had pro
tested the use of the word coyote as an
ethnic identifier were Anglos who iden
tified themselves as 'White.' When one
of the teachers I met with informed me
that coyote had a negative connotation
in the school, and another one told me
there had been actual fist fights at the
high school because of it, I decided to
do an informal poll.
I tapped into one of my Affinity
groups, the teaching assistants (TAs) in
the Heritage Language Program in the
Department of Spanish and Portuguese
at the University of New Mexico. This
group is also related to our Institutionidentity, but tends to be so progressive
that I consider it more a source of Af
finity-identity as well as Discourseidentity. I have been accepted and em
braced by this group because of 'cre
dentials' that have been developed over
three decades, and because of the dis
course we share which focuses on teach
ing for social justice employing the phi
losophies of Paulo Freire. The most
positive response I received to the con
cept of coyote came from the one TA
who is himself a coyote. He grew up
in a small town in northern New Mexico
and stated that in the third grade, a
teacher who had earned all of his admi
ration and respect, told him what a won
derful things it was to be coyote. He
decided that if Mr. G
said so, it
must be true. The rest of the TAs are
Hispanic and none of them had a nega
tive association with the term. They said
it was just a neutral descriptor and, in
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their experience, had not been used as
a put down or in any kind of a conten
tious way. Some expressed incredulity
that anyone would be upset by it, and
irritation that White people would.
("What does it matter to them?")
One of my Institutional groups was
also queried: the members of my 'Span
ish of the Southwest' class. This group
was more diverse and produced more
varied answers. The Mexicanos did not
respond to my e-mail. The Anglos had
never heard the word used to mean a
mixed-race person, and one had only
recently learned of its use to describe
the traffickers in human life on the bor
der. Most of the Hispanos in the class
were also TAs in the Heritage Program,
but the one class member who was coy
ote was not. His response was simple:
"Of course it has to be good, because I
am one." That same day, during class,
he had been asking serious questions
about identity, and the Hispanic class
member from a town near the Mexico
border had asked him if he was asking
because he was coyote. He had re
sponded that yes, it was because he was
coyote. Neither had given the term any
special intonation: it had been stated
matter-of-factly as just another descrip
tor.
While the responses of my col
leagues in New Mexico were helpful,
the meaning of coyote in southern Colo
rado where the research was being con
ducted also needed to be explored. The
principal and other high school staff
members were consulted. The princi
pal was absolutely irate about what he
interpreted as rumors about non-exis
tent fights over a term he did not con
sider to be offensive. (He is Hispanic
and has many coyote nieces and neph
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ews.) The school counselor (also His
panic) laughed when I told her people
were upset over coyote and said "What
do they want us to use-'half-breed'?"
Approximately 20% of the student
population belongs to more than one
ethnic group and the vast majority are
Anglo/Hispanic.
A teacher who is married to a coy
ote said her husband was very proud of
his heritage and would tell their chil
dren, "Too bad you're not coyote like
me." This teacher is herself half Portu
guese (i.e. Hispanic)-half Anglo, and
the children had argued with their fa
ther that they also should qualify as
coyotes since the term appears to apply
only to a 50-50 ethnic mix. A teacher
who is coyote told me she never hears
the word and was surprised to hear re
ports of fist fights. She called one of
her sons (age 17) over and asked him
about it, and he said he never hears it
either and didn't know of anyone using
it as a put down or to pick fights. Her
father was also present, however, and
he said that when they used to take the
kids to visit the Hispanic grandparents,
the granddad would say "Aqui vienen
mis coyotes" (Here come my 'halfbreeds') in the same affectionate man
ner my father-in-law used toward his
grandchildren, but that made his wife
(the Anglo parent) really angry. So,
again, it is the White people who seem
to be the most bothered by this word.
In all fairness, a couple of the pro
gressive Hispanics who were contacted,
and who are in their forties and fifties,
said that the term did have a negative
connotation thirty or forty years ago
because of its association with the ille
gal border crossings, and that they still
have some resistance to using it. The
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professor supervising the research also
expressed some concerns about the term,
but in the interest of allowing that popu
lation the opportunity to feel validated
and to embrace their identity, the deci
sion was made to take a risk and leave
'Coyote' in the initial survey. She is a
Hispanic from northern New Mexico
and has observed her coyote relatives
struggling with ethnic loyalty issues.
In summary, the complex Natureidentities of members of a mixed-race
community have been seen to be further
complicated by the perceptions within
institutions and by the dominant dis
course dedicated to categorizing human
beings by racial and ethnic group. By
adopting a more flexible, fluid approach
to data gathering that allowed for the
expression of multiple identities (recom
mended by Gee (120)), a more complete
and informative data-base was gener
ated. However, had the term 'Coyote'
not been included in the original survey
foim, it is impossible to know if it would
have come up at all. The students who
responded with statements like "I pre
fer to be called coyote" may not have
produced that response had a contro
versy not been ignited in the first place.
While the discord caused at the middle
school was regrettable, the insights
gleaned from the experience will prove
valuable to my future research aimed at
better meeting both the cognitive and
affective educational needs of an ethni
cally divided community. Surveying
other similar communities in the region,
as well as in the wider Southwest, could
be helpful in determining the actual ex
tension and specific uses of the term coy
ote, loathed by some and embraced by
others.
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